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Department Leader
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Technical Specification 5.5.14
Tel: 623/393-5978
Fax: 623/393-5442
e-mail: sbauer@apsc.com

Mail Station 7636
P.O. Box 52034
Phoenix, AZ 85072-2034

102-05034-SAB/TNW/RKR
January 21, 2004
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-37
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Dear Sirs:
Subject:

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS)
Units 1, 2, and 3
Docket Nos. STN 50-528/5291530
Technical Specifications Bases Revisions 25,
26, and 27 Update

Pursuant to PVNGS Technical Specification (TS) 5.5.14, "Technical Specifications
Bases Control Program," Arizona Public Service Company (APS) is submitting changes
to the TS Bases incorporated into Revisions 25, 26 and 27, implemented on November
21, 2003, December 4, 2003, and January 15, 2004, respectively. The Revisions 25, 26
and 27 insertion instructions and replacement pages are provided in the Enclosures.
No commitments are being made to the NRC by this letter.
Should you have any questions, please contact Thomas N. Weber at (623) 393-5764.
Sincerely,
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SAB/TNW/RKR/kg

Enclosures:
1. PVNGS Technical Specification Bases Revision 25 Insertion Instructions and
Replacement Pages
2. PVNGS Technical Specification Bases Revision 26 Insertion Instructions and
Replacement Pages
3. PVNGS Technical Specification Bases Revision 27 Insertion Instructions and
Replacement Pages
cc:

B. S. Mallett
M. B. Fields
N. L. Salgado
A member of the

NRC Region IV Regional Administrator
NRC NRR Project Manager
NRC Senior Resident Inspector for PVNGS
STARS

(Strategic Teaming and Resource sharing) Alliance

Callaway * Comanche Peak * Diablo Canyon * Palo Verde * South Texas Project * Wolf Creek
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits

B 3.1.7
BASES
* Operation at the insertion limits or ASI limits may'approach
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate.or peaking
(continued)
factor, with the allowed Tq present. Operation at the
insertion limit-may also indicate the maximum ejected CEA
worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
that have sufficiently high ejected CEA-worths.

The regulating and shutdown
safety analyses'assumptions
SDM, ejected CEA worth, and
factors are preserved (Ref.

CEA-insertion limits ensure that
for reactivity insertion rate,
power distribution peaking
4).

The regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
10 CFR-50.36 (c)(2)(i).

LCO

The limits on regulating CEA sequence, overlap, and physical
insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintained
because they serve the function of preserving power
distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained, ensuring
that ejected CEA worth is maintained,,and ensuring adequate
negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap between
regulating banks provides more uniform rates of reactivity
insertion and:withdrawal. and is imposed to maintain
acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA motion. The
COLR provides separate figures for CEA insertion limits with
COLSS in service and COLSS out of service.
The power dependent insertion limit (PDIL) alarm circuit is
required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are
outside the-required!'insertion limits. When the PDIL alarm
circuit is inoperable, the verification of CEA positions is
increased to ensure improper CEA alignment is identified
before unacceptable flux distribution occurs.

APPLICABILITY

The regulating CEA sequence, overlap, and physical insertion
limits shall-be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1
and 2. These limits must be maintained. since they preserve
the assumed power distribution, ejected CEA worth, SDM, and
reactivity rate insertion assumptions. Applicability in

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7
BASES
APPLICABILITY
(continued)

MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, since the power
distribution assumptions would not be exceeded in these
MODES. SDM is preserved in MODES 3, 4, and 5 by adjustments
to the soluble boron concentration.
This LCO is modified by a Note indicating the LCO
requirement is suspended during SR 3.1.5.3. This SR
verifies the freedom of the CEAs to move, and requires the
regulating CEAs to move below the LCO limits, which would
normally violate the LCO. The Note also allows the LCO to
be not applicable during reactor power cutback operation,
which inserts a selected CEA group (usually group 4 and 5)
during loss of load events. The requirements of SR 3.1.7.2
for tracking accumulated time between the insertion limits
is still applicable following a reactor power cutback
operation.

ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2
Operation beyond the transient insertion limit may result in
a loss of SDM and excessive peaking factors and may violate
input assumptions of the CEA ejection and CEA misoperation
events. The transient insertion limit should not be
violated during normal operation; this violation, however,
may occur during transients in response to changing plant
conditions. When the regulating groups are inserted beyond
the transient insertion limits, actions must be taken to
either withdraw the regulating groups beyond the limits or
to reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to that
allowed for the actual CEA insertion limit. Two hours
provides a reasonable time to accomplish this, allowing the
operator to deal with current plant conditions while
limiting peaking factors to acceptable levels.
B.1
If the CEAs are inserted between the short term steady state
insertion limits and the transient insertion limits for
intervals > 4 hours per 24 hour period, peaking factors can
develop that are of concern due to Xenon changes (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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B 3.2.4
BASES
BACKGROUND
(continued)

The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how far the
core is from the-operating limits and provides anraudible
alarm when an operating limit is'exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate'violation of-fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design-limits continues to decrease, the RPS
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded during AO0s by initiating a reactor trip.
The COLSS continually generatesi'an assessment of the
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.
In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs) continually infers the core power
distribution and thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies that
indicates CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP because the power range excore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an AOO, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS initiate a reactor trip
prior to exceeding fuel design limits.
The limits on ASI, F.,Yand Tq represent limits within which
the LHR and DNBR algorithms are valid. These limits are
obtained directly from the initial core or reload analysis.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
normal operation or AO0s (Ref. 4). The power distribution
and CEA insertion and alignment LCOs prevent core power
distributions--from reaching levels that violate the
following fuel design criteria:
a.

During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not

exceed 2200 0F (Ref. 5):

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

b.

During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the
95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 3):

c.

During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm (Ref. 6):
and

d.

The control rods (excluding part length rods) must be
capable of shutting down the reactor with a minimum
required SDM with the highest worth control rod stuck
fully withdrawn (Ref. 7).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Ref. 4). This is
accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref. 1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.
Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR)
so that the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200'F
(Ref. 4). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 22000 F may
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy
water reaction.
The LCOs governing LHR, ASI, CEAs, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the
ASI and F limits specified in the COLR, and within the Tq
limits. The latter are process variables that characterize
the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
core. Operation within the limits for these variables
ensures that their actual values are within the range used
in the accident analyses (Ref. 1).

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
Fuel cladding-damage does not occur from conditions outside
SAFETY ANALYSES - the limitsaof these LCOs during normal operation. However.
(continued)
fuel cladding damage-could-result if an accident occurs from
initial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs. This
potential for fuel cladding damageexists because changes in
the power distribution can-cause increased power peaking and
correspondingly increased local LHRs.
DNBR satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).

LCO
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
'inputs to-the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.
With the COLSS in service and one or both of the Control
Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs) OPERABLE. the DNBR will
be maintained by ensuring that the core power calculated by
the COLSS is equal to-or less than the permissible core
power operating'limit based on DNBR calculated by the COLSS.
In the event-that the COLSS is in service but neither of the
two'CEACs is OPERABLE. the DNBR is-maintained by ensuring
that the core power calculated by the COLSS is equal to or
less than a reduced-value of the permissible core power
operating limit calculated by-the COLSS. In this condition,
the calculated operating limit must be reduced by the
allowance specified in the COLR.
In instances for which the COLSS is out of service and
either one or both of the CEACs are OPERABLE, the DNBR is
maintained by operating within the acceptable region
specified in the.COLR and using any OPERABLE CPC channel.
Alternatively..when the COLSS is out of service and neither
of the two CEACs is OPERABLE, the DNBR is maintained by
operatingiwithin- the. acceptable region specified in the COLR
for this condition and-using any OPERABLE CPC channel.
. .

(continued)
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Upgrade)
(continued)

With the COLSS out of service, the limitation on DNBR as a
function of the ASI represents a conservative envelope of
operating conditions consistent with the analysis
assumptions that have been analytically demonstrated
adequate to maintain an acceptable minimum DNBR for all
AO0s. Operation of the core with a DNBR at or above this
limit ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is maintained
in the event of the most limiting AOO (i.e., loss of flow
transient, CEA misoperation events, or asymmetric SG
transient).

LCO
(After CPC
Upgrade)

The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.
With the COLSS in service and at least one of the Control
Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs) OPERABLE in each
operable CPC Channel, the DNBR will be maintained by
ensuring that the core power calculated by the COLSS is
equal to or less than the permissible core power operating
limit based on DNBR calculated by the COLSS. In the event
that the COLSS is in service but the above condition is not
met, the DNBR is maintained by ensuring that the core power
calculated by the COLSS is equal to or less than a reduced
value of the permissible core power operating limit
calculated by the COLSS. In this condition, the calculated
operating limit must be reduced by the allowance specified
in the COLR.
In instances for which the COLSS is out of service and at
least one of the CEACs are OPERABLE in each operable CPC
Channel, the DNBR is maintained by operating within the
acceptable region specified in the COLR and using any
OPERABLE CPC channel. Alternatively, when the COLSS is out
of service and the above condition is not met, the DNBR is
maintained by operating within the acceptable region
specified in the COLR for this condition and using any
OPERABLE CPC channel with two inoperable CEACs.

(continued)
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(continued)

With the COLSS out of service, the limitation on DNBR as a
function of the ASI represents a conservative envelope of
operating conditions consistent with the analysis
assumptions that have been analytically demonstrated
adequate to maintain.an acceptable minimum DNBR for all
AOOs. Operation~of the core with a DNBR at or above this
limit ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is maintained
in the event of'the'most limiting AOO (i.e.. loss of flow
transient, CEA-misoperation events, or asymmetric SG
transient).

APPLICABILITY

Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
.critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above'20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below'20%'RTP are:
a.

The incore'neutron detectors'that'provide input to the
COLSS."'which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate due to'the poor signal to noise ratio that
they experience at relatively low core power levels.

b.

Asia resu'1lt 'of'this inaccuracy. the CPCs assume a
minimum core pbwer of 20% RTP when generating the
Local Power Density-(LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core'power is'below this level the core is
operating well below the thermal limits and the
resultant-CPC 6alculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
conservative.

The upgraded CPC-system consists of eight'total CEACs
instead of the two found in the CPC System prior to upgrade.
To facilitate the difference in the number of CEACs as will
as to support the enhanced features found in the upgraded
CPC'system, a second'3.2.4 Technical Specification has been
developed. The determination on which Specification applies
in based on whether or not the unit has received the
upgraded CPCs..-Each unit shall only use the Specification
that reflects the status' of their unit's CPC system (i.e..
'before or after CPC upgrades).-"

(continued)
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(continued)

B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2
If the COLSS is not available the OPERABLE DNBR channels are
monitored to ensure that the DNBR is not exceeded.
Maintaining the DNBR within this specified range ensures
that no postulated accident results in consequences more
severe than those described in the UFSAR, Chapter 15. A
4 hour Frequency is allowed to restore the DNBR limit to
within the region of acceptable operation. This Frequency
is reasonable because the COLSS allows the plant to operate
with less DNBR margin (closer to the DNBR limit) than when
monitoring with the CPCs.
When operating with the COLSS out of service and DNBR
outside the region of acceptable operation, there is a
possibility of a slow undetectable transient that degrades
the DNBR slowly over the 4 hour period and is then followed
by an anticipated operational occurrence or an accident. To
remedy this, the CPC calculated values of DNBR are monitored
every 15 minutes when the COLSS is out of service and DNBR
outside the region of acceptable operation. The 15 minute
frequency is adequate to allow the operator to identify an
adverse trend in conditions that could result in an approach
to the DNBR limit. Also, a maximum allowable change in the
CPC calculated DNBR ensures that further degradation
requires the operators to take immediate action to restore
DNBR to within limits or reduce reactor power to comply with
the Technical Specifications (TS). With an adverse trend, 1
hour is allowed for restoring DNBR to within limits if the
COLSS is not restored to OPERABLE status. Implementation of
this requirement ensures that reductions in core thermal
margin are quickly detected and, if necessary, results in a
decrease in reactor power and subsequent compliance with the
existing COLSS out of service TS limits. If DNBR cannot be
monitored every 15 minutes, assume that there is an adverse
trend.
With no adverse trend, 4 hours is allowed for restoring the
DNBR to within limits if the COLSS is not restored to
OPERABLE status. This duration is reasonable because the
Frequency of the CPC determination of DNBR has been
increased, and, if operation is maintained steady, the
likelihood of exceeding the DNBR limit during this period is
not increased. The likelihood of induced reactor transients
from an early power reduction is also decreased.

(continued)
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C.1

(continued)
Ifthe DNBR cannot be restored or determined within the
allowed times of Conditions A and B.core power must be
reduced. Reduction,'of core power to ' 20% RTP ensures that
'the core is operating within its thermal limits and places
the core in a conservative condition based on trip setpoints
generated by the CPCs. which assume a minimum core power of
20% RTP.

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach 20% RTP from full power
conditions inan orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SR 3.2.4.1
With the COLSS out of service, the operator must monitor the
DNBR as indicated on all of the OPERABLE DNBR channels of
the CPCs to verify that the DNBR iswithin the specified
limits shown inthe'COLR. A 2 hour Frequency is adequate to
allow the operator to identify trends inconditions that
would result inan approach to the DNBR limit.
This SR ismodified by a Note that states that the SR is
only applicable when the COLSS isout of service.
Continuous monitoring of the DNBR isprovided by the COLSS.
which calculates core power and core power operating limits
based on the DNBR and continuously displays these limits to
the operator. A COLSS margin alarm is annunciated inthe
event that the THERMAL POWER exceeds the core power
operating limit based on the DNBR. This SR isalso modified
by a Note that states that the SR isnot required to be
performed until 2 hours after MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER >
20% RTP. During plant startup (increase from 15-18% RTP),
the plant dynamics associated with the downcomer to
economizer swapover may result ina temporary power increase
above 20% RTP. The 2 hours after reaching 20% RTP is
required for plant stabilization.

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.2.4.2

REFERENCES

1.

UFSAR, Chapter 15.

2.

UFSAR, Chapter 6.

3.

CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.

4.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10.

5.

10 CFR 50.46.

6.

Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev

7.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a power
level equal to or less than the core power operating limit,
as calculated by the COLSS, based on the DNBR, ensures that
the operator is alerted when operating conditions approach
the DNBR operating limit. The 31 day Frequency for
performance of this SR is consistent with the historical
testing frequency of reactor protection and monitoring
systems. The Surveillance Frequency for testing protection
systems was extended to 92 days by CEN 327. Monitoring
systems were not addressed in CEN 327: therefore, this
Frequency remains at 31 days.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
B 3.3.1

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating

BASES
BACKGROUND

The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
during anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs). By
tripping the reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered
Safety Features (ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.
The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system'parameters and equipment
performance.
The LSSS. defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with theGLCOs. establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).
During AOOs, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:
*

The departure from nucleate'boiling ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above'the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from'nucleate boiling (DNB):

.

Fuel centerline meltihg shall not occur; and

.

The Reactor Coolant System.'(RCS) pressure SL of
'2750 psia shall not be exceeded.'

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the"offsite 'dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1)
and-10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2)'criteria during AOOs.
Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected'to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit'during accidents is that'the offsite dose shall be
maintained'withih"'an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. "Different'accident categories allow a
different-fraction of these limits based on probability of
(continued)
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(continued)

occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.
The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:
*

Measurement channels;

*

Bistable trip units:

*

RPS Logic: and

*

Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs).

This LCO addresses measurement channels and bistable trip
units. It also addresses the automatic bypass removal
feature for those trips with operating bypasses. The RPS
Logic and RTCBs are addressed in LCO 3.3.4, "Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation." The
CEACs are addressed in LCO 3.3.3, "Control Element Assembly
Calculators (CEACs)."
Measurement Channels

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, the core protection
calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs, though complex, are
considered components in the measurement channels of the
Variable Over Power - High, Logarithmic Power Level - High,
DNBR - Low, and Local Power Density (LPD) - High trips.
Four identical measurement channels, designated channels A
through D, with electrical and physical separation, are
provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip
signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) position indication used in the CPCs. Each
measurement channel provides input to one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS channel. In addition, some
measurement channels may also be used as inputs to
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
(continued)
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(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

bistables, and most provide indication in the control room.
Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS are not
used for-control functions.When a channel monitoring a parameter exceeds a
Predetermined setpoint. indicating an unsafe condition, the
Mistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or
more channels will de-energize Matrix Logic, which in turn
de-energizes the Initiation Logic. This causes all four
RTCBs to open, interrupting power to the CEAs. allowing them
to fall into the core.
Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are
necessary to'meet the redundancy and testability of
10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 21 (Ref.-1). -The fourth channel

provides additional' flexibility by allowing one channel to

be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for
maintenance or testing while still.maintaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, even with a channel
'inoperable,-no single additional failure'in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a required trip
from occurring.
Adequate channel- to channel independence includes physical
and electrical independence of-each-channel from the others.
This allows operation intwo-out-of-three logic with one
channel removed from service until following the next MODE 5
entry. Since no single failure will' either cause or prevent
a protective system actuation, and no protective channel
feeds a control-function, this arrangement meets the

applicable requirements of standards-referenced in the
UFSAR. Chapter 7 (Ref 4).
The CPCs perfdrm the calculations required to derive the
DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS trips.
Four separate CPCs perform the calculations independently,
one for each of the four RPS channels. The CPCs provide
outputs to drive display indications (DNBR margin, LPD
margin, and calibrated neutron flux power levels) and

provide DNBR - Low and LPD - High pretrip and trip signals.
The CPC channel outputs for the DNBR - Low and'LPD - High

trips operate contacts in the Matrix Logic ina manner
identical to the other RPS trips.

(continued)
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(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Each CPC receives the following inputs:
*

Hot leg and cold leg temperatures;

*

Pressurizer pressure;

*

Reactor coolant pump speed;
Excore neutron flux levels;
Target CEA positions; and

*

CEAC penalty factors.

Each CPC is programmed with "addressable constants." These
are various alignment values, correction factors, etc., that
are required for the CPC computations. They can be accessed
for display or for the purpose of changing them as
necessary.
The CPCs use this constant and variable information to
perform a number of calculations. These include the
calculation of CEA group and subgroup deviations (and the
assignment of conservative penalty factors), correction and
calculation of average axial power distribution (APD) (based
on excore flux levels and CEA positions), calculation of
coolant flow (based on pump speed), and calculation of
calibrated average power level (based on excore flux levels
and AT power).
The DNBR calculation considers primary pressure, inlet
temperature, coolant flcw, average power, APD, radial
peaking factors, and CEA deviation penalty factors from the
CEACs to calculate the state of the limiting (hot) coolant
channel in the core. A DNBR - Low trip occurs when the
calculated value reaches the minimum DNBR trip setpoint.

(continued)
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(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

-The LPD calculation considers APD. average power, radial
peaking factors (based upon target CEA position), and CEAC
penalty factors to calculate the current value of
compensated peak power density. An LPD - High trip occurs
when the calculated value reaches the trip setpoint. The
four CPC channels provide input to the four DNBR - Low and
four LPD - High RPS trip channels. They effectively act as
the sensor (using-many inputs) for these trips.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
position of CEAs within their subgroups -for the CPCs. Two
independent CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its
subgroup position. If a deviation is detected by either
CEAC. an annunciator sounds and appropriate "penalty
factors" are transmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors
conservatively' adjust the effective operating margins to the
DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips. Each CEAC also drives a
single visual display which is switchable between CEACs.
The visual display indicates individual CEA positions from
the selected:CEAC.''
Each CEA has two separate reed switch assemblies mounted
outside the RCPB. Each of the two CEACs receives CEA
position input from one of the two reed-switch position
transmitters'on each'CEA. so that'the position of all CEAs
is independently monitored by both CEACs.
CEACs are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
Measurement Channels

(After CPC Upgrade)

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, 'the core protection
calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs, though complex, are
considered components in the measurement channels of the
-Variable Over Power --High. Logarithmic;Power Level - High,
DNBR - Low, and Local Power Density (LPD) - High trips.

(continued)
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(continued)

Four identical measurement channels, designated channels A
through D, with electrical and physical separation, are
provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip
signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) position indication used in the CPCs. Each
measurement channel provides input to one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS channel. In addition, some
measurement channels may also be used as inputs to
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
bistables, and most provide indication in the control room.
Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS are not
used for control functions.
When a channel monitorirg a parameter exceeds a
predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or
more channels will de-erergize Matrix Logic, which in turn
de-energizes in Initiation Logic. This causes all four
RTCBs to open, interrupting power to the CEAs, allowing them
to fall into the core.
Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are
necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 1). The fourth channel
provides additional flexibility by allowing one channel to
be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for
maintenance or testing while still maintaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, even with a channel
inoperable, no single additional failure in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a required trip
from occurring.
Adequate channel to charnel independence includes physical
and electrical independence of each channel from the
others. This allows operation in two-out-of-three logic
with one channel removed from service until following the
next MODE 5 entry. Since no single failure will either
cause or prevent a protective system actuation, and no
protective channel feeds a control function, this
arrangement meets the applicable requirements of standards
referenced in the UFSAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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(continued)

* The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive the
DNBR and'LPD parameters and their associated RPS trips.
Four separate-CPCs perform;the calculations independently,
one for each of the four:RPS channels. The CPCs provide
outputs to drive display indications (DNBR margin, LPD
margin, and calibrated neutron flux power levels) and
provide DNBR - Low and LPD - High pretrip and trip signals.
The CPC channel outputs for the DNBR !-Low and LPD - High
trips operate contacts in the Matrix Logic in a manner
,.identical to the other RPS trips.
Each CPC receives the following inputs:
* Hot leg and cold leg temperatures;
' Pressurizer pressure:
* Reactor coolant pump speed;
. Excore neutron flux levels;
* Target CEA positions; and
* CEAC penalty factors.
Each CPC is programmed with "addressable constants." These
are various alignment values, correction factors. etc.,
that are required-for the CPC computations. They can be
accessed for~display'or for~the purpose of changing them as
necessary.
The CPCs use this constant and variable information to
perform a number,of calculations.'' These include the
"calculation of'CEA group and subgroup deviations (and the
assignment of conservative penalty factors), correction and
calculation of average~axial power distribution (APD)
(based on excore'flux levels and CEA positions),
calculation of coolant flow (based on pump speed), and
calculation of calibrated average power level (based on
excore flux levels and AT power).

(continued)
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(continued)

The DNBR calculation considers primary pressure, inlet
temperature, coolant flow average power, APD, radial
peaking factors, and CEA deviation penalty factors from the
CEACs to calculate the state of the limiting (hot) coolant
channel in the core. A DNBR - Low trip occurs when the
calculated value reaches the minimum DNBR trip setpoint.
The LPD calculation considers APD, average power, radical
peaking factors (based upon target CEA position), and CEAC
penalty factors to calculate the current value of
compensated peak power density. An LPD - High trip occurs
when the calculated value reaches the trip setpoint. The
four CPC channels provide input to the four DNBR - Low and
four LPD - High RPS trip channels. They effectively act as
the sensor and bistable trip units (using many inputs) for
these trips.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine
the position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs.
Two independent CEACs within each CPC channel compare the
position of each CEA to its subgroup position. If a
deviation is detected by either CEAC, an annunciator sounds
and appropriate "penalty factors" are transmitted to the
CPC in the affected channel. These penalty factors
conservatively adjust the effective operating margins to
the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips.
Each CEA has two separate reed switch position transmitter
(RSPT) assemblies mounted outside the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary (RCPB)i, designated RSPT 1 and RSPT 2.
CEA position from the RSPTs is processed by two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs) located in each CPC channel.

(continued)
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(continued)

The CPPs transmit CEA position to the.appropriate CEAC in
all four CPC channels over optically isolated datalinks.
such that CEAC 1 in-all channels receives the position of
all CEAs based upon.RSPT1. and-CEAC 2 receives the position
of all CEAs based upon RSPT2. Thus the position of all
CEAs are independently monitored by both CEACs in each CPC
channel.
The CPCs display the position of each CEA to the operator
on a separate single CEA Position Flat Panel Display. Each
CPC channel-is connected to the display by means of an
optically isolated data-link. The operator may select the
channel for display. -Selecting channel A or B will display
CEA position based upon RSPT1 on each CEA. whereas
selecting channel C or D will display CEA position based
upon:RSPT 2 on each CEA.
CEACS are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units; mounted in the Plant Protection System
(PPS) cabinet, receive an analog input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact output-to-the Matrix Logic. They also
provide local trip indication and remote annunciation.
There are four channels of bistables. designated A. B. C,
and D. for each RPS parameter. one for each measurement
channel. Bistables de-energize when a trip occurs, in turn
de-energizing bistable relays-mounted in the PPS relay card
racks.
The contacts from these bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence matrices, comprising the Matrix Logic. If
bistables monitoring the-same parameter in at least two
channels trip.-the Matrix Logic will-generate a reactor
trip (two-out-of-four logic).

(continued)
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Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on
analytical limits derived from safety analyses
(Ref. 5 and 8). The selection of these trip setpoints is
such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor
and processing time delays are taken into account. To allow
for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values specified
in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value
to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
interval between surveillances. A channel is inoperable if
its actual setpoint is not within its Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses, the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as defined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-PSD-335-P, "Functional Design Requirements
for a Core Protection Calculation" (Ref. 10) and
CEN-PSD-336-P," Functional Design Requirements for a Control
Element Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11).

(continued)
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(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure
that SLs of Chapter 2.0. "SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)." are not
violated during AOOs, and the consequences of DBAs will be
acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the
LCOs at the onset of the AQO or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed.
Note that in LCO 3.3.1- the Allowable Values of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.
Functional testing of the entire RPS. from bistable input
through the opening of individual RTCBs, can be performed
either at power. or shutdown and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation. the CPCs, and the
CEACs can be similarly tested. UFSAR, Section 7.2 (Ref. 8).
provides more detail on RPS testing. Processing transmitter
calibration is normally performed on a refueling basis.
Bistable Trip Units

(After CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units, mounted in the Plant Protection System
*(PPS) cabinet, receive an analog input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact output to the Matrix Logic. They also
provide local trip indication and remote annunciation.
There are four channels of bistables. designated A. B, C,
and D. for each RPS parameter. one for each measurement
channel. Bistables de-energize when a trip occurs, in turn
de-energizing bistable relays mounted in the PPS relay card
racks.
The contacts from these bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence matrices. comprising and Matrix Logic. If
bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two
channels trip, the Matrix Logic will generate a reactor trip
(two-out-of-four logic).

(continued)
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Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the accident analysis
(Ref. 5). The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6). Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value
to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
interval between surveillances. A channel is inoperable if
its actual setpoint is not within its Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses, the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as defined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-305-P, "Functional Design Requirements for a
Core Protection Calculation" (Ref. 10) and CEN-304-P,
"Functional Design Requirements for a Control Element
Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11).

(continued)
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Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable value will
"SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)," are
ensure that SLs of Chapter 20.-0
not violated during A00s. and the consequences of DBAs will
be acceptable,- providing'the plant is operated from within
the LCOs at the onset of the AOO or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed..
Note that in LCO 3.3.1, the Allowable Values of Table
3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.
Functional testing of the entire RPS- from bistable input
through the-opening-of individual RTCBs, can be performed
either at power or shutdown and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation, the CPCs. and
the CEACs can be similarly tested. CPC anc CEAC functional
testing is performed quarterly and-during refueling.
UFSAR, Section 7.2-(Ref. 8). provides more detail on RPS
testing. Processing transmitter calibration is normally
performed on refueling basis.
RPS Logic
The RPS Logic.:addressed in LCO 3.3.4. consists of both
Matrix and Initiation Logic and employs a scheme that
provides a reactor trip when bistables in any two of the
four channels sense-the-same input parameter trip. This is
called a two-out-of-four trip logic.
Bistable-relay contact outputs from the four channels are
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix
checks for a coincident trip in-the same parameter in two
bistable channels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC.
AD, BC,-BD, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels
being monitored.. Each logic matrix contains four normally
energized matrix relays.. When a coincidence is detected,
consisting of a trip in the same Function in the two
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.

(continued)
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The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with
one of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening
contacts in one of the four trip paths. Each trip path
provides power to one of the four normally energized RTCB
initiation relays. The trip paths thus each have six
contacts in series, one from each matrix, and perform a
logical OR function, opening the RTCBs if any one or more of
the six T-gic matrices indicate a coincidence condition.
Each trip path is responsible for opening one of the four
RTCBs. The RTCB initiation relays, when de-energized,
interrupt power to the Lreaker undervoltage trip attachments
and simultaneously apply power to the shunt trip attachments
on each of the breakers. Actuation of either the
undervoltage or shunt trip attachment is sufficient to open
the RTCB and interrupt power from the motor generator (MG)
sets to the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs).
When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four
matrix relays in the affected matrix de-energize. This in
turn de-energizes all four initiation relays, which
simultaneously de-energize the undervoltage and energize the
shunt trip attachments in all four RTCBs, tripping them
open.
Matrix Logic refers to the matrix power supplies, trip
channel bypass contacts, and interconnecting matrix wiring
between bistable relay cards, up to but not including the
matrix relays. Matrix contacts on the bistable relay cards
are excluded from the Matrix Logic definition, since they
are addressed as part of the measurement channel.
The Initiation Logic consists of the trip path power source,
matrix relays and their associated contacts, all
interconnecting wiring, initiation relays, and the
initiation relay contacts in the RTCB control circuitry.

(continued)
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It is possible to change the two-out-of-four RPS Logic to a
two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one
channel at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions
of the Matrix Logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable
effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three
Thus, the bistables
- matrices associated with that channel.
will function normally, producing normal trip indication and
- annunciation, but a reactor trip will not occur unless two
additional channels'indicate a trip condition.
Trip channel bypassing can be simultaneously performed on

any number of parameters in any number of channels,
providing each parameter isbypassed inonly one channel at
a time. An interlock prevents simultaneous trip channel
bypassing of the same parameter inmore-than one channel.
Trip channel bypassing isnormally employed during
maintenance or testing.-'
Two-out-of-three logic also prevents inadvertent trips
- caused by-any single channel failure in a trip condition.
Inaddition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also
operating bypasses on select RPS trips. These bypasses are
enabled manually in allrfour RPS channels when plant
,conditions do not warrant the specific trip protection. All
operating bypasses. are automatically removed when enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied. Operating
bypasses are normally implemented inthe bistable, so that
normal trip indication is also disabled. Trips with
operating bypasses-include Pressurizer Pressure - Low.
Logarithmic Power Level - High, and CPC (DNBR - Low and

-

LPD - High). Refer also to B 3.3.5 for ESFAS operating
bypasses.

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs)
The reactor trip switchgear, addressed inLCO 3.3.4.
consists of four RTCBs. ' Power input to the reactor trip
switchgear comes from two full'capacity MG sets operated in
parallel. such that the-loss of either MG set does not
de-energize the CEDMs. Power issupplied from the MG sets
-to the CEDM's via two redundant paths (trip legs). Trip
legs 1 and 3 are in:parallel with Trip legs 2 and 4. This
ensures that a fault or the opening of a breaker inone trip
leg (i.e., for testing purposes) will not interrupt power to
the CEDM buses.
(continued)
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Each of the two trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series.
The two RTCBs within a trip leg are actuated by separate
initiation circuits.
Each RTCB is operated by either a manual reactor trip push
button, a Supplementary Protection System (SPS) trip relay
or an RPS actuated Initiation relay. There are four Manual
Trip push buttons each push button operates one of the four
RTCBs. Depressing either of the push buttons in both trip
legs will result in a reactor trip.
When a Manual Trip is initiated using the control room push
buttons, the RPS trip paths and Initiation relays are not
utilized, and the RTCB undervoltage and shunt trip
attachments are actuated independent of the RPS.
Manual Trip circuitry includes the push button and
interconnecting wiring to the RTCBs necessary to actuate
both the undervoltage and shunt trip attachments but
excludes the Initiation relay contacts and their
interconnecting wiring to the RTCBs, which are considered
part of the Initiation Logic.
Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of Individual RTCBs, can be performed
either at power or shutdown and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis. UFSAR. Section 7.2 (Ref. 8), explains RPS
testing in more detail.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Design Basis Definition
The RPS is designed to ensure that the following operational
criteria are met:
*

The associated actuation will occur when the parameter
monitored by each channel reaches its setpoint and the
specific coincidence logic is satisfied;

*

Separation and redundancy are maintained to permit a
channel to be out of service for testing or
maintenance while still maintaining redundancy within
the RPS instrumentation network.
(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be
detected by one or more'RPS Functions. The accident
analysis takes credit for most of the RPS trip Functions.
Those functions for which no credit istaken, termed
equipment protective-functions, are not needed from a safety
perspective.
Each RPS setpoint is.chosen to be consistent with the
function of the respective trip. The basis for each trip
setpoint falls into one of three general categories:
Category 1:

To ensure that the SLs are not exceeded
during AQOs;

Category 2:

'To assist-the ESFAS during accidents; and

Category 3:

To prevent material damage to major plant
components (equipment protective).

The RPS maintains the SLs during AOOs and mitigates the
consequences of DBAs inall MODES"in which the RTCBs are
closed.
Each of the analyzed transients and accidents can be
detected by one or more RPS Functions. Functions not
specifically credited inthe accident analysis are part of
the NRC staff approved licensing basis for the plant.
Noncredited Functions include the Steam Generator #1
Level - High, and'the Steam Generator #2 Level - High.

These

-trips minimize the potential for equipment damage.
The specific safety analysis applicable to each protective
function are identified below:
-1. Variable Over. Power-High (RPS)
The Variable Over Power - High Trip (RPS-VOPT) is

-

'

iprovided
to protect the reactor core during positive
reactivity addition excursions. Under steady state
conditions the trip setpoint will stay above the
neutron power level signal by'a preset value, called
the band function. When the power level increases the
setpoint will'increase to attempt to maintain the
separation defined by the Band function, however the
(continued)
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Design Basis Definition
1.

(continued)

Variable Over Power-High (RPS) (continued)
rate of the setpoint change is limited by the rate
function. If the power level signal increases faster
than the setpoint, a trip will occur when the power
level eventually equals the trip setpoint. The
maximum value the setpoint can have is determined by
the ceiling function.
A positive reactivity excursion transient will be
detected by one or more RPS Functions. The Variable
Over Power-High trip (RPS-VOPT) can provide protection
against core damage during the following events:

2.

*

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Subcritical and
Low Power (AD:); and

*

CEA Ejection (Accident).

Logarithmic Power Level - High
The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip protects the
integrity of the fuel cladding and helps protect the
RCPB in the event of an unplanned criticality from a
shutdown condition.
In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed and the
CEA Drive System capable of CEA withdrawal, protection
is required for CEA withdrawal events originating when
logarithmic power is < 1E-4% NRTP. For events
originating above this power level, other trips
provide adequate protection.
MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed, are
addressed in LCO 3.3.2, "Reactor Protective System
(RPS) Instrumentation - Shutdown."
In MODES 3, 4, or 5, with the RTCBs open or the CEAs
not capable of withdrawal, the Logarithmic Power
Level - High trip does not have to be OPERABLE. The
indication and alarm functions required to indicate a
boron dilution event are addressed in LCO 3.3.12,
"Boron Dilution Alarm System (BDAS)".
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(continued)

3.

Pressurizer Pressure - High

*'

The Pressuirizer.Pressure - High trip provides protection
for the high RCS pressure SL. In conjunction with the
pressurizer safety valves and the main steam safety
valves (MSSVs), it provides-protection against
overpressurization of the RCPB during the following
'events:

4.

*

Loss of Condenser Vacuum (AOO):

*

CEA Withdrawal From Low Power Conditions (AOO):

*

'Chemical and'Volume Control System Malfunction
(AOO): and

*

Main'Feedwater System Pipe Break (Accident).

Pressurizer Pressure - Low
The PressurizerlPressure - Low trip is provided to trip
the reactor to assist-the ESF System in the event of
loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). During a LOCA. the
SLs may be exceeded: however, the consequences of the
accident will be acceptable. A Safety Injection
Actuation-Signal (SIAS) and a Containment Isolation
Actuation Signal (CIAS) are initiated simultaneously.

5.

Containment Pressure - High
The Containment Pressure - High trip prevents exceeding

the containment design pressure psig during a design

basis LOCA or main steam-line break (MSLB) accident.
During a LOCA-or MSLB the SLs may be exceeded:
however; the consequences of the accident will be
acceptable.- An.SIAS; CIAS,; and MSIS are initiated
simultaneously."

-
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(continued)

6, 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low
The Steam Generator #1 Pressure - Low and Steam
Generator #2 Pressuoe - Low trips provide protection
against an excessive rate of heat extraction from the
steam generators and resulting rapid. uncontrolled
cooldown of the RCS. This trip is needed to shut down
the reactor and assist the ESF System in the event of
an MSLB or main feedwater line break accident. A main
steam isolation signal (MSIS) is initiated
simultaneously.
8, 9. Steam Generator Level - Low
The Steam Generator #1 Level - Low and Steam
Generator #2 Level -- Low trips ensure that a reactor
trip signal is generated for the following events to
help prevent exceeding the design pressure of the RCS
due to the loss of *the heat sink:

10, 11.

*

Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator
Atmospheric Dump Valve (AOO):

*

Loss of Condenser Vacuum (AOO);

*

Loss of Normal Feedwater Event (AOO):

*

Feedwater System Pipe Break (Accident); and

*

Single RCP Rotor Seizure (AOO)

Steam Generator Level - High
The Steam Generator #1 Level - High and Steam
Generator #2 Level -- High trips are provided to protect
the turbine from excessive moisture carryover in case
of a steam generator overfill event.
A Main Steam
Isolation Signal (MSIS) is initiated simultaneously.

(continued)
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12. 13.

14.

(continued)

Reactor-Coolant Flow - Low
The Reactor Coolant Flow Steam Generator #1-Low and
Reactor Coolant Flow Steam Generator #2-Low trips
provide protection against an-RCP Sheared Shaft Event.
A trip is initiated when the pressure differential
across'the primary side ofeither steam generator
decreases below'a variable setpoint. This variable
setpoint stays below the pre'ssure differential by a
-reset value called the step function, unless limited
by a preset maximum decreasing rate determined by the
Ramp Function, or a set minimum value determined by
the Floor Function. The setpoints ensure that a
reactor trip occurs to limit fuel failure and ensure
,offsite doses are within 10 CFR 100 guidelines.
Local Power Density - High
The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
-the DNBR and LPD-parameters and their associated RPS
trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide plant
protection'during the following AOOs and assist the
ESF systems in the mitigation of the following
accidents. The LPD - High trip provides protection against fuel
centerline melting due to the occurrence of excessive
local power density peaks during the following AOOs:
~* 'Decrease in Feedwater Temperature;
*
Increase in Feedwater Flow:
i,*' Increased Main'Steam Flow (not due to the steam
line rupture) Without Turbine Trip:
*
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power:
-.
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power: and
-*,
CEA Misoperation: Single Part Length CEA Drop.
For the events listed above (except CEA Misoperation:
Single Part'Length CEA Drop). DNBR - Low will trip the
reactor first, since DNB would occur before fuel
centerline melting would occur.

(continued)
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15.

(continued)

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS
trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide plant
protection during the following AOOs and assist the
ESF systems in the mitigation of the following
accidents.
The DNBR - Low trip provides protection against core
damage due to the occurrence of locally saturated
conditions in the limiting (hot) channel during the
following events and is the primary reactor trip
(trips the reactor first) for these events:
*
Decrease in Feedwater Temperature;
*
Increase in Feedwater Flow:
*
Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam line
rupture) Without Turbine Trip;
*
Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam line
rupture) With a Concurrent Single Failure of an
Active Component:
*
Steam Line Break With Concurrent Loss of Offsite
AC Power:
*
Loss of Normal AC Power;
*
Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow:
•
Total Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow:
*
Single Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Shaft Seizure;
*
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power;
*
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power:
*
CEA Misoperation; Full Length CEA Drop:
*
CEA Misoperation; Part Length CEA Subgroup Drop;
*
Primary Sample or Instrument Line Break; and
*
Steam Generator Tube Rupture.
In the above list, only the steam generator tube
rupture, the RCP shaft seizure, and the sample or
instrument line break are accidents. The rest are
AO0s.
(continued)
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Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)-Low
(continued)
In the safety analyses for transients involving
reactivity and power distribution anomalies. credit
may be taken for the CPC VOPT auxiliary trip algorithm
in lieu of the RPS VOPT trip function. The exact trip
credited (CPC or RPS) is documented in chapter 15 of
the UFSAR under the individual event sections. The
CPC VOPT auxiliary trip acts through the CPC DNBR-Low
and LPD-High trip contacts to Provide over power
protection. When credit is taken for the CPC VOPT
algorithm, the CPC VOPT setpoints installed in the
plant are based on the safety analyses and may differ
from the RPS VOPT allowable values and nominal
setpoints. The setpoints associated with the CPC VOPT
are controlled'via Addressable Constants (TS Section
5.4.1) and Reload Data Block Constants (Ref. 8 and
13). The CPC VOPT auxiliary trip algorithm may
provide protection against core damage during the
following events:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power (AOO):
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power (AOO):
Single CEA Withdrawal within Deadband (AOO):
Steam Bypass Control System Misoperation (AOO);
CEA Ejection (Accident): and
Main Steam Line Break (Accident).
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)-Low
(continued
The DNBR algorithm used in the CPC is valid only
within the limits -indicated below and operation
outside of these limits will result in a CPC initiated
trip.
PARAMETER

LIMITING VALUE

RCS Cold Leg Temperature

-

Low

2 505 0F

RCS Cold Leg Temperature

-

High

< 590 0 F

Axial Shape Index - Positive

Not more positive than +0.5

Axial Shape Index - Negative

Not more negative than -0.5

Pressurizer Pressure - Low
Pressurizer Pressure - Hich

2 1860 psia
< 2388 psia

Integrated Radial Peaking Factor - Low

2 1.28

Integrated Radial Peaking Factor - High

< 7.00
>0

Quality Margin - Low

Interlocks/Bypasses
The operating bypasses and their Allowable Values are
addressed in footnotes to Table 3.3.1-1. They are not
otherwise addressed as specific Table entries.
The automatic operating bypass removal
function as a backup to manual actions
related trips to ensure the trip Functi
operationally bypassed when the safety
Functions are not bypassed. The basis
operating bypasses is discussed under i
the LCO section:
a.

Logarithmic Power Level - High;

b.

DNBR - Low and LPD - High.

features must
for all safety
ons are not
analysis assumes the
for each of the
ndividual trips in

The RPS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).
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The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS
Function'to be OPERABLE.: Failure of any required portion of
the instrument channelirenders the-affected channel(s)
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.
--Actions

allow maintenance (trip channel) bypass of
individual channels,tbut the bypass activates interlocks
that prevent operation with a second channel in the same
Function bypassed. With one channel in each Function trip
channel bypassed. this effectively places the plant in a
two-out-of-three logic configuration in those Functions.
Only theAllowable Values are specified for each RPS trip
Function in the LCO.: Nominal trip 'setpoints are specified
in the plant specific'setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable Value
if the bistable-is performing as required. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservativeithan the nominal t

setpoint, but.within' its-Allowable Value, is acceptable.
provided that-operation and testing are consistent with the
assumptions of the plant' specific setpoint calculations. A
* channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not
within its required Allowable Value. Each Allowable Value
specified is more conservative6than the analytical limit
assumed in the~safety.analysis in order to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip Function.
These uncertainties are defined in.the "Plant Protection
System Selection of Trip Setpoint.Values" (Ref. 7).
The Bases for'the individual Function requirements are as
follows:
1.

Variable Over Power-High (RPS)
This LCO'requires 'all four channels of Variable Over
Power High (RPS).to be'OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
The Allowable Value is high enough to provide an
operating'envelope that prevents unnecessary Variable
Over.Power High.(RPS).reactor trips during normal
plant operations. "When the'RPS VOPT trip function is
creditedin'the safety analyses, the Allowable Value
is based on the analyses and is low enough for the
'system to maintain a margin to unacceptable fuel or
fuel cladding damage.should a positive reactivity
excursion event occur.'
(continued)
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2.

Logarithmic Power Level - High
This LCO requires all four channels of Logarithmic
Power Level - High to be OPERABLE in MODE 2.
In MODES 3, 4, or 5 when the RTCBs are shut and the
CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal
conditions are addressed in LCO 3.3.2.
The Allowable Value is high enough to provide an
operating envelope that prevents unnecessary
Logarithmic Power Level - High reactor trips during
normal plant operations. The Allowable Value is low
enough for the system to maintain a margin to
unacceptable fuel cladding damage should a CEA
withdrawal event occur.
The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip may be bypassed
when logarithmic power is above 1E-4% NRTP to allow
the reactor to be brought to power during a reactor
startup. This operating bypass is automatically
removed when logarithmic power decreases below
1E-4% NRTP. Above 1E-4% NRTP, the Variable Over
Power - High and Pressurizer Pressure - High trips
provide protection for reactivity transients.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE when
the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass function is manually controlled via station
operating procedures and the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fully capable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b)
in Table 3.3.1-1 and (d) in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure mode, the associated input bistable from
changing state as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal setpoint. Specifically, when
the indicated Log power channel is failed high
(above 1E-4%), the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Similarly, when the indicated Log power channel is
failed low (below 1LE-4%), the automatic DNBR-LPD trip
bypass removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Although one bypass removal feature is applicable above
1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable below 1E-4%
NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log power channel
and should therefore be considered INOPERABLE.
(continued)
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2.

Logarithmic Power Level-

High (continued)

When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log power
and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal features in
that channel are also INOPERABLE, requiring entry into
LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or'LCO 3.3.2 Condition C
depending on plant operating MODE. Required Action C.1
for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 require the bypass
channel to be disabled. -,Compliance with C.1 is met by
-placing the CR switches in "off" and "normal" for the
Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD-bypasses respectively. No
further action (key removal, periodic verification,
etc.) is required., These CR switches.are
administratively cbntrolled via station procedure
therefore., the requirements of C.1 are continuously
*met.
3.

Pressurizer Pressure - High
This LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer
Pressure - High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
The Allowable Value is set below the nominal lift
setting of the pressurizer code safety valves, and its
operation avoids the undesirable operation of these
valves during normal plant operation. In the event of
a loss of condenser vacuum at 100% power, this
setpoint ensures the reactor trip will take place,
thereby limiting further heat input to the RCS and
consequent pressure rise. The pressurizer safety
*valves may lift to prevent overpressurization of the
RCS.

-4.

Pressurizer Pressure - Low
This LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer
Pressure - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
The Allowable Value is set low enough to prevent a
reactor trip during normal plant operation and
pressurizer Pressure transients. However, the
setpoint is high enough that'with a LOCA, the reactor
trip willoccur soon enough to allow the ESF systems
to-performwas*expected in the analyses and mitigate
the consequences of the accident.

(continued)
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5.

Containment Pressure - High
The LCO requires four channels of Containment
Pressure - High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
The Allowable Value is set high enough to allow for
small pressure increases in containment expected
during normal operation (i.e., plant heatup) and is
not indicative of an abnormal condition. It is set
low enough to initiate a reactor trip when an abnormal
condition is indicated.

6, 7.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low
This LCO requires four channels of Steam Generator #1
Pressure - Low and Steam Generator #2 Pressure - Low to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
This Allowable Value is sufficiently below the full
load operating value for steam pressure so as not to
interfere with normal plant operation, but still high
enough to provide the required protection in the event
of excessive steam demand. Since excessive steam
demand causes the RCS to cool down, resulting in
positive reactivity addition to the core. If the
moderator temperature coefficient is negative a
reactor trip is required to offset that effect.
The trip setpoint may be manually decreased as steam
generator pressure is reduced during controlled plant
cooldown, provided the margin between steam generator
pressure and the setpoint is maintained < 200 psia.
This allows for controlled depressurization of the
secondary system while still maintaining an active
reactor trip setpoint and MSIS setpoint, until the
time is reached when the setpoints are no longer
needed to protect the plant. The setpoint increases
automatically as steam generator pressure increases
until the specified trip setpoint is reached.

8, 9.

Steam Generator Level - Low
This LCO requires four channels of Steam Generator #1
Level - Low and Steam Generator #2 Level - Low for each
steam generator to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. The
Allowable Value is sufficiently below the normal
operating level for the steam generators so as not to
(continued)
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8. 9.

Steam Generator Level - Low (continued)
cause a reactor trip during normal plant operations.
The input signal providing the reactor trip input also
provides an input to a bistable that initiates
auxiliary feedwater.to the affected generator via the
Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS). The trip
setpoint ensures that there will be sufficient water
inventory in the steam generator at the time of the
trip to provide a margin of at least 10 minutes before
auxiliary feedwater is required to prevent degraded
core cooling. The reactor trip will remove the heat
source (except-decay heat). thereby conserving the
reactor heat sink.

10. 11.

Steam Generator Level - High
This LCO requires four channels of Steam Generator #1
Level - High and Steam Generator #2 Level - High to be
OPERABLE in MODESi1 and 2.
*The Allowable Value is high enough to allow for normal
plant operation and transients without causing a
reactor trip. It is set low enough to ensure a
reactor trip occurs before the level reaches the steam
dryers., Having steam generator water level at the
trip value is indicative of the plant not being
operated in a controlled manner.

12, 13.

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
This LCO requires four channels of Reactor Coolant
Flow Steam Generator #1-Low and Reactor Coolant Flow
Steam Generator .#-2-Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2. The Allowable Value is set low enough to allow
for slight'variations in reactor coolant flow during
normal 'plant operations while providing the required
protection. Tripping the reactor ensures that the
resultant power to flow ratio provides adequate core
cooling to maintain DNBR under the expected pressure
conditions for 'this event.
LCO 3.4.5. "RCS Loops - MODE 3." LCO 3.4.6. "RCS
Loops - MODE 4." and LCO.3.4.7. "RCS Loops - MODE 5.
Loops Filled." ensure adequate RCS flow rate is
maintained.
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High

(Before CPC Upgrade)

This LCO requires four channels of LPD - High to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AOOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety Function.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the RPS
Logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE when
the associated Log power channel has failed. The bypass
function is manually controlled via station operating
procedures and the bypass removal circuitry itself is
fully capable of responding to a change in the
associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b) in
Table 3.3.1-1 and 'd) in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly require
an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A failed Log
channel may prevent, depending on the failure mode, the
associated input bistable from changing state as power
transitions through the automatic bypass removal
setpoint. Specifically, when the indicated Log power
channel is failed high (above 1E-4%), the automatic
Hi-Log power trip bypass removal feature in that channel
cannot function. Similarly, when the indicated Log
power channel is failed low (below 1E-4%), the automatic
DNBR-LPD trip bypass removal feature in that channel
cannot function. Although one bypass removal feature is
applicable above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable
below 1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log
power channel and should therefore be considered
INOPERABLE.

(continued)
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Local Power Density - High (Before CPC Upgrade)

14.

(conti nued)
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE. both the Hi-Log power
.and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal features in
that-channel are also INOPERABLE, requiring entry into
LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO 3.3.2 Condition C depending
on plant operating MODE. Required Action C.1 for both
LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 require the bypass channel to be
- disabled. Compliance with C.1 is met by placing the CR
switches in "off" and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and
DNBR/LPD bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal, periodic verification, etc.) is required.
'These CR switches are administratively controlled via
station procedure therefore. the requirements of C.1 are
continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.
14.

LOCAL Power Density - High (After CPC Upgrade)
This LCO requires four channels of LPD - High to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during 'all AOOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable.; The Required Actions required
in the event of ,CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety Function.
The CPC'channel has many redundant features designed
to imp'rove'channel reliability. A minimum subset of
features must be functional in order for the CPC to be
capable of performing its safety related trip
function..' Therefore. the channel may remain OPERABLE
-inthe'presence of a'subset of channel failures, while
maintaining the ability to provide the LPD-High trip
function.
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14.

Local Power Density - High
(continued)

(After CPC Upgrade)

On line CPC channel diagnostics make use of redundant
features to maintain channel operability to the extent
possible, and provide alarm and annunciation of
detectable failures.
Those detectable CPC channel failures resulting in a
loss of protective function and channel inoperability
will result in a CPC Fail indication and associated
Low DNBR and High LPD channel trips. Input failures
resulting in a sensor out of range affecting one or
more CPC process inputs will result in a CPC Sensor
Failure indication. In addition, since the CPC
software limits the sensor value to the lower or upper
range limit value, a CPC channel trip would be
generated in most cases due to these extreme values.
Detectable failures, whether they result in a channel
inoperability or not, are logged in a system event
list.
Redundancy is demonstrated as follows:
a. Each CPC channel redundantly processes analog
process and nuclear instrumentation inputs. Only
one of the two redundant analog processing modules
is required to maintain operability.
b. CEA position is redundantly processed by two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs) in each CPC channel, and
transmitted to the appropriate CEACs in all four
CPC channels over one way fiber-optically isolated
data links. Only one source of CEA position is
required to maintain channel operability.
c. Each CPC channel has two redundant operator
interface panels, a maintenance test panel (MTP) in
the Core Protection Calculator System (CPCS)
cabinet, and an Operator's Module (OM) in the
control room. Neither is required for the CPC to
perform its safety related function. However, one
must be functional to assist personnel in
performing certain surveillances. Upon failure of
the OM, MTP, or both, the CPC channel will remain
operable.
Each CPCS channel contains six processor modules.
Failures of these modules are treated as follows:
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High
(continued)

(After CPC Upgrade)

* CPC Processor Module failure - this failure results
- in a CPC channel inoperability, as addressed by
this LCO.
* Aux CPC Processor Module failure - this failure
does not result in'a CPC channel inoperability
since this module does not perform any safety
related functions.
* CEAC 1 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
* CECA 2'Pr6cessor'Module failure - this failure is
addressed in'LCO 3.3.3.
.
CPPJ1 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
* CPP 2 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
The CPC'channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTPas'sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR Low and LPD - High trips from the RPS
Logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE
when the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass function is manually.controlled via station
operating procedures and the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fullycapable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b)
in Table 3.3.1-1 and'(d)'in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure'mode, the associated input bistable from
changing state as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal-setpoint. Specifically, when
the indicated Log'power channel is failed high (above
1E-4%). the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass removal
feature in that channel cannot function. Similarly,
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High (After CPC Upgrade)
(continued)
when the indicated Log power channel is failed low
(below 1E-4%), the automatic DNBR-LPD trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Although one bypass removal feature is applicable
above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable below
1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log power
channel and should therefore be considered INOPERABLE.
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log
power and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal
features in that channel are also INOPERABLE,
requiring entry into LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO
3.3.2 Condition C depending on plant operating MODE.
Required Action C.l for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass channel to be disabled. Compliance
with C.1 is met by placing the CR switches in "off"
and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD
bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal, periodic verification, etc.) is required.
These CR switches are administratively controlled via
station procedure therefore, the requirements of C.1
are continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(before CPC Upgrade)v
This LCO requires four channels of DNBR - Low to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AOOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety Function.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the
RPS logic circuitry., The operating bypass is
automatically removed when-enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE
when the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass function-is manually controlled via station
operating procedures and the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fully capable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b)
in Table 3.3.1-1 and (d) in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure mode, the associated input bistable from
changing state'as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal setpoint. Specifically, when
the indicated Log power channel is failed high
(above 1E-4%)', the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Similarly, when the indicated Log power channel is
failed low (below 1E-4%), the automatic DNBR-LPD trip
bypass removal feature in that channel cannot
function. Although one bypass removal feature is
applicable'above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is
applicable below 1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a
failed Log power channel and should therefore be
considered INOPERABLE.
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log
power and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal
features in that channel are also INOPERABLE.
requiring entry into LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO
3.3.2 Condition C depending on plant operating MODE.
Required Action C;1 for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass'channel'to be disabled. Compliance
with C.1 is met by placing the CR switches in "off"
and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD
bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal,-periodic'verification, etc.) is required.
These CR switches are administratively controlled via
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate BoilinQ Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(efore
grade) (continued)
station procedure therefore, the requirements of C.1
are continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(After CPG Upgrade.>
This LCO requires four channels of DNBR - Low to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AOOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety Function.
The CPC channel has many redundant features designed
to improve channel reliability. A minimum subset of
features must be functional in order for the CPC to be
capable of performing its safety related trip
function. Therefore, the channel may remain OPERABLE
in the presence of a subset of channel failures, while
maintaining the ability to provide the DNBR-Low trip
function. On line CPC channel diagnostics make use of
redundant features to maintain channel operability to
the extent possible, and provide alarm and
annunciation of detectable failures.
Those detectable CPC channel failures resulting in a
loss of protective function and channel inoperability
will result in a CPC Fail indication and associated
Low DNBR and High LPD channel trips. Input failures
resulting in a sensor out of range affecting one or
more CPC process inputs will result in a CPC Sensor
Failure indication. In addition, since the CPC
(continued)
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15.

Departure-from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

-

software limits the sensor value to the lower or upper
range limit value, a CPC channel trip would be
generated in most cases due to these extreme values.
Detectable failures- whether they result in a channel
inoperability or not. are logged in a system event
list.
Redundancy is demonstrated as follows:
a. Each CPC channel redundantly processes analog
process'and nuclear instrumentation inputs. Only
one of the two redundant analog processing modules
is required to maintain operability.
b. CEA position is redundantly processed by two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs) in each CPC channel, and
transmitted to the appropriate CEACs in all four
GCPC channels over one way fiber-optically isolated
data links. Only one source of CEA position is
required to maintain channel operability.
c.
-

Each CPC channel has two redundant operator
interface panels.a'mmaintenance test panel (MTP) in
the Core Protection Calculator System (CPCS)
cabinet, and an Operator's Module (OM) in the
control room.: Neither is required for the CPC to
perform its safety related function. However, one
must be functional to assist personnel in
performing certain surveillances. Upon failure of
the OM.,MTP, 'or both, the CPC channel will remain
operable.

Each CPCS channel contains six processor modules.
Failures of these modules are'treated as follows:
* 'CPC Process'r'Module failure - this failure results
in a CPC chann'el'inoperability, as addressed by this
LCO.
i Aux CPC Processor Module failure - this failure does
not result in a:CPC chanhel inoperability since this
module does not perform any safety related
functions.'
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)
. CEAC 1 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
. CEAC 2 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
. CPP 1 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
. CPP 2 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below 1E-4%
NRTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in all
four CPC channels when plant conditions do not warrant
the trip protection. The bypass effectively removes the
DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the RPS Logic
circuitry. The 3perating bypass is automatically
removed when enabling bypass conditions are no longer
satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE
when the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass function is manually controlled via station
operating procedures and the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fully capable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b)
in Table 3.3.1-1 and (d) in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure mode, the associated input bistable from
changing state as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal setpoint. Specifically, when
the indicated Log power channel is failed high (above
1E-4%), the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass removal
feature in that channel cannot function. Similarly,
when the indicated Log power channel is failed low
(below 1E-4%), the automatic DNBR-LPD trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Although one bypass removal feature is applicable
above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable below
1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log power
channel and should therefore be considered INOPERABLE.
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)
(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

-

Low

When a Log channel is-INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log power
and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypassremoval features in
that channel are also INOPERABLE, requiring entry into
LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO 3.3.2 Condition C
depending on plant operating MODE;
Required Action''C.1 for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass channel to be disabled. Compliance
with C.1 is met by'plkcing the CR switches in "off" and
'-"normal" for the Hi-Log power'and DNBR/LPD bypasses
respectively. No further action (key removal periodic
verification, etc.),is required. These CR switches are
administratively controlled via station procedure
therefore.'the requirements of C.1 are continuously
met.
This operating bypasseis required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever'shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
- allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.
Interlocks/Bypasses
The LCO on operating bypass permissive removal channels
-requires that the automatic operating bypass removal
feature of all four.operating bypass channels be OPERABLE
for each RPS Function with an operating bypass in the MODEs
addressed in-the specific LCO for each Function. All four
bypass removal channels must be OPERABLE to ensure that
none of the four RPS channels are inadvertently bypassed.
Refer also to B 3.3.5 for ESFAS operating bypasses.
This,LCO applies.tothe operating bypass removal feature
only. 'If the bypass enable Function is failed so as to
prevent entering-a bypass'condition, operation may
continue'. In the case of'the Logarithmic Power Level High trip (Function 2), the absence of a bypass will limit
maximum power-to below the'trip setpoint.
The interlock function Allowable Values 'are based upon
analysis of functional requirements for the bypassed
Function. These are discussed above as part of the LCO
discussion for the affected Functions.
(continued)
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This LCO is applicable to the RPS Instrumentation in MODES 1
and 2. LCO 3.3.2 is applicable to the RPS Instrumentation in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any RTCB closed and any CEA capable
of withdrawal. The requirements for the CEACs in MODES 1 and
2 are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. The RPS Matrix Logic,
Initiation Logic, RTCBs, and Manual Trips in MODES 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 are addressed in LCO 3.3.4.
Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The
reactor trips are designed to take the reactor subcritical,
which maintains the SLs during AOOs and assists the ESFAS
in providing acceptable consequences during accidents.
Most trips are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4,
and 5. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the emphasis is placed on
return to power events. The reactor is protected in these
MODES by ensuring adequate SDM. Exceptions to this are:
*

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip, RPS Logic
RTCBs, and Manual Trip are required in MODES 3, 4,
and 5, with the RTCBs closed, to provide protection
for boron dilution and CEA withdrawal events.

*

Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip, is required in
MODE 3, with the RTCBs closed to provide protection
for steam line break events in MODE 3.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip, and the Steam
Generator Pressure-Low trip in these lower MODES are
addressed in LCO 3.3.2. The Logarithmic Power Level - High
trip is bypassed prior to MODE 1 entry and is not required
in MODE 1.
The upgraded CPC system consists of eight total CEACs
instead of the two found in the CPC System prior to
upgrade. To facilitate the difference in the number of
CEACs as will as to support the enhanced features found in
the upgraded CPC system, a second 3.3.1 Technical
Specification has been developed. The determination on
which Specification applies is based on whether or not the
unit has received the upgraded CPCs. Each unit shall only
use the Specification that reflects the status of their
unit's CPC system (i.e.. before or after CPC upgrade).

(continued)
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The most common causes of channel inoperability are outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to-exceed the tolerance'allowed by the plant
specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is found
to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather than
a total loss of function. This determination is generally
made during the'performance of a-CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST -when the process instrument is set up for adjustment to
bring it to within specification. If the trip setpoint is
less conservative than the Allowable Value in Table 3.3.1-1,
the channel is declared inoperable immediately, and the
appropriate Condition(s) must be entered immediately.
In the event-a'channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or RPS bistable trip'unit is found inoperable, then all
affected'functions provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable, and the unit must enter the Condition for the
particular protection Function affected.
When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function
exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated
with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the
safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0;3 is immediately
entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation.
One Note has been added to the ACTIONS. Note 1 has been
added to clarify the application of the Completion Time
rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered
independently for each Function. The Completion Times of
'each inoperable Function will be tracked-separately for each
Function, starting from the time the Condition was entered
for that Function.

(continued)
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With a channel process measurement circuit that affects
multiple functional units inoperable or in test, bypass or
trip all associated functional units as listed below:

Process Measurement Ci rcui t

Functional Unit (Bypassed or Tripped)

1.

Linear Power
(Subchannel or Linear)

Variable Overpower (RPS)
Loc3l Power Density-High (RPS)
DNBR -Low (RPS)

2.

Pressurizer Pressure-High
(Narrow Range)

Pressurizer Pressure-High (RPS)
Local Power Density-High (RPS)
DNBR-Low (RPS)

3.

Steam Generator Pressure-Low

Steam Generator Pressure-Low (RPS)
Steam Generator #1 Level-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator #2 Level-Low (ESF)

4.

Steam Generator Level -Low
(Wide Range)

Steam Generator Level-Low (RPS)
Steam Generator #1 Level-Low (ESF)
Steam Generator #2 Level-Low (ESF)

5.

Core Protection Calculator

Local Power Density-High (RPS)
DNBR-Low (RPS)

A.1 and A.2
Condition A applies to the failure of a single trip channel
or associated instrument: channel inoperable in any RPS

(conti nued)
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A.1 and A.2

(continued)

automatic trip Function.
two-out-of-four.

RPS coincidence logic is

If one RPS channel is inoperable, startup or power operation
,is allowed to continue, providing the inoperable channel is
placed in bypass~or trip in 1 hour (Required Action A.1).
The 1 hour allottedto bypass or'trip the channel is
sufficient to allow-the operator to take all appropriate
action's for the failed channel and still ensures that the
risk involved in operating with the'failed channel is
acceptable. The'failed channel must be restored to OPERABLE
status prior to entering MODE-2 following the next MODE 5
entry. With a channel in bypass. the coincidence logic is
now in a two-out-of-three configuration.
The Completion Time of prior to entering MODE 2 following
the next MODE 5 entry is based on adequate channel to
channel independence;'which allows a two-out-of-three
channel operation.since no single failure will cause or
prevent a reactor'-trip.
,
B.1
Condition B applies-'to the failure of two channels in any
RPS automatic trip Function.
The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that
LCO 3.0.4;is'not applicable. The Note was added to allow
'the changing of MODES: even though two channels are
'inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a
one-out-of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no
random failure will prevent protection system operation.
Required Action B.1 provides for placing one inoperable
channel in bypass'and the other channel.in trip within the
Completion Time of:1 hour. This Completion Time is
sufficient to allow the operator to take all appropriate
actions for the.1failed channels while ensuring the risk
involved in operating with the failed channels is
acceptable.- With one channel of protective instrumentation
bypassed, the RPS is inma two-out-of-three logic: but with
another channel failed, the RPS may be operating in a
two-out-of-two logic. This is outside the assumptions made
in the analyses and should be corrected. To correct the
problem, the second channel is placed in trip.
(continued)
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B.1

(continued)

This places the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If any of
the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the
reactor will trip.
One of the two inoperable channels will need to be restored
to operable status prior to the next required CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, because channel surveillance testing on an
OPERABLE channel requires that the OPERABLE channel be
placed in bypass. However, it is not possible to bypass
more than one RPS channel, and placing a second channel in
trip will result in a reactor trip. Therefore, if one RPS
channel is in trip and a second channel is in bypass, a
third inoperable channel would place the unit in LCO 3.0.3.
C.1, C.2.1, and C.2.2
Condition C applies to one automatic bypass removal channel
inoperable. If the inoperable operating bypass removal
channel for any operating bypass channel cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the associated RPS
channel may be considered OPERABLE only if the operating
bypass is not in effect. Otherwise, the affected RPS
channel must be declared inoperable, as in Condition A, and
the affected automatic trip channel placed in maintenance
(trip channel) bypass or trip. The operating bypass
removal channel and the automatic trip channel must be
repaired prior to entering MODE 2 following the next MODE 5
entry. The Bases for the Required Actions and required
Completion Times are consistent with Condition A.
D.1 and D.2
Condition D applies to two inoperable automatic operating
bypass removal channels. If the operating bypass removal
channels for two operating bypasses cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the associated RPS channel
may be considered OPERABLE only if the operating bypass is
not in effect. Otherwise, the affected RPS channels must
be declared inoperable, as in Condition B, and the
operating bypass either removed or one automatic trip
channel placed in maintenance (trip channel) bypass and the
other in trip within 1 hour.
(continued)
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D.1 and D.2

(continued)

The'restoration of one affected bypassed automatic trip
channel must be completed prior to the next CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, or the plant must shut down per LCO 3.0.3
as explained in.Condition B.
The Required Action is.modified by a Note stating that
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.. The Note was added to allow
the changing of-MODES even though two channels are
inoperable, with one 'channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a
one-out-of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no
random failure will prevent protection system operation.
E.1 (Before CPC Upgrade)
ConditionE applies if any .CPC cabinet receives a high
temperature a arm;. There are redundant temperature sensors
in each of-the four CPC bays. .Since.CPC bays B and C also
house CEAC calculators 1 and 2, respectively, a high
temperature in either of these bays requires entry into LCO
3.3.3. Condition C.
If a CPC cabinetxhigh temperature alarm is received, it is
possible for an OPERABLE CPC to be affected and not be
completely reliable. -Therefore,--a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
must'be performed-on OPERABLE CPCs within 12 hours. The
Completion Time of 12 hours is adequate.considering the low
probability of undetected failure, the consequences of a
single channel failure, and the time required to perform a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
E.1 (After CPC Upgrade).
Condition E-is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition A, B. C, or D are
not met.
If the Required-Actions associated with these Conditions
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time,
the reactor must be brought toga MODE where the Required
Actions do-not apply.. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching the required MODE from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
(continued)
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F.1

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Condition F applies if an OPERABLE CPC has three or more
autorestarts in a 12 hour period.
CPCs and CEACs will attempt to autorestart if they detect a
fault condition, such as a calculator malfunction or loss
of power. A successful autorestart restores the calculator
to operation; however, excessive autorestarts might be
indicative of a calculator problem. The autorestart
periodic test restart (Code 30), and normal system load
(Code 33) are not included in the total.
If a nonbypassed CPC has three or more autorestarts, it may
not be completely reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on the CPC to ensure it
is functioning properly. Based on plant operating
experience, the Completion Time of 24 hours is adequate and
reasonable to perform the test while still keeping the risk
of operating in this condition at an acceptable level,
since overt channel fai-ure will most likely be indicated
and annunciated in the control room by CPC online
diagnostics.
G.1

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Condition G is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition A, B, C, D, E, or F
are not met.
If the Required Actions associated with these Conditions
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required
Actions do not apply. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching the required MODE from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for any particular RPS Function are found in the SR
column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most Functions
are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and response time testing.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours
ensures that gross failure of instrumentation has not
occurred. A CHANNEL 'CHECK is normally a comparison of the
parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter
on other channels. It is based on the assumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should
read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure: thus. it is key to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria.,it may be an indication that the
transmitter or..the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.
The Frequency. about once every shift, is based on
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12 hour period is
extremely low. the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant
channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but
more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO
required channels.
In the case of RPS trips with multiple inputs. such as the
DNBR and LPD inputs to the CPCs. a CHANNEL CHECK must be
performed on all inputs.
SR 3:3.1.2
The RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified, as
required by a Note, to be less than or equal to the actual
RCS total flow rate. determined by either using the reactor
coolant pump differential pressure instrumentation or by
calorimetric calculations, every 12 hours when THERMAL
POWER is Ž 70% RTP. The 12 hours after reaching 70% RTP is
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.2

(continued)

for plant stabilization, data taking, and flow
verification. This check (and if necessary, the adjustment
of the CPC addressable constant flow coefficients) ensures
that the DNBR setpoint is conservatively adjusted with
respect to actual flow indications, as determined by the
Core Operating Limits Supervisory System (COLSS).
The flow measurement uncertainty may be included in the
BERRI term in the CPC and is equal to or greater than 4%.
SR

3.3.1.3

(Before CPC Upgrade)

The CPC autorestart count is checked every 12 hours to
monitor the CPC and CEAC for normal operation. If three or
more autorestarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within a
12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable.
Therefore, the Required Action of Condition F must be
performed. The auto restart periodic tests restart
(Code 30) and normal system load (Code 33) are not included
in this total. The Frequency is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of more than one
channel failing within the same 12 hour interval.
SR

3.3.1.3

(After CPC Upgrade)

The CPC System Event Log is checked every 12 hours to
monitor the CPC channel performance, including redundant
features not required for the CPC to perform its safety
related trip function. The system event log provides a
historical record of the last thirty detected CPC channel
error conditions. A detected error condition may not
render a channel inoperable, unless it is accompanied by a
CPC Fail indication.
The Frequency of 12 hours is based upon the nature of the
surveillance in detecting many non-critical error
conditions, and considers that detectable failures
resulting in a channel noperability will result in a CPC
Fail condition.
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SR 3.3.1.4
A daily calibration (heat balance) is performed when THERMAL
POWER is 2.20%. The Linear Power Level signal and the CPC
addressable constant multipliers are adjusted to make the
CPC AT power and nuclear power calculations agree with the
calorimetric calculation if the absolute difference is Ž 2%
when THERMAL-POWER is 2 80% RTP, and -0.5% to 10% when
THERMAL POWER is between 20% and 80%. The value of 2% when
THERMAL POWER is 2 80% RTP, and -0.5% to 10% when THERMAL
POWER is between 20%,and 80% is adequate because this value
is assumed in the safety analysis. These checks (and, if
necessary, the adjustment of the Linear Power Level signal
-and the CPC addressable constant coefficients) are adequate
to ensure that the accuracy of these CPC calculations is
maintained within the analyzed errormargins. The power
level must be > 20% RTP to obtain accurate data. At lower
power levels, the accuracy of calorimetric data is
questionable.
The tolerance between 20% and 80% RTP is +10% to reduce the
-number of adjustments required as the power level
increases. The,-0.5% tolerance between 20% and 80% RTP is
based on the reduced accuracy-of the calorimetric data
inputs at low power levels. Performing a calorimetric
calibration with a -0.5% tolerance at low power levels
ensures the-difference will remain within -2.0% when power
is increased above-80% RTP. If a calorimetric calculation
is performed above 80% RTP. it will use accurate inputs to
the calorimetric calculation available at higher power
levels. When the power level is decreased below 80% RTP an
additional performance of the SR tothe -0.5% to 10%
tolerance is not required if the SR has been performed
above 80% RTP.- ,
The Frequency of 24 hours is based on plant operating
experience and takes into account indications and alarms
located in the control room to detect deviations in channel
outputs. The Frequency is modified-by a Note indicating
this Surveillance need only be performed within 12 hours
after reaching 20% RTP.
The 12 hours after reaching 20% RTP is required for plant
, stabilization, data taking, and flow verification. The
secondary calorimetric is-inaccurate-at lower power levels.
A second Note in the SR indicates the SR may be suspended
during PHYSICS TESTS. The conditional suspension of the
daily calibrations under-strict administrative control is
necessary to allow special testing to occur.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.5
The RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified to beless than or equal to the RCS total flow rate every 31 days.
The Note indicates the Surveillance is performed within 12
hours after THERMAL POWER is Ž 70% RTP. This check (and,
if necessary, the adjustment of the CPC addressable flow
constant coefficients) ersures that the DNBR setpoint is
conservatively adjusted with respect to actual flow
indications as determinec either using the reactor coolant
pump differential pressure instrumentation and the
ultrasonic flow meter adjusted pump curves or by a
calorimetric calculation. Operating experience has shown
the specified Frequency is adequate, as instrument drift is
minimal and changes in actual flow rate are minimal over
core life.
SR 3.3.1.6
The three vertically mourted excore nuclear instrumentation
detectors in each channel are used to determine APD for use
in the DNBR and LPD calculations. Because the detectors are
mounted outside the reactor vessel, a portion of the signal
from each detector is from core sections not adjacent to the
detector. This is termed shape annealing and is compensated
for after every refueling by performing SR 3.3.1.11, which
adjusts the gains of the three detector amplifiers for shape
annealing. SR 3.3.1.6 ensures that the preassigned gains
are still proper. When power is < 15% the CPCs do not use
the excore generated sgrials for axial flux shape
information. The Note allowing 12 hours after reaching 15%
RTP is required for plant stabilization and testing. The 31
day Frequency is adequate because the demonstrated long term
drift of the instrument channels is minimal.
SR

3.3.1.7

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel is performed every
92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. The SR is modified by two
Notes. Note 1 is a requirement to verify the correct CPC
addressable constant values are installed in the CPCs when
the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed. Note 2 allows
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Logarithmic Power Level
- High channels to be performed 2 hours after logarithmic
power drops below 1E-4% NRTP.
(continued)
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SR

3.3.1.7

The RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,consists of three
overlapping tests as described in Reference 8. These tests
verify that the RPS is capable of performing its intended
function. from bistable input through the RTCBs. They
include:
Bistable Tests

-

-Atest signal is superimposed on the input in one channel
at a time to verify that the bistable trips within the
specified tolerance around the setpoint. This is done with
the affected RPS channel trip channel bypassed. Any
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
analysis.
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
interval between surveillance interval extension analysis.
.The requirements for this review are outlined in
Reference 9.
Matrix Logic Tests
Matrix Logic tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.4. This test
is performed one'matrix at a time. It verifies that a
coincidence in the two input channels for each Function
removes power from the:'matrixkrelays. During testing,
power is applied to'the matrix relay test coils and
prevents the matrix relay contacts from assuming their
de-energized state. This test will detect any short
circuits around the bistable contacts in the coincidence
logic, such as may be caused by faulty bistable relay or
'trip channel bypass contacts. Trip Path Tests
Trip path (Initiation Logic) tests are addressed in
LCO 3.3.4.: These tests.are-similar to the Matrix Logic
tests', except that te'st'power-is withheld from one matrix
relay at a time, allowing the initiation circuit to
de-energize. thereby opening'the affected RTCB. The RTCB
must then be closed prior'to testing the other three
initiation circuits, or a reactor trip may result.
(continued)
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Trip Path Tests (continued)
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis presented in tcpical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 9).
The CPC and CEAC channels and excore nuclear
instrumentation channels are tested separately.
The excore channels use preassigned test signals to verify
proper channel alignment. The excore logarithmic channel
test signal is inserted into the preamplifier input, so as
to test the first active element downstream of the
detector.
The power range excore test signal is inserted at the
drawer input, since there is no preamplifier.
The quarterly CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using
software. This software includes preassigned addressable
constant values that nay differ from the current values.
Provisions are made to store the addressable constant
values on a computer disk prior to testing and to reload
them after testing. A Note is added to the Surveillance
Requirements to verify that the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
includes the correct values of addressable constants.
SR

3.3.1.8

A Note indicates that neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the power range
neutron flux channels every 92 days ensures that the channels
are reading accurately and within tolerance (Ref. 9). The
Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL
CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drift between successive calibrations to ensure
that the channel remains operational between successive tests.
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
plant specific setpoint analysis.
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the interval
between surveillance interval extension analysis. The
requirements for this review are outlined in Reference 9.
Operating experience has shown this Frequency to be
satisfactory. The detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because thev are passive devices with minimal
drift and because of the difficulty of simulating a
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.8 (continued)
'meaningful signal. "Slow changes in detector sensitivity
are compensated for by'performing the daily calorimetric
calibration (SR 3:3.1.4) and the monthly linear subchannel
gain check (SR 3.3.1.6). In addition, the associated
control room indications are monitored by the operators.
SR 3.3.1.9
SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every 18 months.'
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor., The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift
between successive calibrations to ensure that the channel
remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.
The as found and.as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference 9.
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift-in the setpoint analysis as well as

operating experience and consistency with the typical
18 month fue

cycle.

The Surveillance ismodified by a'Note to indicate that the
neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
because theyare passive devices with minimal drift and
because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful
signal. Slow changes indetector sensitivity are
compensated for by performing the-daily calorimetric
calibration (SR 3.3.1.4) and the monthly linear subchannel
gain check (SR 3.3.1.6).

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.10
Every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CPCs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as
practicable to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and trip
Functions.
The basis for the 18 month Frequency is that the CPCs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring
function. Operating experience has shown that undetected
CPC or CEAC failures do not occur in any given 18 month
interval.
SR

3.3.1.11

The three excore detectors used by each CPC channel for
axial flux distribution information are far enough from the
core to be exposed to flux from all heights in the core,
although it is desired that they only read their particular
level. The CPCs adjust for this flux overlap by using the
predetermined shape annealing matrix elements in the CPC
software.
After refueling, it is necessary to re-establish or verify
the shape annealing matrix elements for the excore
detectors based on more accurate incore detector readings.
This is necessary because refueling could possibly produce
a significant change in the shape annealing matrix
coefficients.
Incore detectors are inaccurate at low power levels.
THERMAL POWER should De significant but < 70% to perform an
accurate axial shape calculation used to derive the shape
annealing matrix elements.
By restricting power to < 70% until shape annealing matrix
elements are verified, excessive local power peaks within
the fuel are avoided. Operating experience has shown this
Frequency to be acceptable.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.12
SR 3.3.1.12 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.1.7, except SR 3.3.1.12 is applicable only to
operating bypass'functions and is performed once within
92 days prior to each startup. Proper operation of
operating bypass permissives is critical during plant
startup because the operating bypasses must be in place to
allow startup operation and must be automatically removed
at the appropriate points during power ascent to enable
certain reactor trips. .Consequently. the appropriate time
to verify operating-bypass removal function OPERABILITY is
just prior to startup. The allowance to conduct this
Surveillance within-92 days of startup is based on the
reliability analysis presented in topical report CEN-327,
"RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 9).
Once the operating bypasses are removed, the bypasses must
not fail in such a way that the associated trip Function
gets inadvertently bypassed. This feature is verified by
the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR 3.3.1.7.
Therefore, further testing of the operating bypass function
after startup is unnecessary.
SR 3.3.1.13
This SR ensures-that the RPS-RESPONSE TIMES are verified to
be less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
safety analysis. Individual component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the
overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the
parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value at the sensor to
*the point at which the RTCBs open. Response times are
conducted on an 18 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This
results in the interval between'successive surveillances of
a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the number of
channels in the function. The Frequency of 18 months is
based upon operating experience, which has shown that
random failures of instrumentation components causing
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,
are infrequent occurrences. Response time testing may be
performed at power on-a single channel or during plant
outages when the equipment is not- required to be operable.
Testing may be performed in one measurement or in
overlapping segments, with verification that all components
are tested.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.13 (continued,
Response time may be verified by any series of sequential,
overlapping or total channel measurements, including
allocated sensor response time, such that the response time
is verified. Allocations for sensor response times may be
obtained from the records of test results, vendor test
data, or vendor engineering specifications. Topical Report
CE NPSD-1167-A, "Elimination of Pressure Sensor Response
Time Testing Requirements." (Ref. 12) provides the basis
and methodology for using allocated sensor response times
in the overall verification of the channel response time
for specific sensors identified in the Topical Report.
Response time verification for other sensor types must be
demonstrated by test. The allocation of sensor response
times must be verified prior to placing a new component in
operation and reverified after maintenance that may
adversely affect the sensor response time.
A Note is added to indicate that the neutron detectors are
excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because they are
passive devices with minimal drift and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes
in detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing
the daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.4)
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INSTRUMENTATION
Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs)

BASES
BACKGROUND
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

The-Reactor Protective System (RPS) initiates a reactor trip
to protect against violating the core Specified Acceptable
Fuel Design Limits (SAFDLs) and breaching the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) during Anticipated
Operational Occurrences (AOOs). By tripping the reactor,
the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features Systems
in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS. as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.
The LSSS (defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value)- in conjunction with the LCOs. establish the
thresholds for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents.
During AOOs, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:
The Departure from-Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall
'be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling:
.

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and
The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia
shall not-be exceeded.'

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
..that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1)
and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during AOOs.
Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a
(continued)
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different fraction of these limits based on probability of
occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.
The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
modules are:

These

. Measurement channels;
. Bistable trip units:
. RPS Logic; and
. Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs).
This LCO addresses the CEACs. LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective
System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating," provides a
description of this equipment in the RPS.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, the Core Protection
Calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs are considered components
in the measurement chanrels of the Variable Over Power-High,
Logarithmic Power Level - High, DNBR - Low, and Local Power
Density (LPD) - High trips. The CEACs are addressed by this
Specification.
All four CPCs receive Control Element Assembly (CEA)
deviation penalty factors from each CEAC and use the larger
of the penalty factors frcm the two CEACs in the calculation
of DNBR and LPD. CPCs are further described in the
Background section of LCO 3.3.1.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two
independent CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its
subgroup position. If a ceviation is detected by either CEAC,
an annunciator sounds and appropriate "penalty factors" are
transmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors conservatively
adjust the effective operating margins to the DNBR - Low and
LPD - High trips. Each CEAC also drives a single visual
display, which is switchable between CEACs. The visual
display indicates individual CEA positions from the
selected CEAC.

(continued)
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Each CEA has two separate reed switch assemblies mounted
outside the RCPB. Each-of the two CEACs receives CEA
position input from one-of the two reed switch position
transmitters on each CEA, so that the position of all CEAs
is independently monitored by both CEACs.
Functional testing of the entire RPS. from bistable input
through the opening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis: Nuclear instrumentation,
the CPCs. and-the CEACs can be similarly-tested. UFSAR,
-Section 7.2 (Ref. 3). provides more detail on RPS testing.
Process transmitter calibration is normally performed on a
refueling basis.

BACKGROUND
(After CPC
Upgrade)

The Reactor Protective System'(RPS) initiates a reactor trip

to protect against violating the core Specified Acceptable

Fuel Design Limits'(SAFDLs) and breaching the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) during Anticipated
Operational Occurrences (AOOs). By tripping the reactor,
the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features Systems
in mitigating accidents.
The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system'parameters and equipment
performance..
The LSSS (defined in this'Specification as the Allowable
Value). in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the
thresholds for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable'limits' during Design Basis Accidents.
During AOOs, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:
The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling:

:-

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and

. - The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia
shall not be exceeded.
(continued)
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Maintaining the parameter's within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose wi-l be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1)
and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during AO0s.
Accidents are events thait are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a
different fraction of these limits based on probability of
occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.
The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
These modules are:
*

Measurement channels:

*

Bistable trip units;

*

RPS Logic: and

*

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs).

This LCO addresses the CEACs. LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating,"
provides a description of this equipment in the RPS.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, the Core Protection
Calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs are considered components
in the measurement channels of the Variable Over Power-High,
Logarithmic Power Level -- High, DNBR - Low, and Local Power
Density (LPD) - High trips. The CEACs are addressed by this
Speci fi cation.
Each CPC receives Control Element Assembly (CEA) deviation
penalty factors from both CEACs in that channel and uses the
larger of the penalty factors from the two CEACs in the
calculation of DNBR and LPD. CPCs are further described in
the Background section of LCO 3.3.1.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two
independent CEACs in each CPC channel compare the position
of each CEA to its subgroup position. If a deviation is
detected by either CEAC, an annunciator sounds and
(continued)
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appropriate "penalty factors" are transmitted to the CPC
Processor in-that channel. These penalty factors
conservatively adjust the effective operating margins to the
DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips.
Each CEA has two separate reed switch position transmitter
(RSPT) assemblies mounted outside the Reactor Coolant
Pressure-Boundary-(RCPB), designated RSPT 1 and RSPT 2. CEA
position from the RSPTs is processedtby CEA Position
Processors (CPPs) located in each CPC channel. The CPPs
transmit CEA position to the appropriate CEAC in all four
-CPC channels over optically isolated datalinks, such that
CEAC 1 in all channels receives the position of all CEAs
based upon RSPT 1. and CEAC 2 receives the position of all
CEAs based upon RSPT 2. Thus,-the position of all CEAs is
independently monitored by both CEACs in each CPC channel.
The CPCs display the position of each CEA to the operator on
a separate single-CEA Position Flat Panel Display. Each CPC
channel is connected to the display by means of an optically
isolated-data link. -The operator may select the channel for
display. Selecting channel A or B will display CEA position
based upon RSPT I on each CEA, whereas selecting channel C
or D will display CEA position based upon RSPT 2 on each
CEA.
Functional testing'of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. Nuclear-instrumentation,
the CPCs, and the CEACs can be similarly'tested. CPC and
CEAC functional testing is performed on a Refueling interval
basis. UFSAR, Section 7.2 (Ref. 3), provides more detail on
RPS testing. Process transmitter calibration is normally.
performed on a.refueling basis.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS

Each of the analyzed transients and accidents can be
detected by one or more RPS Functions.

(continued)
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The effect of any misoperated CEA within a subgroup on the
core power distribution is assessed by the CEACs, and an
appropriately augmented power distribution penalty factor
will be supplied as input; to the CPCs. As the reactor core
responds to the reactivity changes caused by the misoperated
CEA and the ensuing reactor coolant and doppler feedback
effects, the CPCs will initiate a DNBR - Low or LPD - High
trip signal if SAFDLs are approached. Each CPC also
directly monitors one "target CEA" from each subgroup and
uses this information to account for excessive radial
peaking factors for events involving CEA groups out of
sequence and subgroup deviations within a group, without the
need for CEACs.
Therefore, although the CEACs do not provide a direct
reactor trip Function, their input to the CPCs is taken
credit for in the CEA misoperation analysis.
The CEACs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).

LCO
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

This LCO on the CEACs ensures that the CPCs are either
informed of individual CEA position within each subgroup,
using one or both CEACs, or that appropriate conservatism is
included in the CPC calculations to account for anticipated
CEA deviations. Each CEAC provides an identical input into
all four CPC channels. Each CPC uses the higher of the two
CEAC transmitted CEA deviation penalty factors. Thus, only
one OPERABLE CEAC is required to provide CEA deviation
protection. This LCO requires both CEACs to be OPERABLE so
that no single CEAC failure can prevent a required reactor
trip from occurring.

LCO
(After CPC
Upgrade)

This LCO on the CEACs ensures that the CPCs are either
informed of individual CEA position within each subgroup,
using one or both CEACs in each channel, or that appropriate
conservatism is included in the CPC calculations to account
for the anticipated CEA deviations.
CEAC 1 in all four CPC channels monitors CEA position based
upon RSPT 1 on all CEAs. CEAC 2 in all four channels
monitors CEA position based upon RSPT 2 on all CEAs. Each
CPC uses the higher of the two deviation penalty factors
transmitted by the channel CEACs. Thus only one OPERABLE
CEAC is required in each channel to provide CEA deviation
(continued)
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protection. Because a single RSPT is used to provide RSPT
input to one CEAC in all four channels, this LCO requires
both CEACs to be OPERABLE in each channel so that no sensor
failure resulting CEACifailure in multiple channels can
prevent a required-trip from occurring.
To increase reliability'each CPC channel contains two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs), which redundantly monitor the
channel RSPT inputs, perform analog to digital conversion,
and transmit the CEA position tot he appropriate CEAC in all
four CPC channels over separate one-way fiber optically
isolated data links'; The receiving CEAC will automatically
switch to the backup CPP and associated'-data link upon
failure of the preferred CPP or associated data link. CPPs
in CPC channels A and B together process all RSPT 1 CEA
position inputs, and transmit them to CEAC 1 in all four CPC
channels. Similarly. CPPs in channels C and D together
process all RSPT 2 position inputs, and transmit them to
CEAC 2 in all four CPC channels.
Operation of at least one CPP and associated data links in
each CPC channel is therefore required for both CEACs in all
CPC channels to receive CEA position information. Failure
of both redundant CPPs in a channel or failure of redundant
RSPT power supplies in that channel will cause the
associated receiving CEACs in all channels to lose CEA
position input on multiple CEAs. Failure of individual
RSPTs will result in a subset of CEAs being identified as
failed in the associated CEAC in multiple channels.
This LCO therefore addresses both individual channel and
multiple channel CEAC inoperabilities.

APPLICABILITY

This LCO is.applicable to the CEACs in MODES 1 and 2. The
RPS Instrumentation in MODES 1 and 2 is addressed in LCO
3.3.1. The RPS Instrumentation in MODES 3. 4, and 5 with any
RTCB closed and any CEA capable of withdrawal is addressed
in LCO 3.3.2. The RPS Matrix Logic, Initiation Logic, RTCB,
and Manual Trips in Modes 1, 2, 3. 4, and 5 are addressed in
, LCO 3.3.4.
,

(continued)
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Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The trips
are designed to take the reactor subcritical, which
maintains the SLs during AOOs and assists the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System in providing acceptable
consequences during accidents. Most trips are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4. and 5. In MODES 3, 4, and 5,
the emphasis is placed on return to power events. The
reactor is protected in these MODES by ensuring adequate
SDM.
Because CEACs provide -he inputs to the DNBR - Low and
LPD - High trips, they are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2 for the same reasons.
The upgraded CPC system consists of eight total CEACs instead
of the two found in the CPC System prior to upgrade. To
facilitate the difference in the number of CEACs as will as
to support the enhanced features found in the upgraded CPC
system, a second 3.3.3 Technical Specification has been
developed. The determination on which Specification applies
is based on whether or not the unit has received the upgraded
CPCs. Each unit shall only use the Specification that
reflects the status of their unit's CPC system (i.e., before
or after CPC upgrade).

ACTIONS
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

A.1 and A.2
Condition A applies to the failure of a single CEAC channel.
There are only two CEACs, each providing CEA deviation input
into all four CPC channels. The CEACs include complex
diagnostic software, making it unlikely that a CEAC will
fail without informing the CPCs of its failed status. With
one failed CEAC, the CPC will receive CEA deviation penalty
factors from the remaining OPERABLE CEAC. If the second
CEAC should fail (Condition B), the CPC will use large
preassigned penalty factors. The specific Required Actions
allowed are as follows:
With one CEAC inoperable, the second CEAC still provides a
comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within subgroups, as well as outputs to all CPCs, CEA
deviation alarms, and position indication for display.
(continued)
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A.1 and A.2
Verification every 4.hours that each CEA is within
6.6 inches of the other CEAs in its group provides a check
on the position of all CEAs and provides verification of the
proper operation of the remaining CEAC. An OPERABLE CEAC
will not generate penalty factors until deviations of
> 9.0 inches 'within a subgroup are encountered.
The Completion Time of once per 4 hours is adequate based on
operating experience, considering the low probability of an
undetected CEAdeviation coincident with an undetected
failure in the remaining CEAC within'this limited time
frame.
As long,'as Required Action A.1 is accomplished as specified.
the inoperable CEAC'can be restored to OPERABLE status
within 7 days. The Completion Time of 7 days is adequate
for most repairs, while minimizing risk, considering that
dropped CEAs are detectable by the redundant CEAC, and other
LCOs specify Required Actions necessary to maintain DNBR and
LPD margin.
B.1. B.2. B.3. B.4. B.5 and B.6
Condition B applies if the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Required Action A are not met, or if both
CEACs are inoperable. Actions associated with this
Condition involve disabling the Control Element Drive
Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS). while providing increased
assurance that CEA-deviations are not occurring and
informing all OPERABLE CPC channels, via a software flag,
that both CEACs are failed. This will ensure that the large
penalty factor associated with two CEAC failures will be
applied to CPC calculations. The penalty factor for two
failed CEACs is-sufficiently'large that power must be
maintained significantly < 100% RTP if CPC generated reactor
*trips are to be avoided. The Completion'Time of 4 hours is
adequate to accomplish these'actions while minimizing risks.

(continued)
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B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5 and B.6 (continued)
The Required Actions are as follows:
B.1
Meeting the DNBR margin requirements of LCO 3.2.4, "DNBR"
ensures that power level is within a conservative region of
operation based on actua core conditions.
B.?
This Action requires that the CEAs are maintained fully
withdrawn (> 144.75"), except as required for specified
testing or flux control via group #5. This verification
ensures that undesired perturbations in local fuel burnup
are prevented. The Upper Electrical Limit (UEL) CEA reed
switches provide an acceptable indication of CEA position.
B.3
The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant in each of
the OPERABLE CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are
inoperable. This provides a conservative penalty factor to
ensure that a conservative effective margin is maintained by
the CPCs in the computation of DNBR and LPD trips.
B.4
The CEDMCS is placed and maintained in "STANDBY MODE,"
except during CEA motion permitted by Required Action B.2,
to prevent inadvertent motion and possible misalignment of
the CEAs.
B.5
A comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification
that each CEA is within 6.6 inches of other CEAs in its
group provides a check that no CEA has deviated from its
proper position within the group.
B.6
The Reactor Power Cutback (RPCB) System must be disabled.
This ensures that CEA position will not be affected by RPCB
operation.

(continued)
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C.1
Condition C applies if the CPC channel B or C cabinet
receives a high temperature alarm. There are redundant
temperature sensors in each of the four CPC bays. A high
temperature alarm in any CPC cabinet requires entry into LCO
3.3.1. Condition E. Since CPC bays B and C also house CEAC
calculators 1 and.2, respectively.ia high temperature in
either of these bays may also indicate a problem with the
associated CEAC.
If a CPC channel B or C cabinet high temperature alarm is
received. it is possible for an OPERABLE CEAC to be affected
and not be completely reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on OPERABLE CEACs within
12 hours. The Completion Time of 12 hours is adequate.
-considering the low probability of undetected failure, the
consequences of failure, and the time required to perform a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
D.1
Condition D applies if an OPERABLE CEAC has three or more
auto restarts in a 12 hour period.
CPCs and CEACs will attempt to auto restart if they detect a
fault condition such as a calculator malfunction or loss of
power. A successful auto restart restores the calculator to
operation; however, excessive auto restarts might be
indicative of a calculator problem. The auto restart
periodic test restart (Code 30). and normal system load
(Code 33) are not included in the total.
If an operable CEAC has three or more auto restarts, it may
not be completely reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST must be performed on-the CEAC to ensure it is
functioning properly. -Based on-plant operating experience,
the Completion Time of 24 hours is adequate and reasonable
to perform the test while still keeping the risk of
operating in this condition at an acceptable level. since
,overt channel failure will most likely be indicated and
annunciated by CPC online diagnostics.

(continued)
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E.1
Condition E is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Tine of Condition B, C, or D are not
met.
If the Required Actions associated with these Conditions
cannot be completed with-in the required Completion Time, the
reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required Actions
do not apply. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, for reaching the required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

ACTIONS
(After CPC
Upgrade)

One Note has been added So the ACTIONS. Note 1 has been
added to clarify the aoplication of the Completion Time
rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered
independently for each CPC channel. The completion Times of
each inoperable Channel will be tracked separately, starting
from the time the Condition was entered for that Channel.
A.1, A.2.1 and A.2.2
Condition A applies to the failure of one CEAC in one or
more CPC channels. A CEAC failure affecting a single
channel could result from failure within a CEAC processor
module, whereas a CEAC failure in multiple channels could be
caused by failure of redundant CPPs within a CPC channel.
Thus, Required Actions address both possibilities.
A.1
Required Action A.1 provides for immediate declaration of
affected CPC channel inoperability, and entry into Required
Actions associated with LCO 3.3.1 for the DNBR-Low and LPDHigh trip functions. This Required Action treats single
CEAC failures in one or more channels in a manner consistent
with other RPS failures in one or more channels, and might
be the preferred action if only one CPC channel is affected.
If the failure affects more than two CPC channels, required
Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 would be preferable.
A.2.1 and A.2.2
Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 accommodate a loss of CEA position
monitoring capability by one CEAC in up to all four CPC
channels. There are two CEACs per CPC channel, each
providing CEA deviation input to the associated channel CPC.
(continued)
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A.2.1 and A.2.2

(continued)

The CEACs and CPPs providing CEA position input to the CEACs
include complex diagnostic software making it unlikely that
a CEAC will fail without informing the CPC of its failed
status. With one failed CEAC in one or more channels, the
CPC in the affected channels will receive CEA deviation
penalty factors from the remaining OPERABLE channel CEAC.
If the second CEAC should fail (Condition B), the CPC will
use large preassigned penalty factors. The specific
Required Actions are as follows:
With one CEAC inoperable in one or more channels, the second
CEAC still provides a comprehensive set of comparison checks
on individual CEAs within subgroups, as well as outputs to
the affected CPCs, CEA deviation alarms, and position
indication for display. Verification every 4 hours that
each CEA is within 6.6 inches of the other CEAs in its group
provides a check on the position of all CEAs and provides
verification of the proper operation of the remaining CEAC.
An OPERABLE CEAC will not generate penalty factors until
deviations of > 9.0 inches within a subgroup are
encountered.
The Completion Time of once per 4 hours is adequate based on
operating experience, considering the low probability of an
undetected CEA deviation coincident with an undetected failure
in the remaining'CEAC within this limited time frame.
As long as Required Action A.2.1 is accomplished as
specified, the inoperable CEAC can be restored to OPERABLE
status within 7 days. The Completion Time of 7 days is
adequate for most repairs, while minimizing risk,
considering that dropped CEAs are detectable by the
redundant CEAC, and other LCOs specify Required Actions
necessary to maintain DNBR and LPD margin.
B.1. B.2.1. B.2.2, B.2.3. B.2.4. B.2.5. and B.2.6

Condition B applies if the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition A are not met, or if both CEACs
are inoperable in one or more CPC channels. Actions
associated with this Condition involve two choices:
* Action'B.1 immediately renders the affected CPC channels
inoperable, thus requiring entry into the Required
Actions associated with LCO 3.3.1.
(continued)
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* Action B.2.1 through B.2.6 disable the Control Element
Drive Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS), while
providing increased assurance that CEA deviations are
not occurring and informing all OPERABLE CPC channels,
via a software flaq, that both CEACs are failed. This
will ensure that the large penalty factor associated
with two CEAC failures will be applied to the CPC
calculations. The penalty factor for two failed CEACs
is sufficiently large that power must be maintained
significantly < 100% RTP if CPC generated reactor
trips are to be avoided. The Completion Time of 4
hours is adequate to accomplish these actions while
minimizing risks.
The Required Actions are as follows:
B.1
Required Action B.1 provides for immediate declaration of
affected CPC channel inoperability, and entry into
Required Actions associated with LCO 3.3.1 for the DNBRLow and LPD-High trip functions. This Required Action
treats failure of both CEACs in one or more channels in a
manner consistent with other RPS failures in one or more
channels. Similarly, this Required Action permits
immediate declaration of channel inoperability and entry
in the Required Actions of LCO 3.3.1 if the Required
Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A
are not met. Required Action B.1 might be the preferred
action if only one CPC channel is affected. If the
failure affects more than two CPC channels, required
Actions B.2.1 through B2.6 would be preferable.
B.2.1
Meeting the DNBR margin requirements of LCO 3.2.4, "DNBR"
ensures that power level is within a conservative region
of operation based on actual core conditions.
B.2.2
This Action requires that the CEAs are maintained fully
withdrawn (> 144.75"), except as required for specified
testing or flux control via group #5. This verification
ensures that undesired perturbations in local fuel burnup

(continued)
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B.2.2

(continued)

are prevented. The Upper Electrical Limit CUEL) CEA reed
switches provide an acceptable indication of CEA position.
B.2.3
The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant in each of
the OPERABLE CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are
inoperable. This provides a conservative penalty factor to
ensure that a conservative effective margin is maintained
by the CPCs in the computation of DNBR'and LPD trips.
B.2.4
The CEDMCS is placed and maintained in "STANDBY MODE."
except during CEA motion permitted by'Required Action
B.2. to prevent inadvertent motion and possible
misalignment-of the CEAs.
B.2.5
A comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification
that each CEA is within 6.6 inches of other CEAs in its
group provides a check that no CEA has deviated from its
proper position within the group.
'B'B2.6B~.

-..2

The Reactor Power Cutback (RPCB) System must be disabled.
This ensures that CEA position will not be affected by
RPCB operation.
C.1
Condition C is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition B. is not met.
If the Required Actions associated with this Condition
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required
Actions do not apply.. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching
the required plant conditions from',full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.3.1
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on another
channel. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying that the ins rumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.
The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the d-splays associated with the LCO
required channels.
SR 3.3.3.2
The CEAC auto restart count is checked every 12 hours to
monitor the CPC and CEAC for normal o eration. If three or
more auto restarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within a
12 hour period, the CPC nay not be completely reliable. The
autorestart periodic test restart (code 30) and normal
system load (code 33) are not included in the total.
Therefore, the Required Action of Condition D must be
performed. The Frequency is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel
failing within the same ;2 hour interval.
(continued)
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SR

3.3.3.3

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 'on each CEAC channel is performed
every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function~when needed. The quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using test software. The
Frequency of 92 days is-based on the reliability analysis
presented in topical report CEN-327. "RPS/ESFAS Extended
Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 5).
SR 3.3.3.4
SR 3.3.3.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months.CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. 'CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel'adjusted to-account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillance. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must'be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference 5.
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and includes
operating experience and consistency with the typical
18 month fuel cycle.'
SR

3.3.3.5

Every 18 months,-a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CEACs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the'sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY, including alarm and trip Functions.
The basis for the 18 month Frequency is'that the CEACs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.3.5

(continued)

This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC
failures do not occur in any given 18 month interval.
SR 3.3.3.6
The isolation characte-istics of each CEAC CEA position
isolation amplifier are verified once per refueling to
ensure that a fault in a CEAC or a CPC channel will not
render another CEAC or CPC channel inoperable. The CEAC CEA
position isolation amplifiers, mounted in CPC cabinets A
and D, prevent a CEAC fault from propagating back to CPC A
or D.
The CEA position Isolation amplifier isolation
characteristics test snall include the following: 1) with
120 VAC (60 HZ) applied -for at least 30 seconds across the
output, the reading on the input does not change by more
than 0.015 VDC, with an applied input voltage of 5-10 VDC,
and 2) with 120 VAC (60 HZ) applied for at least 30 seconds
across the input, the reading on the output does not exceed
15 VDC.
The Frequency is based on plant operating experience with
regard to channel OPERABILITY, which demonstrates the
failure of a channel in any 18 month interval is rare.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(After CPC
Upgrade)

SR 3.3.3.1
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on another
channel. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure: thus, it is key to
(continued)
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SR 3.3.3.1

(continued)

verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff. based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication-and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria. it may be an.indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.
The Frequency, about-once every shift, is based on operating
experience that-demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in-any 12 hour period is-extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO
required channels.
SR 3.3.3.2
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each CEAC channel is performed
every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. The quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using test software. The
Frequency of 92-days is based on the reliability analysis
presented in topical report CEN-327. "RPS/ESFAS Extended
Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 5).
SR- 3.3.3.3SR 3.3.3.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations-to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillance. CHANNEL
(continued)
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SR

3.3.3.3

(continued)

CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference 5.
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and includes
operating experience and consistency with the typical
18 month fuel cycle.
SR 3.3.3.4
Every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CEACs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY, including alarm and trip Functions.
The basis for the 18 month Frequency is that the CEACs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetec able by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC
failures do not occur in any given 18 month interval.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1 Containment
BASES
BACKGROUND

The containment consists of the concrete Containment
Building (CB),- its steel liner. and the penetrations through
this structure. The structure is designed to contain
radioactive material that may be released from the reactor
core following a design basis Loss of Coolant Accident.
Additionally, this structure provides shielding from the
fission products that may be present in the containment
atmosphere following accident conditions.
The containment is a reinforced concrete structure with a
cylindrical wall, a flat foundation mat, and a shallow dome
roof. The-cylinder-wall is prestressed with a post
-tensioning system in the vertical and horizontal directions,
andithe'dome roof'is prestressed utilizing a two way pattern
'of tendons, which are an extension of the continuous
vertical tendons. The inside surface of the containment is
lined with a carbon'steel'liner to ensure a high degree of
leak tightness during operating-and accident conditions.
'The concrete CB is required for structural integrity of the
containment under Design Basis Accident (DBA) conditions.
The steel liner and its penetrations establish the leakage
limiting boundary of the containment. Maintaining the
containment'OPERABLE limits the-leakage of fission product
radioactivity from the'containment to the environment.
SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements comply with 10 CFR 50.
Appendix J. Option B (Ref. 1). as modified by approved
'exemptions.
The isolation devices for the penetrations in the
containment boundary'are a part of the'containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:
a.

All penetrations required to be closed-during accident

conditions are either:
1.

capable of'being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
containment isolation system, or

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

2.

closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or
de-activated automatic valves secured in their
closed positions, except as provided in
LCO 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves":

b.

Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided in
LCO 3.6.2, "Containment Air Locks"; and

c.

All equipment hatches are closed.

The safety design basis for the containment is that the
containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures of
the limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.
The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), a feedwater line break, and a
control element assembly ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the
analysis of each of these accidents, it is assumed that
containment is OPERABLE such that release of fission
products to the environment is controlled by the rate of
containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowable leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air mass per
day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B 'Ref. 1), as La: the maximum allowable
containment leakage rate at the calculated maximum peak
containment pressure SPa) of 52.0 psig for units 1 and 3,
and 58.0 psig for unit 2, which results from the limiting
design basis LOCA.
Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for
the establishment of containment OPERABILITY.
The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii)

LCO

Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to
< 1.0 La. except prior to the first startup after performing
a required Containmen- Leakage Rate Testing Program leakage
test. At this time, the applicable leakage limits must be
met.

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2
B 3.6
B 3.6.2

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Containment Air Locks

BASES
BACKGROUND

Containment .air locks form part-of the containment pressure
boundary .and provide a means for personnel access during all
MODES of operation.
Each air lock is~nominally a right circular cylinder,
9 ft.-6 inches in diameter, with a door at each end. The
doors are interlocked to-prevent simultaneous opening.
During periods when containment is not required to be
OPERABLE, the door interlock mechanism may be disabled.
allowing both doors of an air lock to remain open for
extended periods when frequent containment entry is
necessary. Each air lock door has been designed and tested
to certify its ability-to withstand a pressure in excess of
the maximum expected pressure following-a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) in containment. As such, closure of a single
door supports containment OPERABILITY. Each of the doors
contains double gasketed seals and local leakage rate
testing capability to ensure pressure integrity. To effect
a-leak tight'seal, the air lock design uses pressure seated
doors (i.e., an-increase in containment internal pressure
results in increased sealing force on each door).
Each personnel airlock is provided'with limit switches on
both doors that provide local indication of door position.
The containment-air locks form part of the containment
pressure boundary' As such, air lock'integrity and leak
tightness'is essential for maintaining the containment
leakage rate within'limit:in the event'of a DBA. Not
maintaining air lock integrity or leak' tightness may result
in'a leakage rate'in excess of that assumed in the unit
safety analysis.

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2
BASES

(continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The DBAs that result 'n a release of radioactive material
within containment are a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), a feedwater line break, and a
control element assembly (CEA) ejection accident (Ref. 2).
In the analysis of each of these accidents, it is assumed
that containment is OPERABLE such that release of fission
products to the environment is controlled by the rate of
containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowable leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air mass per
day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, as the maximum allowable containment
leakage rate at the calculated peak containment internal
pressure Pa [52.0 psig fhr units 1 and 3. and 58.0 psig for
unit 2], following a design basis LOCA. This allowable
leakage rate forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on the SRs associated with the air lock.
The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(i).

LCO

Each containment air lock forms part of the containment
pressure boundary. As part of the containment pressure
boundary, the air lock safety function is related to control
of the containment leakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus,
each air lock's structural integrity and leak tightness are
essential to the successful mitigation of such an event.
Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock
to be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism
must be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with
the Type B air lock leakage test, and both air lock doors
must be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lock
door of an air lock to be opened at one time. This
provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does
not exist when containment is required to be OPERABLE.
Closure of a single door in each air lock is sufficient to
provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events.
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock
is not being used for normal entry into or exit from
containment.

(continued)
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Containment Pressure

BASES
BACKGROUND

The containment pressure is limited during normal operation
to preserve the initial conditions assumed in the accident
analyses for a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam
Line Break (MSLB). These limits also prevent the
containment pressure from exceeding the containment design
negative pressure differential with respect to the outside
atmosphere in the event of inadvertent actuation of the
Containment Spray System.
Containment pressure is a process variable that is monitored
and controlled. The containment pressure limits are derived
from the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressure
analysis. Should operation occur outside these limits
coincident with a Design Basis Accident (DBA). post accident
containment pressures could exceed calculated values.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Containment internal pressure is an.initial condition used
in the DBA analyses to establish the maximum peak
containment internal pressure. The limiting DBAs considered
for determining the maximum containment internal pressure
(Pa) are the LOCA and MSLB. A double ended discharge line
break LOCA with maximum ECCS results in the highest
calculated internal containment pressure of 52.0 psig for
units 1 and 3. and 58.0 psig for unit 2. which is below the
internal design pressure of 60 psig. The postulated DBAs
are analyzed assuming degraded containment Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) Systems'(i.e.. assuming the loss of one ESF
bus, which is the worst case single active failure.
resulting in one train of the Containment Spray System being
rendered inoperable). It is this maximum containment
pressure that is used-to ensure that the licensing basis
dose limitations are met.
The initial pressure condition used in the containment
analysis bounds the containment pressure allowed during
normal operation. The LCO limit of 2.5 psig ensures that.
in the event of-an accident, the maximum peak containment
internal pressure, 52.0 psig for units 1 and 3. and 58.0
psig for unit 2, and the maximum accident design pressure
for containment. 60 psig. are not exceeded.
-
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4
BASES
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

The containment was also designed for an excess external
pressure of 4.0 psig to withstand the resultant pressure
drop from an accidental actuation of the Containment Spray
System. The maximum external pressure that would occur as a
result of this transient is -3.5 psig based on an initial
containment pressure of -1.0 psig (the lower Technical
Specification limit plus instrument uncertainty) and the
calculated pressure drop of 2.5 psi.
The upper LCO limit of 2.5 psig does not compensate for any
instrument inaccuracies. Use of an indicated limit of
1.8 psig ensures that the actual limit of 2.5 psig will not
be exceeded.
The lower LCO limit of -0.3 psig has been derived to account
for instrument inaccuracies. The indicated limit of
-0.3 psig ensures that the actual limit of -1.0 psig will
not be exceeded.(Ref. 3)
Containment pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii)

LCO

Maintaining containment pressure less than or equal to the
LCO upper pressure limit ensures that, in the event of a
DBA, the resultant peak containment accident pressure will
remain below the containment design pressure. Maintaining
containment pressure greater than or equal to the LCO lower
pressure limit ensures that the containment will not exceed
the design negative pressure differential following the
inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.

APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. Since maintaining
containment pressure within limits is essential to ensure
initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis are
maintained, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.
In MODES 5 and 6. the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, maintaining
containment pressure within the limits of the LCO is not
required in MODE 5 or 6.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

TheContainment Spray System accelerates the air mixing
process between the upper dome space of the containment
atmosphere during LOCA operations. It also prevents any hot
spot air pockets during the containment cooling mode and
avoids any hydrogen concentration in pocket areas.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Containment S ray System limits the temperature and
pressure that could be experienced following a DBA. The
Containment Spray System is required to be capable of
reducing containment pressure to 1/2 the peak pressure
within 24 hours following a DBA. The limiting DBAs
considered relative to containment temperature and pressure
are the Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and the Main Steam
Line Break (MSLB). The DBA LOCA and MSLB are analyzed using
computer codes designed to predict the resultant containment
pressure and temperature transients. No DBAs are assumed to
occur simultaneously or consecutively. The postulated DBAs
are analyzed with regard to containment ESF systems.
assuming the loss'of one ESF bus, which is the worst case
single active failure, resulting in one train of the
Containment Spray System being rendered inoperable.

The analysis and evaluation show that under the worst case
scenario. the highest.peak containment pressure is 52.0 psig
for units 1 and 3. and 58.0 psig for unit 2 (experienced
during a LOCA). The-analysis shows that.the peak
containment vapor temperature is 405.650 F (experienced

during a MSLB). Both results are within the design. (See
the Bases for Specifications 3.6.4. "Containment Pressure."
and 3.6.5. "Containment Air Temperature," for a detailed
discussion.) The analyses and evaluations assume a power
level of 102% RTP, one containment spray train operating,
and initial (pre-accident) conditions of 1201F and 16.7 psia
(LOCA) and 13.22 psia (MSLB). The analyses also assume a
response time delayed initiation in order to provide a
conservative calculation of peak containment pressure and
temperature responses.
The effect of an inadvertent containment spray actuation has
been analyzed. 'An inadvertent spray actuation reduces the
containment pressure to -2.6 psig due to the sudden cooling
effect in the interior of the air tight containment.
Additional discussion is provided in the Bases for
Specification 3.6.4.
(continued)
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APPLICABLE
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(continued)

The modeled Containment Spray System actuation from the
containment analysis is based upon a response time
associated with exceeding the containment High-High pressure
setpoint to achieve full flow through the containment spray
nozzles. The Containment Spray System total response time
includes diesel generator startup (for loss of offsite
power), block loading of equipment, containment spray pump
startup, and spray line filling (Ref. 2).
The Containment Spray System mixes the containment
atmosphere to provide a uniform hydrogen concentration.
Hydrogen may accumulate in containment following a LOCA as a
result of:
a.

A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod
cladding and the reactor coolant;

b.

Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) and the containment sump;

c.

Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA (i.e.,
hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant and hydrogen
gas in the pressurizer vapor space); or

d.

Corrosion of metals exposed to Containment Spray
System and Emergency Core Cooling Systems solution.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in
containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen generation as a
function of time following the initiation of the accident is
calculated. Conservative assumptions recommended by
Reference 8 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen
calculated.
The Containment Spray System satisfies Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).

LCO

During a DBA, one containment spray train is required to
maintain the containment peak pressure and temperature below
the design limits (Ref. 5). to remove iodine from the
containment atmosphere to maintain concentrations below
those assumed in the safety analysis, and provide hydrogen
mixing. To ensure that these requirements are met, two
containment spray trains must be OPERABLE. Each spray train
must be capable of taking suction from the RWT on a
(continued)
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BASES
APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1. 2 and 3, a minimum of six MSSVs per steam
generator are required to be OPERABLE, according to
Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanying LCO. which is limiting and
bounds all lower MODES.
In MODES 4 and 5. there are no credible transients requiring
the MSSVs.
The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal
in MODES 5 and 6. and thus cannot be overpressurized; there
is no requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these
MODES.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that
separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.

I

A.1 and A.2 (Units 1 and 3 Only)
When 10 MSSVs are OPERABLE per steam generator. THERMAL
POWER is limited to 100% RTP per the Operating Licenses, and
the VOPT allowable trip-setpoint is limited to 111.0% RTP
per TS Table 3.3;1-1.
An alternative to-restoring inoperable MSSV(s) to OPERABLE
status is to reduce power so that the available MSSV
relieving capacity meets Code requirements for the power
level. Operation may continue provided the allowable
THERMAL POWER is equal to the product of: 1) the ratio of
the number of MSSVs available per steam generator to the
total number of MSSVs per steam generator. and 2) the ratio
of the available relieving capacity to total steam flow.
multiplied by 100%.

(continued)
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ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2 (Units 1 and 3 Only) (continued)
Allowable THERMAL POWER = (10 - N) x 109.2
10
With one or more MSSVs inoperable, the ceiling on the
variable overpower trip is reduced to an amount over the
allowable THERMAL POWER equal to the band given for this
trip, according to Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanying LCO.
SP

= Allowable THERMAL POWER + 9.8

where:
SP

= Reduced reactor trip setpoint in percent RTP.
This is a ratio of the available relieving
capacity over the total steam flow at rated
power.

10

= Total number of MSSVs per steam generator.

N

= Number of inoperable MSSVs on the steam generator
with the greatest number of inoperable valves.

109.2 = Ratio of MSSV relieving capacity at 110% steam
generator design pressure to calculated steam
flow rate at 100% RTP + 2% instrument uncertainty
expressed as a percentage (see text above).
9.8

= Band between the maximum THERMAL POWER and the
variable overpower trip setpoint ceiling
(Table 3.7.1-1).

The operator should limit the maximum steady state power
level to the value determined from Table 3.7.1-1 to avoid an
inadvertent overpower trip.
The Completion Time of 12 hours for Required Action A.2 is
based on operating experience in resetting all channels of a
protective function and on the low probability of the
occurrence of a transient that could result in steam
generator overpressure during this period.

(continued)
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ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2 (Unit 2 Only)
When 10 MSSVs are OPERABLE per steam generator. THERMAL
POWER is limited to 100%.RTP per the Operating Licenses. and
the VOPT allowable trip setpoint is limited to 111.0% RTP
per TS Table-3.3.1-1.
An alternative to restoring inoperable MSSV(s) to OPERABLE
status is to reduce power in accordance with Table 3.7.1-1.
These reduced power levels, derived from-the transient
analysis, compensate for degraded relieving capacity and
,ensure that the results of the transient analysis are
acceptable.
The operator should limit the maximum steady state power
level to the value determined from Table 3.7.1-1 to avoid an
inadvertent-overpower trip.
The Completion Time of 12 hours for Required Action A.2 is
based on.operating experience in resetting all channels of
a protective function and on the low probability of the
occurrence of a transient that could result in steam
generator overpressure during this period.

(continued)
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(continued)

B.1 and B.2
If the MSSVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time, or if one or more steam
generators have less than six MSSVs OPERABLE, the unit must
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.1
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the
verification of each MSSV lift setpoints in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program. The ASME Code, Section XI
(Ref. 4), requires that safety and relief valve tests be
performed in accordance with ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref. 5).
According to Reference 5, the following tests are required
for MSSVs:
a.

Visual examination;

b.

Seat tightness determination;

c.

Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting);

d.

Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

e.

Verification of the balancing device integrity on
balanced valves.

The ASME Standard requires that all valves be tested every
5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves tested every
24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities and
frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements.
Table 3.7.1-2 allows a ± 3% setpoint tolerance for
OPERABILITY: however, the valves are reset to ± 1% during
the Surveillance to allow for drift.

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.7.1.1

(continued)

REFERENCES

1.

UFSAR, Section 5.2.

2.

ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.
Article NC-7000, Class 2 Components.

3.

UFSAR, Section 15.2.

4.

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Subsection IWV.

5.

ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This is to
allow testing of the MSSVs at hot conditions. The MSSVs may
be either bench tested or tested in situ at hot conditions
using an assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the
MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the lift setting
pressure shall be corrected to ambient conditions of the
valve at operating temperature and pressure.
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Measurement Channels

(After CPC Upgrade)

(continued)

The CPPs transmit CEA position to the appropriate CEAC in
all four CPC channels over optically isolated datalinks,
-such that CEAC 1 in all channels receives the position of
all CEAs based upon RSPT1. and CEAC 2 receives the position
of all CEAs based upon RSPT2. Thus the position of all
CEAs are independently monitored by both CEACs in each CPC
channel.
The CPCs display the position-of each CEA to the operator
on a separate single CEA Position Flat Panel Display. Each
CPC channel is connected to the display by means of an
optically isolated data link. The operator may select the
channel for display. Selecting channel A or B will display
CEA position based-upon RSPT1 on each CEA. whereas
selecting channel-C or D will display CEA position based
upon RSPT 2 on each CEA.
CEACS are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units, mounted in-the Plant Protection System
(PPS) cabinet, receive an analog-input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact output to the Matrix Logic. They also
provide local trip indication and remote annunciation.
There are four channels-of bistables. designated A. B. C.
and D. for each RPS parameter, one for each measurement
channel: Bistables.-de-energize when a trip occurs, in turn
de-energizing bistable relays mounted in the PPS relay card
racks.
The contacts from-these-bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence matrices, comprising the Matrix Logic. If
bistables monitoring-the same parameter in at least two
- channels trip. the Matrix Logic will generate a reactor
trip (two-out-of-four logic).

(conti nued)
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Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips. The CPC auxiliary trip functions
(e.g., CPC VOPT algorithm) do not have any direct contact
outputs to the PPS. The auxiliary trip functions act
through the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trip contacts to deenergize the associated CPC initiation relays that provide a
channel trip signal to the PPS parameters 3 and 4 bistable
relays. Other CPC trip functions may also apply a penalty
factor to cause a DNBR or LPD trip.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on
analytical limits derived from safety analyses
(Ref. 5 and 8). The selection of these trip setpoints is
such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor
and processing time delays are taken into account. To allow
for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values specified
in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value
to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
interval between surveillances. A channel is inoperable if
its actual setpoint is not within its Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses, the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as defined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-PSD-335-P, "Functional Design Requirements
for a Core Protection Calculation" (Ref. 10) and
CEN-PSD-336-P," Functional Design Requirements for a Control
Element Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11). The safety
(continued)
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Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

analyses.also credit the CPC auxiliary trip functions (VOPT,
T-hot Saturation.' ASGT.'and Low RCS Pressure), which act
through the DNBR;-'Low and LPD,- High trip contacts, to
provide core protection during Anticipated Operational
Occurrences and DesignBasis Accidents (Ref. 5 and 8).
Setpoints'in accordance with the.Allowable Value will ensure
that SLs of Chapter 2.0, "SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)." are not
violated during AOOs, and the consequences of DBAs will be
acceptable. providing the plant is operated from within the
LCOs at the onset of the AOO or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed.
-Note that in LCO,3.3.1. the Allowable Values of
Table 3.3.1-1 are.the LSSS.
Functional testing of'the entire RPS. from bistable input
through the opening of individual RTCBs, can be performed
either at power or shutdown' and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation, the CPCs. and the
CEACs can be similarly tested. UFSAR. Section 7.2 (Ref. 8).
provides more detail on RPS testing. Processing transmitter
calibration is normally performed on a refueling basis.
Bistable Trip Units

(After CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units,-mounted in the Plant Protection System
(PPS) cabinet. receive an analog input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact..'output to the Matrix.Logic. They also
provide local trip indication and remote annunciation.
There are four channels of bistables. designated A, B. C,
and D. for each RPS.parameter, one for each measurement
channel. Bistables 'de-energize when a trip occurs. in turn
de-energizing bistable relays mounted in the PPS relay card
racks..
The contacts from'these 'bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence;matrices. comprising and Matrix Logic. If
bistables' monitoring-the-same parameter in at least two
channels trip," the Matrix Logic 'will generate a reactor trip

.(two-out-of-four. logic).
(continued)
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Bistable Trip Units

(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips. The CPC auxiliary trip functions
(e.g., CPC VOPT algorithm) do not have any direct contact
outputs to the PPS. The auxiliary trip functions act
through the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trip contacts to deenergize the associated CPC initiation relays that provide a
channel trip signal to the PPS parameters 3 and 4 bistable
relays. Other CPC trip functions may also apply a penalty
factor to cause a DNBR or LPD trip.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the accident analysis
(Ref. 5). The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6). Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Plant Protection System
Selection of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value
to account for changes in random measurement errors
detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
interval between surveillances. A channel is inoperable if
its actual setpoint is not within its Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses, the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as defined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-305-P, "Functional Design Requirements for a
Core Protection Calculation" (Ref. 10) and CEN-304-P,
"Functional Design Requirements for a Control Element
Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11). The Safety analyses
(continued)
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Bistable Trip Units

(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

also credit the CPC auxiliary trip functions (VOPT, T-hot
Saturation, ASGT, and Low RCS Pressure), which act through
the DNBR - Low and LPD -'High trip contacts, to provide
core protection';during Anticipated Operational Occurrences
and Design Basis Accidents (Ref. 5 and 8).
Setpoints in acco rdance with the Allowable value will
ensure that SLs'of Chapter 2.0, "SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)," are
not violated during AOOs, and the consequences of DBAs will
be acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within
the LCOs at the onset of the AOO or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed.'
Note that in LCO 3.3.1, the Allowable Values of Table
3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.
Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of individual RTCBs, can be performed
either at power or shutdown and is normally performed on a

quarterly basis. :Nuclear instrumentation, the CPCs, and
the CEACs can be similarly tested. CPC anc CEAC functional
testing isperformed quarterly and during refueling.
UFSAR, Section'7.2 (Ref. 8), provides more detail on RPS
testing. Processing transmitter calibration is normally
performed on refueling basis.
RPS Logic
The RPS Logic, addressed in LCO 3.3.4, consists of both
Matrix and Initiation Logic and employs a scheme that
provides a reactor trip-when bistables inany two of the
four channels sense the-same input parameter trip. This is
called a two-out-of-four trip logic.
Bistable relay contact outputs from the four channels are
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix
checks for a coincident trip inthe same parameter in two
bistable channels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC,
AD. BC, BD, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels
being monitored. Each logic matrix contains four normally
energized matrix relays. When a coincidence isdetected,
consisting of a trip inthe same Function in the two
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.
(continued)
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(continued)

The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with
one of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening
contacts in one of the four trip paths. Each trip path
provides power to one of the four normally energized RTCB
initiation relays. The trip paths thus each have six
contacts in series, one from each matrix, and perform a
logical OR function, opening the RTCBs if any one or more of
the six Thgic matrices indicate a coincidence condition.
Each trip path is responsible for opening one of the four
RTCBs. The RTCB initiation relays, when de-energized,
interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage trip attachments
and simultaneously apply power to the shunt trip attachments
on each of the breakers. Actuation of either the
undervoltage or shunt trip attachment is sufficient to open
the RTCB and interrupt power from the motor generator (MG)
sets to the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs).
When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four
matrix relays in the affected matrix de-energize. This in
turn de-energizes all four initiation relays, which
simultaneously de-energize the undervoltage and energize the
shunt trip attachments in all four RTCBs, tripping them
open.
Matrix Logic refers to the matrix power supplies, trip
channel bypass contacts, and interconnecting matrix wiring
between bistable relay cards, up to but not including the
matrix relays. Matrix contacts on the bistable relay cards
are excluded from the Matrix Logic definition, since they
are addressed as part of the measurement channel.
The Initiation Logic consists of the trip path power source,
matrix relays and their associated contacts, all
interconnecting wiring, initiation relays, and the
initiation relay contacts in the RTCB control circuitry.

(continued)
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SDM - Reactor Trip Breakers Open
B 3.1.1
BASES

(continued)

ACTIONS

A.1 (continued)
possible. the boron concentration should be a highly
concentrated solution, such as that normally found in the
refueling water tank. The operator should borate with the
best source available for the plant conditions.
In determining the boration flow rate, the time in core life
must be considered. For instance, the most difficult time
in core life to increase the RCS boron concentration is at
the beginning of cycle, when boron concentration may
approach or exceed 2000 ppm. Assuming that a value of 1%
Ak/k must be recovered and a boration flow rate of 26 gpm,
it is possible to increase the boron concentration of the
RCS by 100 ppm in less than 4 hours with a 4000 ppm source.
If a boron worth of 10 pcm/ppm is assumed, this combination
of parameters will increase the SDM by 1% Ak/k. These
boration parameters of 26 gpm and 4000 ppm represent typical
values and are provided for the purpose of offering a
specific example.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.1.1
SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation. considering the listed reactivity effects:
a.

RCS boron concentration;

b.

CEA positions:

c.

RCS average temperature:

d.

Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation:

e.

Xenon concentration;

f.

Samarium concentration: and

g.

Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.
(continued)
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SDM - Reactor Trip Breakers Open

B 3.1.1
BASES

(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
change in required boron concentration, and also allows
sufficient time for the operator to collect the required
data, which includes performing a boron concentration
analysis, and complete the calculation. When taking credit
for the Xenon concentration in the reactivity balance
calculation, the frequency may have to be administratively
controlled to ensure that SDM does not go below the limit
due to Xenon decay.

.REFERENCES

1.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

2.

UFSAR, Section 15.2.

3.

UFSAR, Section 15.4.

4.

10 CFR 100.
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DNBR
B 3.2.4
BASES
LCO
(After CPC
Upgrade)
(continued)

With the COLSS out of service, the limitation on DNBR as a
function of the ASI represents a conservative envelope of
operating conditions consistent with the analysis
assumptions that have been analytically demonstrated
adequate to maintain an'acceptable minimum DNBR for all
AOOs.' Operation of the core with a DNBR at or above this
limit ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is maintained
in the event of the most limiting AOO (i.e.. loss of flow
transient, CEA misoperation events;- or asymmetric SG
transient).

APPLICABILITY

Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs. however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above-20% RTP.. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:
a.

The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the
COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate due to the poor signal to noise ratio that
they experience at -relatively low core power levels.

b.

As a result of this 'inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
Local Power Density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core power is below this level, the core is
operating well'beloW the thermal limits and the
resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
conservative.

The upgraded CPC system consists of eight total CEACs
instead of the two found in the CPC System prior to upgrade.
To facilitate the difference in the number of CEACs as well
as to support the enhanced features'found in the upgraded
CPC system, a second'3.2.4 Technical Specification has been
developed. The determination on which Specification applies
in based on whether or not the unit has received the
upgraded CPCs. Each unit shall only use the Specification
that reflects the'status of their unit's CPC system (i.e..
before or after CPC upgrade). '

(continued)
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DNBR
B 3.2.4
BASES
ACTIONS
(continued)

B.1. B.2.1. and B.2.2
If the COLSS is not available the OPERABLE DNBR channels are
monitored to ensure that the DNBR is not exceeded.
Maintaining the DNBR within this specified range ensures
that no postulated accident results in consequences more
severe than those described in the UFSAR, Chapter 15. A
4 hour Frequency is allowed to restore the DNBR limit to
within the region of acceptable operation. This Frequency
is reasonable because the COLSS allows the plant to operate
with less DNBR margin (closer to the DNBR limit) than when
monitoring with the CPCs.
When operating with the CCLSS out of service and DNBR
outside the region of acceptable operation, there is a
possibility of a slow undetectable transient that degrades
the DNBR slowly over the 4 hour period and is then followed
by an anticipated operational occurrence or an accident. To
remedy this, the CPC calculated values of DNBR are monitored
every 15 minutes when the COLSS is out of service and DNBR
outside the region of acceptable operation. The 15 minute
frequency is adequate to allow the operator to identify an
adverse trend in conditions that could result in an approach
to the DNBR limit. Also, a maximum allowable change in the
CPC calculated DNBR ensures that further degradation
requires the operators to take immediate action to restore
DNBR to within limits or reduce reactor power to comply with
the Technical Specifications (TS). With an adverse trend, 1
hour is allowed for restoring DNBR to within limits if the
COLSS is not restored to OPERABLE status. Implementation of
this requirement ensures that reductions in core thermal
margin are quickly detected and, if necessary, results in a
decrease in reactor power and subsequent compliance with the
existing COLSS out of service TS limits. If DNBR cannot be
monitored every 15 minutes, assume that there is an adverse
trend.
With no adverse trend, 4 hours is allowed for restoring the
DNBR to within limits if the COLSS is not restored to
OPERABLE status. This duration is reasonable because the
Frequency of the CPC determination of DNBR has been
increased, and, if operation is maintained steady, the
likelihood of exceeding the DNBR limit during this period is
not increased. The likelihood of induced reactor transients
from an early power reduction is also decreased.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1
BASES
BACKGROUND

Measurement Channels

(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

The LPD calculation considers APD. average power. radial
peaking factors'(based upon target CEA position), and CEAC
penalty factors to calculate the current value of
compensated peak power density. An LPD - High trip occurs
when the calculated value reaches the trip setpoint. The
four CPC channels provide input to the four DNBR - Low and
four LPD - High RPS trip channels. They effectively act as
the sensor (using many inputs) for these trips.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two
independent CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its
subgroup position. If a deviation is detected by either
CEAC, an annunciator sounds and appropriate "penalty
factors",are transmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors
conservatively adjust the effective operating margins to the
DNBR - Low and LPD'- High trips. Each CEAC also drives a
single visual display which is switchable between CEACs.
The visual display indicates individual CEA positions from
the selected CEAC.Each CEA has two separate reed switch'assemblies mounted
outside the RCPB. Each-.of the two CEACs receives CEA
position input from one of the two reed switch position
transmitters on each CEA, so that the position of all CEAs
is independently monitored by both CEACs.
CEACs are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
Measurement Channels

(After CPC Upgrade)

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or
process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, the-core protection
calculators-(CPCs), and the CEACs.-though complex. are
considered components in the measurement'channels of the
Variable Over Power- High, Logarithmic-Power Level - High.
DNBR - Low, and Local Power Density (LPD) - High trips.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1
BASES
BACKGROUND

Measurement Channels

(After CPC Upgrade)

(continued)

Four identical measurement channels, designated channels A
through D, with electrical and physical separation, are
provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip
signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) position indication used in the CPCs. Each
measurement channel provides input to one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS channel. In addition, some
measurement channels may also be used as inputs to
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
bistables, and most provide indication in the control room.
Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS are not
used for control functions.
When a channel monitoring a parameter exceeds a
predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or
more channels will de-energize Matrix Logic, which in turn
de-energizes the Initiation Logic. This causes all four
RTCBs to open, interrupting power to the CEAs, allowing them
to fall into the core.
Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are
necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 1). The fourth channel
provides additional flexibility by allowing one channel to
be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for
maintenance or testing while still maintaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, even with a channel
inoperable, no single additional failure in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a required trip
from occurring.
Adequate channel to channel independence includes physical
and electrical independence of each channel from the
others. This allows operation in two-out-of-three logic
with one channel removed from service until following the
next MODE 5 entry. Since no single failure will either
cause or prevent a protective system actuation, and no
protective channel feeds a control function, this
arrangement meets the applicable requirements of standards
referenced in the UFSAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1
BASES
BACKGROUND

Measurement Channels

(After CPC Upgrade)

(continued)

The CPPs transmit CEA position to the appropriate CEAC in
all four CPC channels over optically isolated datalinks.
such that CEAC 1 in'all'channels receives the position of
all CEAs based upon RSPT.1. and CEAC 2 receives the
position of all CEAs based upon RSPT 2. Thus the position
of all CEAs are independently monitored by both CEACs in
each CPC channel.
The CPCs display the position of each CEA to the operator
on a separate single:CEA'Position Flat Panel Display. Each
CPC channel is connected to the display by means of an
optically isolated data-link. The operator may select the
channel for display. Selecting channel A or B will display
CEA position based upon RSPT1 on each CEA. whereas
selecting channel C or-D will display CEA position based
upon RSPT 2 on each CEA.
CEACS are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units. mounted in the Plant Protection System
(PPS) cabinet, receive an analog input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact output to the Matrix Logic. They also
provide local trip'indication and remote annunciation.
There are four channels of.bistables, designated A. B. C.
and D. for each RPS parameter. one for each measurement
channel. Bistables de-energize when a trip occurs, in turn
de-energizing bistable relays mounted in the PPS relay card
racks.
The contacts from'these bistable relays are arranged into
six coincidence matrices. comprising the Matrix Logic. If
bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two
channels trip.'the'Matrix Logic'will generate a reactor
trip (two-out-of-four logic).

(conti nued)
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Bistable Trip Units

(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips. The CPC auxiliary trip functions
(e.g., CPC VOPT algorithm) do not have any direct contact
outputs to the PPS. The auxiliary trip functions act
through the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trip contacts to deenergize the associated CPC initiation relays that provide a
channel trip signal to the PPS parameters 3 and 4 bistable
relays. Other CPC trip functions may also apply a penalty
factor to cause a DNBR or LPD trip.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on
analytical limits derived from safety analyses
(Ref. 5 and 8). The selection of these trip setpoints is
such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor
and processing time delays are taken into account. To allow
for calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift. and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values specified
in Table 3.3.1-1. in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Calculation of Trip Setpoint
Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal trip setpoint entered into
the bistable is normally still more conservative than that
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in
random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. One example of such a change in measurement error is
drift during the interval between surveillances. A channel
is inoperable if its actual setpoint is not within its
Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses. the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as defined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-305-P. "Functional Design Requirements for a
Core Protection Calculator" (Ref. 10) and
CEN-304-P," Functional Design Requirements for a Control
Element Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11). The safety
(continued)
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(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)

analyses also credit the CPC auxiliary trip functions (VOPT,
T-hot Saturation. ASGT. and Low RCS Pressure), which act
through the DNBR'-,Low and LPD - High trip contacts, to
provide core protection during Anticipated Operational
Occurrences and Design Basis Accidents'(Ref. 5 and 8).
Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure
that SLs of Chapter'2.0. "SAFETY L-IMITS (SLs)." are not
violated during A0Os.'and the consequences of DBAs will be
acceptable. providing the'plant is operated from within the
LCOs at the onset'of the AOO or DBA and'the equipment
functions as designed.
Note that in LCO 3.3.1. the Allowable Values of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.
Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening ofindividual'RTCBs. can be performed
either at ower or shutdown and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis.. Nuclear instrumentation, the CPCs. and the
CEACs can be similarly tested. 'UFSAR. Section 7.2 (Ref. 8).
provides more detail on RPS testing. Processing transmitter
calibration is normally performed on a refueling basis.
Bistable Trip Units

.(After

CPC Upgrade)

Bistable trip units, mounted in the Plant, Protection System
(PPS) cabinet. receive an analog input from the measurement
channels. They compare the analog input to trip setpoints
and provide contact output to the Matrix Logic. They also
provide local 'trip indication andremote annunciation.
There are four channels' of bistables. designated A. B. C.
and D. for each RPS parameter, one for each measurement
channel. Bistables de-energize'when a trip occurs. in turn
de-energizing bistable relays mounted in the PPS relay card
racks.
atr
The contacts from these bistable.relays-are arranged into
six-coincidence.matrices.'comprising 'and Matrix Logic. If
bistables.monitoring the-same parameter in at least two
channels'trip, the Matrix'Logic will generate a reactor trip
(two-out-of-four logic).
(continued)
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(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

Some measurement channels provide contact outputs to the
PPS. In these cases, there is no bistable card, and opening
the contact input directly de-energizes the associated
bistable relays. These include the CPC generated DNBR - Low
and LPD - High trips. The CPC auxiliary trip functions
(e.g., CPC VOPT algorithm) do not have any direct contact
outputs to the PPS. The auxiliary trip functions act
through the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trip contacts to deenergize the associated CPC initiation relays that provide a
channel trip signal to the PPS parameters 3 and 4 bistable
relays. Other CPC trip functions may also apply a penalty
factor to cause a DNBR or LPD trip.
The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the accident analysis
(Ref. 5). The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6). Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in "Calculation of Trip Setpoint
Values" (Ref. 7). The nominal trip setpoint entered into
the bistable is normally still more conservative than that
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in
random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. One example of such a change in measurement error is
drift during the interval between surveillances. A channel
is inoperable if its actual setpoint is not within its
Allowable Value.
To maintain the margins of safety assumed in the safety
analyses, the calculations of the trip variables for the
DNBR - Low and Local Power Density - High trips include the
measurement, calculational, and processor uncertainties and
dynamic allowances as de-fined in the latest applicable
revision of CEN-305-P, "Functional Design Requirements for a
Core Protection Calculator" (Ref. 10) and CEN-304-P,
"Functional Design Requirements for a Control Element
Assembly Calculator," (Ref. 11). The safety analyses
(continued)
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(After CPC Upgrade) (continued)

also credit the CPC auxiliary trip functions (VOPT. T-hot
Saturation. ASGT, andLow RCS Pressure), which act through
the DNBR'-,Low and LPD - High trip contacts, to provide
core protection during-Anticipated Operational Occurrences
and Design Basis Accidents (Ref. 5 and 8).
Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will
ensure that SLs of Chapter 2.0. "SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)," are
not violated during AOOs. and the consequences of DBAs will
be acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within
the LCOs at the onset',of the AOO or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed.,'
Note that in LCO 3.3.1. the Allowable Values of Table
3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.
Functional testing of the entire RPS. from bistable input
through the opening of individual RTCBs. can be performed
either at power or shutdown and is normally performed on a
quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation, the CPCs. and
the CEACs can be similarly tested. CPC and CEAC functional
testing is performed quarterly and during refueling.
UFSAR. Section 7.2 (Ref. 8). provides more detail on RPS
testing. Processing transmitter calibration is normally
'performed on refueling basis.
RPS Logic
The RPS Logic. addressed'in LCO 3.3.4,' consists of both
Matrix'and Initiation Logic and employs a scheme that
provides a reactor trip when bistables in any two of the
four channels sense the same input parameter trip. This is
called a two-out-of-four trip logic.
Bistable relay contact outputs from the four channels are
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix
checks for a coincident trip in the same parameter in two
bistable channels. The matrices are designated the AB. AC.
AD, BC, BD, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels
being monitored. Each logic matrix contains four normally
energized matrix relays. When a coincidence is detected.
consisting of a trip in the same Function in the two
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four
matrix relays de-energize.
(continued)
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(continued)

The matrix relay contacts are arranged into trip paths, with
one of the four matrix relays in each matrix opening
contacts in one of the four trip paths. Each trip path
provides power to one of the four normally energized RTCB
initiation relays. The trip paths thus each have six
contacts in series, one from each matrix, and perform a
logical OR function, opening the RTCBs if any one or more of
the six Thgic matrices indicate a coincidence condition.
Each trip path is responsible for opening one of the four
RTCBs. The RTCB initiation relays, when de-energized,
interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage trip attachments
and simultaneously apply power to the shunt trip attachments
on each of the breakers. Actuation of either the
undervoltage or shunt trip attachment is sufficient to open
the RTCB and interrupt power from the motor generator (MG)
sets to the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs).
When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four
matrix relays in the affected matrix de-energize. This in
turn de-energizes all four initiation relays, which
simultaneously de-energize the undervoltage and energize the
shunt trip attachments in all four RTCBs, tripping them
open.
Matrix Logic refers to the matrix power supplies, trip
channel bypass contacts, and interconnecting matrix wiring
between bistable relay cards, up to but not including the
matrix relays. Matrix contacts on the bistable relay cards
are excluded from the Matrix Logic definition, since they
are addressed as part of the measurement channel.
The Initiation Logic consists of the trip path power source,
matrix relays and their associated contacts, all
interconnecting wiring, initiation relays, and the
initiation relay contacts in the RTCB control circuitry.

(continued)
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Steam Generator Level

-

Low (continued)

cause a reactor trip during normal plant operations.
The input signal providing the reactor trip input also
provides an input to a bistable that initiates
auxiliary feedwater to the affected generator via the
Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS). The trip
setpoint ensures that there will be sufficient water
inventory in the steam generator at the time of the
trip to provide a margin of at least 10 minutes before
auxiliary feedwater is required to prevent degraded
core cooling. The reactor trip will remove the heat
source (except decay heat), thereby conserving the
reactor heat sink'.
10, 11.

Steam Generator Level'- High
This LCO requires four channels of Steam Generator #1
Level - High and Steam Generator #2 Level - High to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
The Allowable Value-is high enough to allow for normal
plant operation and transients without causing a
reactor trip. It is'set low enough to ensure a
reactor trip occurs before the level reaches the steam
dryers. Having-steam generator water level at the
trip value is indicative of the plant not being
operated in a controlled manner.

12. 13.

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
This LCO requires four channels of Reactor Coolant
Flow Steam Generator #1-Low and Reactor Coolant Flow
Steam Generatorl#2-Low to be-OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2. The Allowable Value is set low enough to allow
for slight variations in reactor coolant flow during
normal plant operations while providing the required
protection. Tripping the reactor ensures that the
resultant power to flow ratio provides adequate core
cooling to'maintain DNBR under the expected pressure
conditions for this event.
LCO3.4.5. "RCS Loops - MODE 3." LCO 3.4.6. "RCS
Loops - MODE 4," and LCO 3.4.7. "RCS Loops - MODE 5.
Loops Filled." ensure adequate RCS flow rate is
maintained.
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High

(Before CPC Upgrade)

This LCO requires four channels of LPD - High to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AOOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety function.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the RPS
Logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE when
the associated Log power channel has failed. The bypass
function is manually controlled via station operating
procedures and the bypass removal circuitry itself is
fully capable of responding to a change in the
associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b) in
Table 3.3.1-1 and (d) in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly require
an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A failed Log
channel may prevent, depending on the failure mode, the
associated input bistable from changing state as power
transitions through the automatic bypass removal
setpoint. Specifically. when the indicated Log power
channel is failed high (above 1E-4%), the automatic
Hi-Log power trip bypass removal feature in that channel
cannot function. Similarly, when the indicated Log
power channel is failed low (below 1E-4%), the automatic
DNBR-LPD trip bypass removal feature in that channel
cannot function. Although one bypass removal feature is
applicable above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable
below 1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log
power channel and should therefore be considered
INOPERABLE.

(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High (Before CPC Upgrade)
(continued)
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE. both the Hi-Log power
and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal features in
that channel are also INOPERABLE, requiring entry into
LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO 3.3.2 Condition C depending
on plant operating MODE. Required Action C.1 for both
LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 require the bypass channel to be
disabled. Compliance with C.1 is met by placing the CR
switches in "off" and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and
DNBR/LPD bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal. periodic verification.-etc.) is required.
These CR switches are administratively controlled via
station procedure -therefore. the requirements of C.1 are
continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

14.

LOCAL Power Density - High (After CPC Upgrade)
This LCO, requires four channels of LPD - High to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AO0s and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC-are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of-performing their safety function.
The CPC channel has many redundant features designed
to improve channel reliability. A minimum subset of
features must be functional in order for the CPC to be
capable of performing its safety related trip
function. Therefore, the channel may remain OPERABLE
in the presence ofa subset-of channel failures, while
maintaining the ability to provide the LPD-High trip
function.

(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High
(continued)

(After CPC Upgrade)

On line CPC channel diagnostics make use of redundant
features to maintain channel operability to the extent
possible, and provide alarm and annunciation of
detectable failures.
Those detectable CPC channel failures resulting in a
loss of protective function and channel inoperability
will result in a CPC Fail indication and associated
Low DNBR and High LPD channel trips. Input failures
resulting in a sensor out of range affecting one or
more CPC process inputs will result in a CPC Sensor
Failure indication. In addition, since the CPC
software limits the sensor value to the lower or upper
range limit value, a CPC channel trip would be
generated in most cases due to these extreme values.
Detectable failures, whether they result in a channel
inoperability or not, are logged in a system event
list.
Redundancy is demonstrated as follows:
a. Each CPC channel redundantly processes analog
process and nuclear instrumentation inputs. Only
one of the two redundant analog processing modules
is required to maintain operability.
b. CEA position is redundantly processed by two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs) in each CPC channel, and
transmitted to the appropriate CEACs in all four
CPC channels over one way fiber-optically isolated
data links. Only one source of CEA position is
required to maintain channel operability.
c. Each CPC channel has two redundant operator
interface panels, a maintenance test panel (MTP) in
the Core Protection Calculator System (CPCS)
cabinet, and an Operator's Module (OM) in the
control room. Neither is required for the CPC to
perform its safety related function. However, one
must be functional to assist personnel in
performing certain surveillances. Upon failure of
the OM, MTP, or both, the CPC channel will remain
operable.
Each CPCS channel contains six processor modules.
Failures of these modules are treated as follows:
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High

(After CPC Upgrade)

(continued)
* CPC Processor Module failure - this failure results
ina CPC channel-inoperability, as addressed by
this LCO.
n
a a
• Aux CPC Processor Module failure - this failure

does not-result in a CPC channel inoperability
since this module does not perform any safety
related functions.
* CEAC 1 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in'LCO 3.3.3.
* CEAC 2 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed in LCO 3.3.3.
* CPP 1 Processor-Module failure - this failure is
addressed inLCO 3.3.3.
* CPP 2 Processor Module failure - this failure is
addressed 'in
LCO 3.3.3.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTP. as'sensed by the-logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass isenabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant'the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the RPS
Logic circuitry.. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no lohger satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel -isINOPERABLE
when the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass functiontis manually controlled via station
operating procedures and-the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fully capable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable'. Footnotes (a)and Cb)
inTable 3.3.1-1'and (d)in'Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure mode',the associated input bistable from
changing state,_as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal setpoint. Specifically. when
-the indicated Log power channel-is failed high (above
1E-4%). the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass removal
feature inthat channel-cannot function. Similarly.
(continued)
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14.

Local Power Density - High (After CPC Upgrade)
(continued)
when the indicated Log power channel is failed low
(below 1E-4%), the automatic DNBR-LPD trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Although one bypass removal feature is applicable
above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is applicable below
1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a failed Log power
channel and should therefore be considered INOPERABLE.
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log
power and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal
features in that channel are also INOPERABLE,
requiring entry into LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO
3.3.2 Condition C depending on plant operating MODE.
Required Action C.1 for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass channel to be disabled. Compliance
with C.1 is met by placing the CR switches in "off"
and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD
bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal, periodic verification, etc.) is required.
These CR switches are administratively controlled via
station procedure therefore, the requirements of C.1
are continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(Before CPC Upgrade)
This LCO requires four channels of DNBR - Low to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AQOs and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to

the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety function.
The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below
1E-4% NRTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(Betore CPC upgrade) (continued)
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the
RPS logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.
The automatic bypass removal channel is INOPERABLE
when the associated Log power channel has failed. The
bypass function is manually controlled via station
operating procedures and the bypass removal circuitry
itself is fully capable of responding to a change in
the associated input bistable. Footnotes (a) and (b)

in Table 3.3.1-1 and (d)in Table 3.3.2-1 clearly
require an "automatic" removal of trip bypasses. A
failed Log channel may prevent, depending on the
failure mode, the associated input bistable from
changing state as power transitions through the
automatic bypass removal setpoint. Specifically, when
the indicated Log power channel is failed high
(above 1E-4%). the automatic Hi-Log power trip bypass
removal feature in that channel cannot function.
Similarly.-.when the indicated Log power channel is
failed low (below 1E-4%). the automatic DNBR-LPD trip
bypass removal feature in that channel cannot
function. Although one bypass removal feature is
applicable above 1E-4% NRTP and the other is
applicable below 1E-4% NRTP, both are affected by a
failed Log power channel and should therefore be
considered INOPERABLE.
When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log
power and DNBR/LPD automatic trip bypass removal
features in that channel are also INOPERABLE,
requiring entry into LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO
3.3.2 Condition C depending on plant operating MODE.
Required Action C.1 for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass channel to be disabled. Compliance
with C.1 is met by placing the CR switches in "off"
and "normal" for the Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD
bypasses respectively. No further action (key
removal, periodic verification.-etc.) is required.
These CR switches are administratively controlled via
(continued)
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15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(Before CPC Upgrade) (continued)
station procedure therefore, the requirements of C.1
are continuously met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

15.

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
(After CPC Upgrade)
This LCO requires four channels of DNBR - Low to be
OPERABLE.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all AD0s and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.
A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions required
in the event of CEAC channel failures ensure the CPCs
are capable of performing their safety function.
The CPC channel has many redundant features designed
to improve channel reliability. A minimum subset of
features must be functional in order for the CPC to be
capable of performing its safety related trip
function. Therefore, the channel may remain OPERABLE
in the presence of a subset of channel failures, while
maintaining the ability to provide the DNBR-Low trip
function. On line CPC channel diagnostics make use of
redundant features to maintain channel operability to
the extent possible, and provide alarm and
annunciation of detectable failures.
Those detectable CPC channel failures resulting in a
loss of protective function and channel inoperability
will result in a CPC Fail indication and associated
Low DNBR and High LPD channel trips. Input failures
resulting in a sensor out of range affecting one or
more CPC process inputs will result in a CPC Sensor
Failure indication. In addition, since the CPC
(continued)
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Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)
(After UPC Upgrade) (continued)

-

Low

'When a Log channel is INOPERABLE, both the Hi-Log power
and DNBR/LPD'automatic trip bypass removal features in
that channel are alsoiINOPERABLE, requiring entry into
LCO 3.3.1 Condition C or LCO 3.3.2 Condition C
depending on plant-operating MODE.
Required Action C.1 for both LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2
require the bypass channel to be disabled. Compliance
-with C.1 is met by-placing the CR-switches in "off" and
-normal" for the Hi-Log power and DNBR/LPD bypasses
respectively. .Noffurther action (key removal periodic
verification; etc.) is required. These CR switches are
administratively controlled via station procedure
therefore, the requirements of C.1 are continuously
met.
This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs-are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.
Interlocks/Bypasses
The LCO on operating bypass permissive removal channels
requires that the automatic operating bypass removal
feature of all four operating bypass channels be OPERABLE
for each RPS Function with an'operating bypass in the MODEs
..
addressed in the specific LCO for each Function. All four
bypass removal channels must be OPERABLE to ensure that
none of the four RPS channels are inadvertently bypassed.
Refer also -to B 3.3.5 for ESFAS operating bypasses.
This LCO 'applies 'to the operating'bypass removal feature
only. If the bypass'enable-function is.failed so as to
-prevent'entering a bypass condition, operation may
continue. In the case of the Logarithmic Power Level High trip (Function 2);-the'absence'of a bypass will limit
maximum power to below the trip setpoint.
The interlock'function Allowable Values are based upon
analysis of functional requirements for the bypassed
function. These are discussed above as part of the LCO
discussion for the affected functions.
-.
-*
(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABILITY

This LCO is applicable to the RPS Instrumentation in MODES 1
and 2. LCO 3.3.2 is applicable to the RPS Instrumentation in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with any RTCB closed and any CEA capable
of withdrawal. The requirements for the CEACs in MODES 1 and
2 are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. The RPS Matrix Logic.
Initiation Logic, RTCBs, and Manual Trips in MODES 1. 2, 3,
4, and 5 are addressed in LCO 3.3.4.
Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The
reactor trips are designed to take the reactor subcritical,
which maintains the SLs during AOOs and assists the ESFAS
in providing acceptable consequences during accidents.
Most trips are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4.
and 5. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the emphasis is placed on
return to power events. The reactor is protected in these
MODES by ensuring adequate SDM. Exceptions to this are:
*

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip, RPS Logic
RTCBs, and Manual Trip are required in MODES 3, 4.
and 5, with the RTCBs closed, to provide protection
for boron dilution and CEA withdrawal events.

*

Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip, is required in
MODE 3, with the RTCBs closed to provide protection
for steam line break events in MODE 3.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip, and the Steam
Generator Pressure-Low trip in these lower MODES are
addressed in LCO 3.3.2. The Logarithmic Power Level - High
trip is bypassed prior to MODE 1 entry and is not required
in MODE 1.
The upgraded CPC system consists of eight total CEACs
instead of the two found in the CPC System prior to
upgrade. To facilitate the difference in the number of
CEACs as will as to support the enhanced features found in
the upgraded CPC system, a second 3.3.1 Technical
Specification has been developed. The determination on
which Specification applies is based on whether or not the
unit has received the upgraded CPCs. Each unit shall only
use the Specification that reflects the status of their
unit's CPC system (i.e., before or after CPC upgrade).

(continued)
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9.

CEN-327, June 2. 1986, including Supplement 1.
March 3, 1989. and Calculation 13-JC-SB-200.

10.

CEN-305-P. "Functional Design Requirements for a Core
Protection Calculator."

11.

CEN-304-P, "Functional Design Requirements for a
Control Element Assembly Calculator."

12.

CEOG Topical Report CE NPSD-1167-A, "Elimination of
Pressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements."

13.

CEN-323-P-A. 'Reload Data Block Constant Installation
Guidelines". Combustion Engineering, Inc.. September,
1986.
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B 3.3.3
B 3.3
B 3.3.3

INSTRUMENTATION
Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs)

BASES
BACKGROUND
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

The Reactor Protective System (RPS) initiates a reactor trip
to protect against violating the core Specified Acceptable
Fuel Design Limits (SAFDLs) and breaching the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) during Anticipated
Operational Occurrences (AOOs). By tripping the reactor,
the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features Systems
in mitigating accidents.'''
The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitoredby the RPS. as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.
The LSSS (defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value), in conjunction with the LCOs. establish the
thresholds for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents.
During AOOs. which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life. the acceptable limits are:
*

The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling:

*

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur: and

*

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia
shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1)
and 10 CFR 100'(Ref. 2) criteria during AO0s.
Accidents are events'.that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur'during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the-offsite'dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a
(continued)
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BACKGROUND
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(continued)

different fraction of these limits based on probability of
occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.
The RPS is segmented into four interconnected modules.
modules are:
*

Measurement channels:

*

Bistable trip units;

*

RPS Logic; and

*

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs).

These

This LCO addresses the CEACs. LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective
System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating," provides a
description of this equipment in the RPS.
The excore nuclear instrumentation, the Core Protection
Calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs are considered components
in the measurement channels of the Variable Over Power-High,
Logarithmic Power Level - High. DNBR - Low, and Local Power
Density (LPD) - High trips. The CEACs are addressed by this
Specification.
All four CPCs receive Control Element Assembly (CEA)
deviation penalty factors from each CEAC and use the larger
of the penalty factors from the two CEACs in the calculation
of DNBR and LPD. CPCs are further described in the
Background section of LCO 3.3.1.
The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two
independent CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its
subgroup position. If a deviation is detected by either CEAC.
an annunciator sounds and appropriate "penalty factors" are
transmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors conservatively
adjust the effective operating margins to the DNBR - Low and
LPD - High trips. Each CEAC also drives a single visual
display, which is switchable between CEACs. The visual
display indicates individual CEA positions from the
selected CEAC.

(continued)
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LCO
(After CPC
Upgrade)
(continued)

protection. Because a single RSPT is used to provide RSPT,
input to one CEAC in all four channels, this LCO requires
both CEACs to be OPERABLE in each channel so that no sensor
failure resulting in CEAC failure in multiple channels can
prevent a required trip from occurring.
To increase reliability each CPC channel contains two CEA
Position Processors (CPPs), which redundantly monitor the
channel RSPT inputs., perform analog to digital conversion,
and transmit the CEA position to the appropriate CEAC in all
four CPC channels over separate one-way fiber optically
isolated data links. The receiving CEAC will automatically
switch to the backup.CPP and-associated.data link upon
failure of the preferred-CPP or associated data link. CPPs
in CPC channels A and B together process all RSPT 1 CEA
position inputs. and transmit them to CEAC 1 in all four CPC
channels. Similarly, CPPs in channels C and D together
process all RSPT 2 position inputs, and transmit them to
CEAC 2 in all four CPC channels.
Operation of at least one CPP and associated data links in
each CPC channel is therefore required for both CEACs in all
CPC channels to receive;CEA position information. Failure
of both redundant'CPPs in.a channel or failure of redundant
RSPT power supplies in that channel will cause the
associated receiving CEACs in all channels to lose CEA
position input on multiple CEAs. Failure of individual
RSPTs will result in a subset of CEAs being identified as
failed in the associated CEAC in multiple channels.
This LCO therefore addresses both individual channel and
multiple channel CEAC.inoperabilities.

I I
APPLICABILITY

This LCO is applicable to the CEACs in MODES 1 and 2. The
ARPS Instrumentation in MODES 1and 2'is addressed in LCO
3.3.1. The RPS Instrumentation in MODES 3. 4. and 5 with any
RTCB closed and any CEA capable of withdrawal is addressed
in LCO 3.3.2. The RPS Matrix Logic, Initiation Logic. RTCB,
and Manual Trips in Modes 1. 2, 3,-4, and 5 are addressed in
LCO 3.3.4.
.

(continued)
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(continued)

Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The trips
are designed to take the reactor subcritical, which
maintains the SLs during AOOs and assists the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System in providing acceptable
consequences during accidents. Most trips are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODES 3. 4. and 5. In MODES 3, 4, and 5,
the emphasis is placed on return to power events. The
reactor is protected in these MODES by ensuring adequate
SDM.
Because CEACs provide the inputs to the DNBR - Low and
LPD - High trips, they are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2 for the same reasons.
The upgraded CPC system consists of eight total CEACs instead
of the two found in the CPC System prior to upgrade. To
facilitate the difference in the number of CEACs as well as
to support the enhanced features found in the upgraded CPC
system, a second 3.3.3 Technical Specification has been
developed. The determination on which Specification applies
is based on whether or not the unit has received the upgraded
CPCs. Each unit shall only use the Specification that
reflects the status of their unit's CPC system (i.e., before
or after CPC upgrade).

ACTIONS
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

A.1 and A.2
Condition A applies to the failure of a single CEAC channel.
There are only two CEACs. each providing CEA deviation input
into all four CPC channels. The CEACs include complex
diagnostic software, making it unlikely that a CEAC will
fail without informing the CPCs of its failed status. With
one failed CEAC, the CPC will receive CEA deviation penalty
factors from the remaining OPERABLE CEAC. If the second
CEAC should fail (Condition B). the CPC will use large
preassigned penalty factors. The specific Required Actions
allowed are as follows:
With one CEAC inoperable, the second CEAC still provides a
comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within subgroups, as well as outputs to all CPCs, CEA
deviation alarms, and position indication for display.
(continued)
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A.1 and A.2 (continued)
Verification every 4 hours-that each CEA is within
6.6 inches of the other CEAs in its group provides a check
on the position of all CEAs and provides verification of the
proper operation of the remaining CEAC. An OPERABLE CEAC
will not generate penalty factors until deviations of
> 9.0 inches within a'subgroup are encountered.
The Completion Time of once per 4 hours is adequate based on
operating experience, considering the low probability of an
undetected CEA deviation coincident with an undetected
failure in the remaining CEAC within this limited time
frame.
As long as Required Action A.1 is accomplished as specified.
the inoperable CEAC can be restored to OPERABLE status
within 7 days. The-Completion Time of 7 days is adequate
for most repairs, while minimizing risk, considering that
dropped CEAs are detectable by the redundant CEAC. and other
LCOs specify Required Actions necessary to maintain DNBR and
LPD margin.
B.1. B.2. B.3. 8.4. B.5 and B.6
Condition B applies if the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Required Action A are not met, or if both
CEACs are inoperable. Actions associated with this
Condition involve disabling the Control Element Drive
Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS). while providing increased
assurance that CEA deviations are not occurring and
informing all OPERABLE CPC channels. via a software flag.
that both CEACs are failed. This will ensure that the large
penalty factor associated with two CEAC failures will be
applied to CPC calculations. The penalty factor for two
failed CEACs is sufficiently large that power must be
maintained significantly < 100% RTP if CPC generated reactor
.,trips are to be avoided.' The Completion Time of 4 hours is
adequate to accomplish these actions while minimizing risks.

(continued)
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(continued)

B.1. B.2. B.3. B.4. B.5 and B.6

(continued)

The Required Actions are as follows:
B.1
Meeting the DNBR margin requirements of LCO 3.2.4. "DNBR"
ensures that power level is within a conservative region of
operation based on actual core conditions.
B.2
This Action requires that the CEAs are maintained fully
withdrawn (2 144.75"), except as required for specified
testing or flux control via group #5. This verification
ensures that undesired perturbations in local fuel burnup
are prevented. The Upper Electrical Limit (UEL) CEA reed
switches provide an acceptable indication of CEA position.
B.3
The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant in each of
the OPERABLE CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are
inoperable. This provides a conservative penalty factor to
ensure that a conservative effective margin is maintained by
the CPCs in the computation of DNBR and LPD trips.
B.4
The CEDMCS is placed and maintained in "STANDBY MODE,"
except during CEA motion permitted by Required Action B.2,
to prevent inadvertent motion and possible misalignment of
the CEAs.
B.5
A comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification
that each CEA is within 6.6 inches of other CEAs in its
group provides a check that no CEA has deviated from its
proper position within the group.
B.6
The Reactor Power Cutback (RPCB) System must be disabled.
This ensures that CEA position will not be affected by RPCB
operation.

(continued)
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B.2.2

(continued)

are prevented. The Upper Electrical Limit (UEL) CEA reed
switches provide an acceptable indication of CEA position.

B.2.3
The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable!constant in each of
the OPERABLE CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are
inoperable. This provides a conservative penalty factor to
ensure that a~conservative effective margin is maintained
by the CPCs in the computation of DNBR and LPD trips.
B.2.4
The CEDMCS is placed and maintained in "STANDBY MODE."
except during CEA motion permitted by Required Action
B.2, to prevent inadvertent motion and possible
misalignment'of the CEAs.
B.2.5
A comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification
that each CEA is within 6.6 inches of other CEAs in its
group provides a check that-no CEA has deviated from its
proper position within the group.
B.2.6
The Reactor Power Cutback (RPCB)'System must be disabled.
This ensures that CEA position will-not be affected by
RPCB operation.
C.1
Condition C is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition B is not met.
If the Required Actions-associated with this Condition
cannot be completed within the required Completion Time.
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required
Actions-do not apply. "The.Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable.'based on operating experience, for reaching
the required plant conditions from full power conditions
in an orderly mannerjand without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Before CPC
Upgrade)

SR

3.3.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on another
channel. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure: thus, it is key to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.
The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO
required channels.
SR 3.3.3.2
The CEAC auto restart count is checked every 12 hours to
monitor the CPC and CEAC for normal o eration. If three or
more auto restarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within a
12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable. The
autorestart periodic test restart (code 30) and normal
system load (code 33) are not included in the total.
Therefore, the Required Action of Condition D must be
performed. The Frequency is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel
failing within the same 12 hour interval.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS
' verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
(After'CPC
properly between each-CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Upgrade)l'
'
'(continued)':' ':
Agreement criteria are'determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination'of the channel instrument uncertainties.
including indication-and readability.' If a channel is
outside the criteria. it may be anindication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.
The Frequency.-about once every shift, is based on operating
experience'that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any'12 hour period is-extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK .minimizes'.the'chance-of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with the LCO
required channels.
SR 3.3.3.2
Deleted
SR 3.3.3.3
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each CEAC'channel is performed
every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. ,The quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using~test software. The
Frequency of 92.days is based on the'reliability analysis
presented in topical report CEN-327. "RPS/ESFAS Extended
Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 5).
SR 3.3.3.4
SR 3.3.3.4 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
18 months.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
(continued)PALO'VERDE UNITS 1.2.3
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(After CPC
Upgrade)
(continued)

SR

3.3.3.4

(continued)

that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains
operational between successive surveillance. CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant
specific setpoint analysis.
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval extension analysis. The requirements
for this review are outlined in Reference 5.
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and includes
operating experience and consistency with the typical
18 month fuel cycle.
SR 3.3.3.5
Every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CEACs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY, including alarm and trip Functions.
The basis for the 18 month Frequency is that the CEACs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that undetected CPC or CEAC
failures do not occur in any given 18 month interval.

(continued)
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1.

10 CFR 50.

2.

10 CFR 100.

3.

UFSAR, Section 7.2.

4.

NRC Safety Evaluation Report. July 15, 1994

5.

CEN-327. June 2. 1986. including Supplement 1.
March 3. 1989. and Calculation 13-JC-SB-200.
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APPLICABLE
6. 7.
SAFETY ANALYSES

Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal-(continued)
AFAS logic includessteam generator specific inputs
from the SG Pressure Difference - High (SG #1 > SG #2
or SG #2 > SG #1. bistable comparators) to determine
if a fault in either generator has occurred.
Not feeding a faulted generator prevents containment
overpressurization during the analyzed events.
The ESFAS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii).

LCO

The LCO on the ESFAS Logic channels ensures that each of
the following requirements are met:
*
*
*

An ESFAS Actuation Signal will be initiated when
necessary;
The required protection system coincidence logic is
maintained (minimum two-out-of-three, normal
two-out-of-four): and
Sufficient redundancy-is maintained to permit a
channel to be out of service for testing or
maintenance.
-

Failures of individual bistable relays and their contacts
are addressed in LCO 3.3.5. This Specification addresses
failures of the Matrix Logic not addressed in the above,
such as the:failure of matrix relay-power supplies or the
failure of the trip channel bypass contact in the bypass
condition.
A Matrix Logic is considered inoperable if a coincident
trip in the same'Function in the two OPERABLE channels
monitored by the Matrix Logic will not remove power from
the coils of all four Matrix relays. The OPERABILITY of
the Matrix Logic is not affected by inoperable measurement
-channels.
Loss of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the two
power supplies in each of the three matrices. This will
result in two trip path contacts opening in each ESFAS
Actuation Logic channel: 'however. the remaining two
contacts in each ESFAS Actuation Logic channel will remain
(continued)
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closed, preventing an ESFAS Actuation. For the purposes of
this LCO, de-energizing up to three matrix power supplies
due to a single failure is to be treated as a single
channel failure, providing the affected matrix relays
de-energize as designed, opening the affected trip path
contacts in each ESFAS Actuation Logic channel.
Each of the four Initiation Logic channels controls two
Initiation relays, each Initiation relay opens a contact in
its Actuation Logic channel if any of the six coincidence
matrices de-energize their associated matrix relays. They
thus form a logical OR function. Each Initiation Logic
channel has its own power supply and is independent of the
others. An Initiation Lcgic channel includes the matrix
relay through to the Initiation relay contacts, and the
interconnecting wiring to the Actuation Logic channels.
An Initiation Logic is considered inoperable if the
contacts on both Initiation relays will not operate when
power is removed from the coils of any of the six matrix
relays in the trip path.
It is possible for two Initiation Logic channels affecting
the same trip leg to de-energize if a matrix power supply
or vital instrument bus fails. This will result in opening
two contacts in each of the ESFAS Actuation Logic channels.
An Actuation Logic channel is inoperable if a selective
two-out-of-four trip signal is received from the Initiation
Logic for any ESFAS Function, and power is not removed from
the coils of all of the subgroup relays actuated by that
function.
The requirements for each Function are listed below. The
reasons for the applicable MODES for each Function are
addressed under APPLICABILITY.
1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal
Automatic SIAS occurs in Pressurizer Pressure - Low or
Containment Pressure - High and is explained in
Bases 3.3.5.
a.

Manual Trip
ThWi[CO requires four channels of SIAS Manual
Trip to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4.
(continued)
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C.1 and C.2 (continued)
Both Initiation Logic channels in the same trip leg will
de-energize if a'matrix power supply or vital instrument
bus is lost. This will open the Actuation Logic contacts,
satisfying the ReqUired Action'to open'at least one set of
contacts in the affected trip leg. Indefinite operation in
this condition is prohibited because of the difficulty of
ensuring the contacts remain open under all conditions.
Thus. the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours. This provides'the operator with time to
take appropriate actions and still ensuresthat any risk
involved in operating with a'failed channel is acceptable.
Operating experience has demonstrated that the probability
of a random failure of a second channel is low during any
given 48 hour period. .-If-the channel cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status with 48 hours. Condition E is entered.
Of greater-concern is the'failure of the initiation circuit
in a nontrip condition (e.g., due to two initiation relay
failures). With one failed, there is still the redundant
contact in the trip'leg of each Actuation Logic. With both
failed in a nontrip condition. the ESFAS Function is lost
in the affected train.- To prevent this. immediate opening
of at least one contact in the affected trip leg is
required. If the required contact has not opened. as
indicated by annunciation or trip leg current lamps. Manual
Trip of the affected trip leg contacts may be attempted.
Caution must be exercised. since operating the wrong ESFAS
handswitch may result in an ESFAS actuation.
D.1
Condition D applies to Actuation Logic.
With one Actuation Logic channel inoperable. automatic
actuation of,one train of ESF may'be inhibited. The
remaining train provides adequate',protection in the event
of Design Basis Accidents, but the single failure criterion
may be violated., For this reason-operation in this
condition-is restricted.

(continued)
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D.1 (continued)
The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within
48 hours. Operating experience has demonstrated that the
probability of a random failure in the Actuation Logic of
the second train is low during a given 48 hour period.
Failure of a single Initiation Logic channel, matrix
channel power supply, or vital instrument bus may open one
or both contacts in the same trip leg in both Actuation
Logic channels. For the purposes of this Specification,
the Actuation Logic is not inoperable. This obviates the
need to enter LCO 3.0.3 in the event of a vital bus,
matrix, or initiation channel failure.
Each Actuation Logic channel has two sets of redundant
power supplies. The power supplies in each set are powered
from different vital instrument buses. Failure of a single
power supply or a set of power supplies due to the loss of
a vital instrument bus, does not affect the operation of
the Actuation Logic because the redundant power supplies
can supply the full system load. For the purposes of this
specification, the Actuation Logic is not inoperable.
Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note to indicate that
one channel of Actuation Logic may be bypassed for up to
1 hour for Surveillance, provided the other channel is
OPERABLE.
This allows performance of a PPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on
an OPERABLE ESFAS train without generating an ESFAS
actuation in the inoperable train.
E.1 and E.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Conditions for CSAS. MSIS or AFAS cannot be met, the plant
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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REFERENCES

1.

Not Used

2.

CEN-PSD-770 Analysis for Lower Mode Functional
Recovery Guidelines.

3.

PVNGS Operating License Amendments 52. 38. and 24 for
Units 1. 2 and 3. respectively, and associated NRC
Safety Evaluation dated July 25, 1990.

4.

PVNGS Calculation 13-NO01-6.02-252-2.

5.

PVNGS Calculation 13-JC-SH-0200, Section 2.9.
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.17
B 3.4

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.17

RCS Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND

The Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1)
specifies the maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid
an individual at-the site boundary can receive for 2 hours
during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held to a small fraction of the
10 CFR'100 limits during analyzedtransients and accidents.
The RCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable
concentration levelof radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LCO limits are established to-minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.
The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity. The allowable
levels are intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the site
boundary to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose
guideline limits. -The limits in the LCO are standardized
based on parametric evaluations of offsite radioactivity
dose consequences for typical site locations.
The parametric evaluations showed the potential offsite dose
levels for an SGTR accident were an appropriately small
fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. Each
evaluation assumes a broad range of site applicable
atmospheric dispersion factors in a parametric evaluation.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The LCO limits on the'specific activity of the reactor
coolant ensure that the resulting 2 hour-doses at the site
boundary will not exceed-a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100
dose guideline limits following an SGTR accident. The SGTR
safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the specific activity of
the reactor coolant at the LCO limits and an existing
reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube leakage rate of
1 gpm.
-- The analysis for the SGTR--accident establishes the

acceptance limits for RCS-specific activity.

Reference to

(continued)
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(continued)

this analysis is used to assess changes to the facility that
could affect RCS specific activity as they relate to the
acceptance limits.
The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively
contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through
the atmospheric dump valves or the main steam safety valves.
The atmospheric discharge stops when the turbine bypass to
the condenser removes the excess energy to rapidly reduce
the RCS pressure and close the valves. The unaffected SG
removes core decay heat by venting steam until the cooldown
ends.
The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
an SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the
Reference 1 dose guideline limits.
Operation with iodine specific activity levels greater than
the LCO limit is permissible if the activity levels do not
exceed the limits shown in Figure 3.4.17-1 for more than
48 hours. The above-limit permissible iodine levels shown in
Figure 3.4.17-1 are acceptable because of the low
probability of an SGTR accident occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. The allowable limits shown
on Figure 3.4.17-1 accommodate possible iodine spiking
phenomenon which may occur following changes in thermal
power.
RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii).

LCO

The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 iCi/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the
primary coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gm equal to
100 divided by E (average disintegration energy of the sum
of the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the
2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary
during the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be a small
fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. The limit on gross
specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to an
individual at the site boundary during the DBA will be a
small fraction of the allowed whole body dose.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.5.6.2 (continued)
The sample weight and volume correspond to the design
minimum concentration of TSP expected post LOCA in the
containment sump. The limiting concentration occurs when
the LCO minimum TSP volume of 524 cubic feet. weighing about
25.325 pounds at the installed bulk density. is dissolved
into the maximum recirculation fluid mass of approximately
3.4E6 kg. which is about 900.000 gallons at room
temperature. The boron concentration of the test water is
the highest possible with the maximum expected recirculation
sump volume.
Agitation of the test solution is prohibited since an
adequate standard for the agitation intensity cannot be
specified. The test time of 4 hours is necessary to allow
time for the dissolved TSP to naturally diffuse through the
sample solution. In-the post LOCA containment sump, rapid
mixing would occur. significantly decreasing the actual
amount of time before the required pH is achieved. This
ensures compliance with the Standard Review Plan guidance of
achieving pH greater than or equal to 7.0 by the onset of
recirculation after a LOCA.
The temperature of 135 ± 90 F was chosen for the borated
water solution because that is the minimum temperature
expected at the inlet of the shutdown cooling heat
exchangers during the initial phase of this accident when
the TSP is dissolved into solution.

REFERENCES

1.
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PVNGS operating license amendment numbers 110. 102'and
82 for Units 1. 2 and 3. respectively, and associated
NRC Safety Evaluation dated December 10. 1996.
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3
B 3.6
B 3.6.3

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Containment Isolation Valves

BASES
BACKGROUND

.
The containment isolation valves form part of the
containment pressure boundary and provide a means for fluid
penetrations not serving accident consequence limiting
systems to be provided with two isolation barriers that are
closed on anWautomatic isolation signal. These isolation
devices are either passive or active (automatic). Manual
valves, de-activated automatic valves secured in their
closed position (including check valves with flow through
the valve secured). blind flanges. and closed systems are
considered passive devices. Check valves, or other
automatic valves designed to close without operator action
following an accident, are considered active devices. Two
barriers in series are provided for each penetration so that
no single credible-failure or malfunction of an active
component can result in a loss-of isolation or leakage that
exceeds limits assumed in the safety analysis. One of these
barriers may be a closed system. --

*The containment penetration consists of the containment
isolation valves and all piping and the associated vent,
drain, and test valves located between the containment
isolation valves-(Ref. 7).' Containment penetration
isolation criteria are governed byrl0'CFR 50. Appendix A.
General Design Criteria 54 through 57 (Ref. 6). The
applicable GDC for each penetration can be found in UFSAR
Table 6.2.4-1 (Ref. 1).
Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high
containment pressure signal or a.low'pressurizer pressure
signal. The containment isolation signal-closes automatic
containment isolation valves in fluid penetrations not
required for operation of Engineered Safety Feature Systems
in order to prevent leakage of radioactive material. Upon
actuation of safety injection, automatic containment
isolation valves also-isolate systems not required for
containment or,RCSheat removal.. Other penetrations are
isolated by the use 'of valves in theclosed position or blind flanges.' As a-result. the containment isolation
valves (and blind flanges) help'ensure that the containment
atmosphere will'be isolated in the event-of a release of
radioactive material to containment atmosphere from the RCS
following a Design Basis Accident' (DBA).'
(continued)
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(continued)

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation
valves help ensure that containment is isolated within the
time limits assumed in the safety analysis. Therefore, the
OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that the
containment function assumed in the accident analysis will
be maintained.
The purge valves were designed for intermittent operation,
providing a means of removing airborne radioactivity caused
by minor RCS leakage prior to personnel entry into
containment. There are two sets of purge valves: refueling
purge valves and power access purge valves. The refueling
and power access supply and exhaust lines are each supplied
with inside and outside containment isolation valves but
share common supply and exhaust headers.
The refueling purge valves are designed for purging the
containment atmosphere to the unit stack while introducing
filtered makeup from the outside to provide adequate
ventilation for personnel comfort when the unit is shut down
during refueling operations and maintenance. Motor operated
isolation valves are provided inside and outside the
containment. The valves are operated manually from the
control room. The valves will close automatically upon
receipt of a containment purge isolation actuation signal
and a containment isolation actuation signal. Because of
their large size, the refueling purge valves are not
qualified for automatic closure from their open position
under DBA conditions. Therefore, the refueling purge valves
are maintained closed in MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4 to ensure the
containment boundary is maintained.
Open refueling purge valves, or a failure of the power
access purge valves to close, following an accident that
releases contamination to the containment atmosphere would
cause a significant increase in the containment leakage
rate.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The containment isolation valve LCO was derived from the
assumptions related to minimizing the loss of reactor
coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during major accidents. As part of the containment
boundary, containment isolation valve OPERABILITY supports
leak tightness of the containment. Therefore, the safety
analysis of any event requiring isolation of containment is
applicable to this LCO.
(continued)
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The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). a
Main Steam Line Break '(MSLB). aqfeedwater line break. and a
control element assembly ejection accident. In the analysis
for each of these accidents, it is assumed that containment
isolation valves are either closed or function to close
within the required isolation time following event
initiation. This ensures that potential paths to the
environment through containment isolation valves (including
containment purge valves') are minimized.-'The safety analysis
assumes that.the refueling purge-valves are closed at event
initiation.
The DBA analysis assumes that. within 60 seconds after the
accident, isolation of the containment is complete and
leakage terminated except for the, design-leakage rate. La.
The containment isolation total response time of 60 seconds
includes signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss of
offsite power), and containment isolation valve stroke times.
.The single-failure criterion required to be imposed in the
conduct of unit safety analyses was considered in the
original design of the containment purge valves. Two valves
in series on each purge line provide assurance that both the
supply and exhaust lines could be isolated even if a single
failure occurred. The inboard and outboard isolation valves
on each line are provided with diverse power sources.
The refueling purge valves may be unable to close in the
environment following a LOCA. Therefore, each of the
refueling purge valves is required to remain sealed closed
during MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4. In this case, the single
-failure criterion remains applicable to the containment
refueling purge valves due to failure'in the control circuit
associated with each valve. .Again, the purge system valve
design precludes a single failure from compromising the
containment boundary as long as the system is operated in
accordance with the subject LCO.
The power access purge valves are capable of closing under
accident conditions. ,Therefore, they ar6'allowed to be open
for limited periods, during power operation.
The OPERABILITY of main steamisafety valves, main steam
isolation valves, main feedwater isolation valves, and main
steam atmospheric dunip'valves is covered by Specifications
3.7.1, 3;7.2,3.7.3-and 3.7.4 respectively.

(continued)
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(continued)

LCO

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).

Containment isolation valves, (CIVs) form a part of the
containment boundary. A containment penetration is
considered to be the area bounded by the inboard and outboard
CIVs and includes all valves, piping, and connections within
this boundary (e.g., vents, drains, and test connections)
(Ref. 7). The containment isolation valve safety function is
related to minimizing the loss of reactor coolant inventory
and establishing the containment boundary during a DBA. The
automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an
automatic isolation signal. The refueling purge valves must
be maintained sealed closed. The valves covered by this LCO
are listed with their associated stroke times in the UFSAR
(Ref. 1). The analyses assume the containment is isolated
within 60 seconds following an isolation signal (CIAS).
CIVs are considered OPERABLE for LCO 3.6.3 when they are
closed (i.e., manual valves are closed, automatic valves are
de-activated and secured in their closed position), blind
flanges are in place, and closed systems are intact. The
Steam Generating System and the Containment Pressure
Monitoring System are the only credited closed systems at
PVNGS. Placement of CIVs in this configuration may impact
the operability of the associated system. If the required
valve surveillances have lapsed for a CIV secured in its
closed position, the CIV is considered OPERABLE for LCO 3.6.3
because it was OPERABLE when it isolated the penetration and
it continues to perform its isolation function (Ref. 9). The
passive isolation valves or devices are those listed in
Reference 2.
The general actions for an inoperable CIV are to isolate the
associated penetration with a component that is not
susceptible to an active failure (i.e., a passive component).
The appropriate LCO 3.6.3 Condition for each CIV is listed in
TRM Table 7.0.300. In addition, isolation of an inoperable
CIV should be made with a valve(s) having similar leakage
criteria to preserve the overall containment leakage rate.
For example, if a Type C tested CIV becomes inoperable, a
Type C tested valve should be used for isolation purposes.
If an inoperable Type C tested CIV cannot be isolated with
another Type C tested valve, then another valve may be used
to isolate the penetration per LCO 3.6.3, but engineering
shall evaluate this condition to ensure the overall
(continued)
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CONTAINMENT leakage rate remains valid per.the requirements
of LCO 3;6.1 (Ref. 8).
Check-valves used to isolate a containment penetration are
considered secured in-their actuated position when flow
through the valve is-secured and prevented from unintentional
operation (i.e., all upstream flow paths are isolated and
administratively controlled). This administrative control
process will be via use of a permit or the locked valve
program for those upstream sources. Certain containment
penetrations with multiple piping connections require
isolating the upstream source in lieu of crediting the
inboard check valve when the CIV outside containment becomes
inoperable. The following-penetrations are provided as
examples:
* AFA-V079 and AFB-V080

-

AFW

-

Pen .75 and 76

* SIE-V113. -V123. -V133, and -V143

-

HPSI - Pen 13 through 16

For the above examples' preventing flow through, and
unintentional operation of, the inboard check valve would
impact multiple trains of equipment:'therefore. this
condition is undesirable. In that case, the inoperable CIV
is isolated using an upstream passive'device, the associated
train is declared inoperable, the applicable LCO Condition is
entered, and the Required Actions performed.
Manual containment isolation valves include those specified
in TRM Table 7.0.300. manual valves used to isolate a
penetration (including a deactivated, non-automatic valve),
and all vents, drains.'and test connections located within a
containment penetration. Manual containment isolation valves
may be opened intermittently under administrative controls.
These administrative controls consist of stationing a
dedicated operator at the valvercontrols., who is in
continuous communication -with the-controlrroom. This
operator may have other concurrent duties as long as those
*duties do not impact the'ability to'close the valve within 60
seconds when containment isolation'is required. The Shift
Manager/CRS determines the allowable concurrent duties. In
this way. the penetration can -be rapidly isolated when a need
for containment isolation is indicated.
Manual vent, drain and test connection valves within a
penetration may be opened under administrative control on
only one side'of the containment wall. The opening of a
manual vent. drain-and -test connection valve on both sides of
the containment wall provides a direct-bypass of the
containment barrier'and would necessitate declaring the
(continued)
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(containment)

penetration inoperable per LCO 3.6.3 and could impact
containment operability per LCO 3.6.1.
Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs) required open during
accident conditions are considered "dual function" valves and
may be secured in the closed position to conservatively
comply with LCO 3.6.3. However, a closed CIV would result in
entry into the applicable system LCO.
When a CIV required OPEN during accident conditions becomes
inoperable, and there is only one CIV in the penetration. and
plant and/or equipment conditions do not support securing the
CIV in the closed position to restore operability per LCO
3.6.3, an alternate valve (including a non-automatic,
non-manual valve) in the piping connected to the affected
penetration may be used as an isolation valve to satisfy the
requirement of LCO 3.6.3. The alternate valve must be
secured in the closed position and prevented from
unintentional operation (via PVNGS administrative controls
such as the locked valve or clearance and tagging program or
the removal of motive power, as appropriate), and any
vent/drain valve and test connection within the new boundary
must be closed and capped. To ensure penetration integrity,
it is only allowable to use an alternate valve as the
isolation valve in the affected penetration if the piping
between the inoperable CIV and the valve used for penetration
isolation have both of the following characteristics:
*

A pressure rating equivalent to the containment design
pressure (i.e., 60 psig) AND

*

The inoperable CIV does not require Type "C" testing
(reference the list of CIVs in the Technical Requirements
Manual).

Alternatively, some "dual function" CIVs may be
administratively controlled in their ESF actuated open
position (to prevent unintentional operation) to comply with
both LCO 3.6.3 and the associated system LCO. When placed in
the OPEN position and OPERABLE pursuant to LCO 3.6.3. the
control room's ability to remote-manually close the valve for
containment isolation must be maintained (i.e., actuating and
control power must be retained). The administrative controls
prevent a valve from unintentional operation. This position
ensures compliance with containment isolation functions
specified by General Design Criteria 54 through 57. The
valve is inoperable and entry into the applicable action
statement of LCO 3.6.3 will be required until the
administrative controls are in place. If, for any reason, a
CIV is placed in the administratively controlled OPEN
(continued)
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(continued)

position to remain OPERABLE pursuant to LCO 3.6.3. the cause
of the condition will be identified and corrected at the
earliest opportunity;
-

Although system limitations preclude placing a number of
"dual function" CIVs in the open position, the following
valves are subject to-being placed in the-OPEN position and
remaining OPERABLE pursuant to LCO 3.6.3 with administrative
controls to prevent unintentional operation and retain the
control room's remote-manual closure capability:
* Containment Hydrogen Monitoring CIVs:

HPA-HV-007A.
HPA-HV-007B. HPB-HV-008A. and HPB-HV-008B

* HPSI Injection.Valves: SIB-UV-616. SIA-UV-617. SIB-UV-626,
SIA-UV-627. SIB-UV-636. SIA-UV-637. SIB-UV-646. and
SIA-UV-647
* LPSI Flow Control Valves: SIB-UV-615. SIB-UV-625.
SIA-UV-635, and SIA-UV-645

* RCP Seal Injection Isolation Valve:

I

CHB-HV-255

The following valves are normally OPEN and considered
OPERABLE pursuant to LCO 3.6.3 with no additional actions
required (i.e.,.Control'Room remote-manual closure
capability'need not be maintained):
* Containment Pressure Monitoring CIVs: HCA-HV-074,
HCB-HV-075. HCC-HV-076. and HCD-HV-077

I

* Normal Charging Line Isolation Valve:

CHA-HV-524

For inoperable Appendix R credited valves secured in the
closed position. actions must be 'taken per PVNGS
Administrative Controls to ensure time 1imitations are not
exceeded.
Purge valves with resilient seals must meet additional
leakage rate requirements. The other containment isolation
valve-leakage rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1.
"Containment," as Type C testing.

(continued)
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Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE prior to returning the valve to service after
maintenance, repair, or replacement work is performed on the
valve or its associated actuator, control, or power circuit.
This LCO provides assurance that the containment isolation
valves and purge valves will perform their designed safety
functions to minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory
and establish the containment boundary during accidents.

APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6. the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 5. The requirements for containment
isolation valves during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.3.
"Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow
paths except for 42 inch purge valve penetration flow
paths, to be unisolated intermittently under administrative
controls. This note is also applicable to those
penetrations isolated due to an inoperable containment
isolation valve and to the operation of manual vents,
drains, and test connections within a containment
penetration boundary (including those within the 42" purge
valve penetrations, but excluding the 42" purge valves
themselves). Furthermore, this note is applicable to manual
vents, drains, and test connections within the expanded
boundaries of a penetration. Manual valves used to isolate
a penetration and/or vent, drain and test connection valves
within a penetration may be opened under administrative
control on only one side of the containment wall. Opening
manual valves on both sides of the containment wall such
that the containment atmosphere is in direct communication
with outside is not permitted. These administrative
controls consist of stationing an operator at each opened
valve control, who is in continuous communication with the
control room, and can close the specified valve within 60
seconds; concurrent duties (as determined by the Shift
Manager/CRS) do not adversely impact the 60-second
criterion. In this way, the penetration can be rapidly
isolated when a need for containment isolation is indicated.

(continued)
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(continued)

Due to the size of the containment refueling purge line
penetration and the fact that those penetrations exhaust
directly from the containment atmosphere to the environment.
these valves may not be opened under administrative
controls. As allowed per SR 3.6.3.1, this restriction does
not preclude opening a single refueling purge valve such
that the penetration remains isolated.
A second Note has been added to provide clarification that.
for this LCO. separatetConditionmentry is allowed for each
enetration flow path. -This is acceptable. since the
Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable containment
isolation valve. Complying with the Required Actions may
allow for continued operation. A subsequent inoperable
containment isolation valve in a different containment
penetration is governed by'subsequent Condition entry and
application of the.associated Required Actions. This Note
is not applicable for a second problem identified in a
penetration flow path'that is already inoperable (i.e.. a
containment penetration had previously been identified as
having-an inoperable component): in that case. the initial
time constraints are predicated on the first, initial
inoperability of the applicable penetration.
The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which
ensures that appropriateremedial actions are taken. if
necessary, if the affected systems are rendered inoperable by
an inoperable containment isolation valve.
A fourth Note has been added that requires entry into the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1 when
leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage
limit.
A.1 and A.2
In the event'one' containment isolation valve in one or more
enetration flow paths'is inoperable except for purge valve
leakage not within limit (refer to Action D), the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated. The method of
isolation must include the use of at least one isolation
barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a
closed and de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual
valve (including a de-activated non-automatic valve), a

(continued)
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A.1 and A.2 (continued)
blind flange, and a check valve with flow through the valve
secured. Compliance with this Action is established via:
1) Administrative controls (i.e., permit) on the deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind
flange, or check valve, and 2) Administrative controls
(i.e., permit or Locked Valve/Breaker/Component Control
lock) on vents, drains, and test connections located within
the containment penetration. Instruments
(i.e., flow/pressure transmitters) located within the
penetration that are not removed from service for
maintenance nor open to the atmosphere are considered a
closed loop portion of the associated penetration:
therefore, isolation valves associated with instruments
meeting this criteria need not be isolated nor otherwise
administratively controlled to comply with the requirements
of this Action. For penetrations isolated in accordance
with Required Action A.1, the device used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to
containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within
the 4 hour Completion Time. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the
penetration and the relative importance of supporting
containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that
have been isolated in accordance with Required Action A.1,
the affected penetration flow paths must be verified to be
isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident and no longer capable of being
automatically isolated will be in the isolation position
should an event occur. This Required Action does not require
any testing or device manipulation. Rather, it involves

(continued)
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A.1 and A.2 (continued)
'verification. through a.-system walkdown. that those isolation
devices outside containment and capable of.being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion
Time of-"once per 31 days for isolation-devices outside
containment" isappropriate considering the fact that the
devices are-operated under administrative controls and the
probability of-their misalignment .islow. -For the isolation
devices inside-containment, the time period specified as
."prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within
the previous 92 days" is based on-engineering judgment and is
considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the
isolation devices and'other~administrative-controls that will
ensure that isolation device misalignment is an unlikely
possibility.
Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is'only'applicable to those penetration flow paths
with two containment isolation valves. For penetration flow
paths with only one containment isolation valve and a closed
system. Condition C provides appropriate actions.
Required Action A'2 is modified'by a Note that applies to
isolation devices-located in high radiation areas and allows
these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by'administrative means is
considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment'of these devices, once they have been verified
to be in the proper position. is'small.

(conti nued)
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B.1
With two containment isolation valves in one or more
penetration flow paths inoperable except for purge valve
leakage not within limit (refer to Action D), the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated within 1 hour. The
method of isolation must include the use of at least one
isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a
single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a closed and de-activated automatic valve, a
closed manual valve (including a de-activated non-automatic
valve), and a blind flange. Compliance with this Action is
established via: 1) Administrative controls (i.e., permit)
on the de-activated automatic valve, closed manual valve, or
blind flange, and 2) Administrative controls (i.e., permit or
Locked Valve/Breaker/Component Control lock) on vents,
drains, and test connections located within the containment
penetration. Instruments (i.e., flow/pressure transmitters)
located within the penetration that are not removed from
service for maintenance nor open to the atmosphere are
considered a closed loop portion of the associated
penetration; therefore, isolation valves associated with
instruments meeting this criteria need not be isolated nor
otherwise administratively controlled to comply with the
requirements of this Action. The 1 hour Completion Time is
consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1. In the event the
affected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required
Action B.1, the affected penetration must be verified to be
isolated on a periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which
remains in effect. This periodic verification is necessary
to assure leak tightness of containment and that penetrations
requiring isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the fact that the valves are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low.
Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two
containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LCO
addresses the condition of one containment isolation valve
inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.

(continued)
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C.1 and C.2

*

With one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
isolation valve inoperable, the inoperable valve must be
restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow
path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be
adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and
de-activated automatic valve, a closed manual valve
(including a de-activated non-automatic.valve), and a blind
flange. Compliance with this Action is established via:
1) Administrative controls (i.e.. permit) on the de-activated
automatic valve, closed manual valve, or blind flange and 2)
Administrative controls (i.e.. permit or Locked
Valve/Breaker/Component Control lock) on vents, drains, and
test connections located within the containment penetration.
Instruments (i.e., flow/pressure transmitters) located within
the penetration that are not removed from-service for
maintenance nor open to the atmosphere are considered a
closed loop portion of the associated penetration: therefore.
isolation valves associated with instruments meeting this
criteria need not be isolated nor otherwise administratively
controlled to comply with the requirements of this Action. A
check valve may not be used to isolate the affected
penetration. Required Action C.1 must be completed within
the 4 hour Completion Time. The specified time period is
reasonable, considering the relative stability of the closed
system (hence, reliability) to act as a penetration isolation
boundary and the relative importance of supporting
containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4. In the
event the affected penetration is isolated in accordance with
Required Action C;1. the affected penetration flow path must
be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is
necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an
accident are isolated. The Completion Time of once per
31 days for verifying that each affected penetration flow
path is isolated is appropriate considering the valves are
operated under administrative controls and the probability of
their misalignment is low.
Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to..those penetration flow paths
with only one containment isolation valve and a closed
system. The only credited closed systems are the Steam
Generating and the Containment Pressure-Monitoring Systems.
This Note is necessary since this Condition is
(continued)
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C.1 and C.2 (continued)
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths
.which are neither part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary nor connected directly to the containment atmosphere
(10 CFR 50, APP. A. GDC 57).
Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and
allows these devices to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
D.1, D.2. and D.3
In the event one or more containment purge valves in one or
more penetration flow paths are not within the purge valve
leakage limits, purge valve leakage must be restored to
within limits, or the affected penetration must be isolated.
The method of isolation must be by the use of at least one
isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a
single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a closed and de-activated automatic valve with
resilient seals, or a blind flange. A purge valve with
resilient seals utilized to satisfy Required Action D.1 must
have been demonstrated to meet the leakage requirements of
SR 3.6.3.6. Compliance with this Action is established via:
1) Administrative controls (i.e., permit) on the
de-activated automatic valve with resilient seals or blind
flange, and 2) Administrative controls (i.e., permit or
Locked Valve/Breaker/Component Control lock) on vents,
drains, and test connections located within the containment
penetration. Instruments (i.e., flow/pressure transmitters)
located within the penetration that are not removed from
service for maintenance nor open to the atmosphere are
considered a closed loop portion of the associated
penetration: therefore, isolation valves associated with
instruments meeting this criteria need not be isolated nor
otherwise administratively controlled to comply with the
requirements of this Action. The specified Completion Time
is reasonable, considering that one containment purge valve
remains closed so that a gross breach of containment does
not exist.
(continued)
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D.1. D.2 and D.3 (continued)
In accordance with Required Action D.2, this penetration flow
path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis.
The periodic verification is necessary to ensure that
containment penetrations required to be-isolated following an
accident, which are'no longer capable of being automatically
isolated, will be in the isolation position should an event
occur. This Required Action does not require any testing or
valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification.
through a system walkdown, that those isolation devices
outside containment capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.
For the isolation devices inside containment, the time period
specified'as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not
performed within-the previous 92 days" is based on
engineering'judgment and is considered reasonable in view of
the inaccessibility of-the isolation devices and other
administrative controls that will ensure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.
For the containment purge valve with a resilient seal that is
isolated in accordance with Required Action D.1, SR 3.6.3.6
must be performed at least once every 92 days. This assures
that degradation of the resilient seal isidetected and
confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge valve
does not increase during the time the penetration is
isolated. The normal Frequency for SR 3.6.3.6. 184 days. is
based on an NRC initiative, Generic Issue B-20 (Ref. 3).
Since more reliance is placed on a single-valve while in this
Condition, it is prudent to perform the SR more often.
Therefore, a Frequency of once per-92-days was chosen and has
been shown to be acceptable based on operating experience.
E.1 and E.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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SR 3.6.3.1
Each 42 inch containment purge valve is required to be
verified sealed closed at 31 day intervals. This
Surveillance is designed to ensure that a gross breach of
containment is not caused by an inadvertent or spurious
opening of a containment purge valve. Detailed analysis of
the refueling purge valves failed to conclusively demonstrate
their ability to close during a LOCA in time to limit offsite
doses. Therefore, these valves are required to be in the
sealed closed position during MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4. A
containment purge valve that is sealed closed must have
motive power to the valve operator removed. This can be
accomplished by de-energizing the source of electric power.
In this application, the term "sealed" has no connotation of
leak tightness. The Frequency is a result of an NRC
initiative, Generic Issue B-24 (Ref. 4). related to
containment purge valve use during unit operations. This SR
is not required to be met while in Condition D of this LCO.
This is reasonable since the penetration flow path would be
isolated.
SR 3.6.3.2
This SR ensures that the power access purge valves are closed
as required or, if open. open for an allowable reason. If a
purge valve is open in violation of this SR. the valve is
considered inoperable. If the inoperable valve is not
otherwise known to have excessive leakage when closed, it is
not considered to have leakage outside of limits. The SR is
not required to be met when the purge valves are open for
pressure control. ALARA or air quality considerations for
personnel entry, or for Surveillances that require the valves
to be open. The power access purge valves are capable of
closing in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore,
these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed in
SR 3.6.3.3.

(continued)
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SR 3.6.3.3
This SR requires verification that each containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange located-outside containment and
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and required to be
closed during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to
ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or
gases outside the containment boundary-is within design
limits. This SR does not require any testing or valve
manipulation. Rather, it involves verification, through a
system walkdown. that those containment isolation valves
outside containment and capable of being mispositioned are in
the correct position. Since verification of valve position
for containment isolation valves outside-containment is
relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance of the
correct positions. Containment isolation valves that are

open under administrative controls are not required to meet
the SR during the time the valves are open. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
inthe closed position, since these were verified to be in
the correct position upon locking, sealing or securing.

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification
by administrative means is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1.
2. 3. 4 and for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once they
have been verified to be in the proper position, is small.
SR

3.6.3.4

-

This SR requires- verification that each containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange located inside containment and
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and required to be
closed during accident conditions is closed. The SR helps to
ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or
gases outside the containment boundary is-within design
limits. For containment isolation valves inside containment.
the Frequency of "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not
performed within the previous 92 days" is appropriate, since
these containment isol ation valves are operated under

(continued)
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SR

3.6.3.4

(continued)

administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. Containment isolation valves that are
open under administrative controls are not required to meet
the SR during the time that they are open. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in the closed position, since these were verified to be in
the correct position upon locking, sealing or securing.
The Note allows valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once they
have been verified to be in their proper position, is small.
SR 3.6.3.5
Verifying that the isolation time of each automatic power
operated containment isolation valve is within limits is
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time test
ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less than or
equal to that assumed in the safety analysis. The
isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program.
SR 3.6.3.6
For containment purge valves with resilient seals, additional
leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Option B (Ref. 5), is required to
ensure OPERABILITY. Industry operating experience has
demonstrated that this type of seal has the potential to
degrade in a shorter time period than do other seal types.
Based on this observation and the importance of maintaining
this penetration leak tight (due to the direct path between
containment and the environment), a Frequency of 184 days was
established as part of the NRC resolution of Generic
Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration"
(Ref. 3).

(continued)
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SR 3.6.3.6 (continued)
Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after
opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen
recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce additional
seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a valve that has
not been opened). Thus, decreasing the interval (from
184 days) is a prudent measure after a valve has been opened.
SR 3.6.3.7
Automatic containment isolation valves close on a containment
isolation signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material
from containment following a DBA. This SR ensures each
automatic containment isolation valve will actuate to its
isolation position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal. This Surveillance is not required for valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative controls. The 18 month
Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that this
SR be performed only during a unit outage. since isolation of
penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow and disrupt
normal operation of many critical components. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass this
SR when performed on the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.
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SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the essential AFW trains is to supply
water to the'steam generator to remove-decay heat and other
residual heat.' by delivering at least the minimum required
flow rate to'the steam'generators at pressures corresponding
to 1270 psia at the entrance to the steam generators.
The limiting Design.Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients
for the AFW System are as follows:
a.

Feedwater Line Break (FWLB): and

b.

Main Steam Line Break (MSLB).

c.

Station Blackout

In addition, the minimum available AFW flow and system
characteristics are'serious considerations in the analysis
of a small break loss of coolant accident.
The AFW System design is such that it can'perform its
function following an FWLB between the MFW isolation valve
and containment. combined with a loss of offsite power
following turbine trip. and a single active failure of the
steam turbine driven AFW-pump.'' In such a case. the AFAS
logic might not detect the affected steam generator if the
backflow check valve to the affected MFW header worked
properly. The non-essential motor driven AFW pump, if
started manually. would deliver to the broken down comer
header at the pump runout'flow'until 'the problem was
detected, and flow was terminated by the operator.
Sufficient flow would be delivered to the intact steam
generator by the-essential motor driven AFW pump.
The AFW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii).
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This LCO requires that three AFW trains be OPERABLE to
ensure that the AFW System will perform the design safety
function to mitigate the consequences of accidents that
could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary. Two essential and one non-essential AFW
pumps, in two diverse trains, ensure availability of
residual heat removal capability for all events accompanied
by a loss of offsite power and a single failure. This is
accomplished by powering the essential motor driven AFW pump
from an emergency bus. The non-essential motor driven AFW
pump can be manually loaded on its emergency bus.
The third AFW pump is powered by a diverse means, a steam
driven turbine supplied with steam from a source not
isolated by the closure of the MSIVs.
The AFW System is considered to be OPERABLE when the
components and flow paths required to provide AFW flow to
the steam generators are OPERABLE. This requires that the
two motor driven AFW pumps be OPERABLE in two diverse paths,
each capable of supplying AFW to either steam generator.
The turbine driven AFW pump shall be OPERABLE with redundant
steam supplies from each of the two main steam lines
upstream of the MSIVs and capable of supplying AFW flow to
either of the two steam generators. The piping, valves,
instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths
shall also be OPERABLE.
Although the operability of the non-essential motor driven
AFW pump is important from a risk perspective, this pump is
not credited in the PVNGS Accident Analyses.
The LCO is modified by a Note indicating that only one AFW
train, which includes a motor driven pump, is required to be
OPERABLE in MODE 4. This is because of reduced heat removal
requirements, the short period of time in MODE 4 during
which AFW is required, and the insufficient steam supply
available in MODE 4 to power the turbine driven AFW pump.
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Two circuits between the offsite transmission network and
the onsite Class 1E Electrical Power Distribution System and
separate and'independent DGs for each train ensure
availability of the required power to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an
anticipated'operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated
DBA.
Offsite circuits are-those that are described in the updated
FSAR and are part of thelicensing basis for the unit.
In addition. one automatic load sequencer per train must be
OPERABLE.
Each offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated
frequency'and voltage. and accepting required loads during
an accident. while connected to the ESF buses.
The startup transformers (NAN-X01, NAN-X02. and NAN-X03)
convert the 525:kV'offsite power to the Non-Class 1E 13.8
kV power. Each secondary winding of a startup transformer
normally provides power to one of two interconnected 13.8 kV
intermediate buses (NAN-S05 & NAN-S06) per unit, in such a
way that the two 13.8:kV intermediate buses of the same unit
receive power:'from two different start-up transformers
(preferred offsite sources: normal and alternate supply).
For example,' Unit I NAN-S05's normal supply is from a NANX03 secondary winding and NAN-SO5's alternate supply is from
a NAN-X01 secondary winding; Unit I NAN-506's normal supply
is from a NAN-X02 secondary winding and NAN-S05's alternate
supply is from a NAN-XO1 secondary winding. The secondary
winding are sized to start and carry one-half of the
non-Class lE loads of one unit and two trains of ESF loads.
one which is from another unit, during'unit trips or during
startup/shutdown operation.
The 13.8 kV intermediate buses (NAN-S05 & NAN-S06), in turn.
distribute power to the 4.16 kV'Class'1E buses (PBA-S03 &
PBB-S04)'via a 13.8 kV bus (NAN-S03 or-NAN-S04) and an ESF
-transformer (NBN-X03 or NBN-X04).
Two fast bus transfer circuits are also provided to transfer
the non-Class lE'house loads fed from NAN-SO1 and NAN-S02 to
13.8 kV buses NAN-S03 and NAN-S04 respectively during a
plant trip or during startup/shutdown operation. Prior to a
plant trip, NAN-SO1 and-NAN-S02'are fed from the auxiliary
transformer, and are fed from NAN-S03 and NAN-S04
respectively after the plant trip.
(continued)
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Each DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated
speed (i.e., frequency) and voltage, and connecting to its
respective ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage. This
will be accomplished within (<) 10 seconds. Each DG must
also be capable of accepting required loads within the
assumed loading sequence intervals, and continue to operate
until offsite power can be restored to the ESF buses. These
capabilities are required to be met from a variety of
initial conditions such as DG in standby condition with the
engine hot and DG in standby condition with the engine at
normal keep-warm conditions. Additional DG capabilities
must be demonstrated to meet required Surveillances (e.g.,
capability of the DG to revert to standby status on an ECCS
signal while operating in parallel test mode).
Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of
nonessential loads, is a required function.
The AC sources in one train must be separate and independent
(to the extent possible) of the AC sources in the other
train. For the DGs. separation and independence are
complete.
For the offsite AC sources, the separation and independence
are to the extent practical. An offsite circuit may be
connected to both 4.16 kV Class lE buses (PBA-S03 & PBB-S04)
and not violate separation criteria. While in this
alignment, the associated 13.8 kV startup transformer
secondary circuit must not be connected to any non-Class lE
house load bus (NAN-SO1 or NAN-S02) nor have fast bus
transfer capability to any such bus enabled. This
restriction assures adequacy of voltage to ESF equipment.
The offsite circuit that is not connected to either 4.16 kV
Class lE bus is inoperable.

APPLICABILITY

The AC sources and sequencers are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4 to ensure that:
a.

Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor cool ant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and

b.

Adequate core cooling is provided and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

I
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A.3
According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6). operation may
continue in Condition A for a period that should not exceed
72 hours.. With one offsite circuit inoperable, the
reliability of the offsite system is degraded, and the
potential for a loss of offsite power is increased, with
attendant potential for a challenge to the unit safety
systems. In this Condition, however. the remaining OPERABLE
offsite circuit and OGs are adequate to supply electrical
power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System.
The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable
time for repairs. and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.
The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3
establishes a imit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required AC:power sources to be inoperable
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet
the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance. a
DG is inoperable. and that DG is subsequently returned
OPERABLE. the LCO may already have been not met for up to
72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours, since
initial failure to meet-the LCO. to restore the offsite
circuit. At this time, a OG could again become inoperable.
the circuit restored OPERABLE. and an additional 72 hours
(for a total of 9 days)-allowed prior to complete
restoration of 'the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides
a limit on the time allowed in a specified condition after
discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A
and B are entered concurrently. The-"AND" connector between
the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Time means that both
Completion Times apply simultaneously. and the more
restrictive Completion Time must be met.
As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception' to the normal "time zero" for beginning the
allowed outage time "clock." This will result in
establishing the "time zero" at the time that the LCO was
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition A was
entered.

(continued)
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B.1
To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an
inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of
the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the
Required Action only specifies "perform," a failure of
SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required
Action being not met. However, if an offsite circuit fails
to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit
inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions
must then be entered.
B.2
Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a
loss of offsite power, during the period that a DG is
inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety
function of redundant required features. These features
require Class lE power from PBA-S03 or PBB-S04 ESF buses to
be OPERABLE, and are identical to those specified in ACTION
A.2. Mode applicability is as specified in each appropriate
TS section. Redundant required feature failures consist of
inoperable features associated with a train, redundant to
the train that has an inoperable DG.
The Completion Time for Required Action B.2 is intended to
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both:
a.

An inoperable DG exists; and

b.

A required feature on the other train is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one
DG inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.
Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one
or more inoperable required support or supported features,
or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results
in starting the Completion Time for the Required Action.
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SR

3.8.1.18

Under accident and loss of offsite power conditions
loads are sequentially connected to the bus by the
automatic load sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the
permissive and starting signals to motor breakers to prevent
overloading of the DGs due to high motor starting currents.
The 1 second load sequence time tolerance ensures that
sufficient time exists for the DG to restore frequency and
voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety
analysis assumptions regarding ESF equipment time delays are
not violated. FSAR. Chapter 8 (Ref. 2) provides a summary
of the automatic loading of ESF buses.

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the
recommendations of-Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).
paragraph 2.2.4. takes into consideration unit conditions
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.
This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system. and challenge safety systems.

SR 3.8.1.19

;

-

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power. the DGsare required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel. RCS. and containment design
limits are not exceeded.'
This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation, as
discussed in the Bases for'SR 3.8.1.11. during a loss of
offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction with an
ESF actuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of
connection and'loading of loads.'testing that adequately
shows the capability of'the DG system to perform these
functions is acceptable., This testing may include any
series ofsequential. overlapping. or total steps so that
the entire connection and-loading sequence is verified.
The Frequency of-18 months takes into-consideration unit
conditions required to perform-the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with an-expected fuel cycle length
of 18 months.'

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

3.8.1.19 (continued)

This SR is modified by three Notes. The reason for Note 1
is to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations for DGs. The
reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance would
remove a required offsite circuit from service, perturb the
electrical distribution system, and challenge safety
systems. Note 3 states that the steady state voltage and
frequency limits are analyzed values and have not been
adjusted for instrument accuracy. The analyze values for
the steady-state diesel generator voltage limits are 2 4000
and s 4377.2 volts and the analyzed values for the steadystate diesel generator frequency limits are > 59.7 and
s 60.7 hertz. The indicated steady state diesel generator
voltage and frequency limits, using the panel mounted diesel
generator instrumentation and adjusted for instrument error,
are 2 4080 and 5 4300 volts (Ref.12), and 2 59.9 and • 60.5
hertz (Ref.13), respectively. If digital Maintenance and
Testing Equipment (M&TE) is used instead of the panel
mounted diesel generator instrumentation, the instrument
error may be reduced, increasing the range for the indicated
steady state voltage and frequency limits.
SR

3.8.1.20

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting
independence has not been compromised. Also, this
Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve
proper speed within the specified time when the DGs are
started simultaneously.
The 10 year Frequency is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), paragraph 2.3.2.4 and
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 9).
This SR is modified by three Notes. The reason for Note 1
is to minimize wear on the DG during testing. The reason
for Note 2 is that during operation with the reactor
critical, performance of this SR could cause perturbations
to the EDS that could challenge continued steady state
operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. Note 3
states that the steady state voltage and frequency limits
are analyzed values and have not been adjusted for
instrument accuracy. The analyzed values for the steadystate diesel generator voltage limits are 2 4000 and
(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3
BASES
ACTIONS
(continued)

D.1
With the new fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for
SR 3.8.3.3 not within the required limits, a period of
30 days is allowed for.restoring the stored fuel oil
properties. This period provides sufficient time to test
the stored fuel oil to determine that the new fuel oil, when
mixed with previously stored fuel oil, remains acceptable.
or restore the stored fuel oil properties. This restoration
may involve feed and bleed procedures, filtering, or
combinations of-these procedures. Even if a DG start and
load was required-during this time interval and the fuel oil
properties were outside limits. there is a high likelihood
that the DG would still be capable of performing its
intended function.
E.1
Each DG is OPERABLE with one air receiver capable of
delivering an operating pressure of 2 230 psig indicated.
Although there exist two-independent and redundant starting
air receivers per DG, only one starting air receiver is
required for DG.OPERABILITY. Each receiver is sized to
accomplish 5 DG starts from its normal operating pressure of
250 psig. and each will start the DG in < 10 seconds with a
minimum pressure of 185 psig. If therequired starting air
receiver is < 230 psig and > 185 psig. the starting air
system is degraded and a period of 48 hours is considered
sufficient to complete restoration to the required pressure
prior to declaring the DG inoperable. This 48-hour period
is acceptable based on the minimum starting air capacity (2
185 psig). the fact that the DG start must be accomplished
on the'first attempt (there are no sequential starts in
emergency mode), and the low probability of an event during
this brief period. Calculation 13-JC-DG-203 (Ref. 9)
supports the proposed values for receiver pressures.
F.1
With a Required Action and'associated Completion Time not
met, or one or more DGs with diesel fuel oil, lube oil, or
starting air subsystem inoperable'for reasons other than
addressed by Conditions A through E. the associated DG may
be incapable of performing its intended function and must be
immediately declared inoperable.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil. and Starting Air
B 3.8.3
BASES
SURVEILLANCE

SR

3.8.3.1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR provides verification that there is an adequate
inventory of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each
DG's operation for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is
sufficient time to place the unit in a safe shutdown
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite
location.
The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are
provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses
of fuel oil during this period.
SR

3.8.3.2

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory
is available to support at least 7 days of full load
operation for each DG. The 2.5 inches visible in the
sightglass requirement is based on the DG manufacturer
consumption values for the run time of the DG. Implicit in
this SR is the requirement to verify the capability to
transfer the lube oil from its storage location to the DG.
when the DG lube oil sump does not hold adequate inventory
for 7 days of full load operation without the level reaching
the manufacturer recommended minimum level.
The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
lube oil supply is onsite, since DG starts and run time are
closely monitored by the unit staff.
SR 3.8.3.3
The tests listed below are a means of determining whether
new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate.
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil
may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
8 3.9.3
BASES
BACKGROUND
(continued)

Equivalent isolation methods must be approved and may
include use of devices designed to allow eddy current
testing and sludge lancing of the steam generators. Devices
which present a substantial restriction to.the release of
containment atmosphere may be considered equivalent.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment. the most severe radiological
consequences result from'a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a postulated event.that involves damage
to irradiated fuel (Ref. 2). Fuel'handling accidents.
analyzed in Reference 2,-include dropping a single
irradiated fuel assembly and handling tool or a heavy object
onto other irradiated fuel assemblies. The requirements of
LCO 3.9.6. "Refueling Water Level-Fuel Assemblies." LCO
3.9.7. "Refueling WaterLevel-CEAs," and'the minimum decay
time of 100 hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the
release of fission product radioactivity,'subsequent to a
fuel handling accident.-results in doses that are well
within the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100. The
acceptance limits for' offsite radiation exposure are
contained in Standard Review Plan Section 15.7.4. Rev. 1
(Ref. 3). which defines "well within" 10 CFR 100 to be 25%
or less of the 10 CFR 100 values.
Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii,
'

LCO

This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for
fission product radioactivity released within containment.
The LCO requires any penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to
be closed except for the OPERABLE-containment purge supply
exhaust penetrations. containment personnel airlocks, and
equipment'hatch. For the OPERABLE containment purge supply
and exhaust penetrations, this LCO ensures that these
penetrations are isolable by a valve in the Containment
Purge Isolation System. The OPERABILITY requirements for
this LCO ensure-that the automatic purge valve closure times
specified in the UFSAR can be achieved and therefore meet
the assumptions used in the safety analysis to ensure
releases through-the valves are terminated. such that the
radiological doses'are within the acceptance limit. The
(continued)
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I

Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3
BASES
LCO
(continued)

equipment hatch is required to be kept free of obstructions
that could impede its closure so it is capable of being
closed with a minimum of four bolts should a fuel handling
accident occur inside containment.
The containment personnel airlock doors may be open during
movement of irradiated fuel in the containment and during
CORE ALTERATIONS provided that one door is capable of being
closed in the event of a fuel handling accident. Should a
fuel handling accident occur inside containment, one
personnel airlock door will be closed following an
evacuation of containment.
The LCO is modified by a Note allowing penetration flow
paths with direct access from the containment atmosphere to
the outside atmosphere to be unisolated under administrative
controls. Administrative controls ensure that 1)
appropriate personnel are aware of the open status of the
penetration flow path during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, and 2)
specified individuals are designated and readily available
to isolate the flow path in the event of a fuel handling
accident.

APPLICABILITY

The containment penetration requirements are applicable
during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment because this is when there is
a potential for a fuel handling accident. In MODES 1, 2. 3.
and 4, containment penetration requirements are addressed by
LCO 3.6.1, "Containment." In MODES 5 and 6, when CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment are not being conducted, the potential for a
fuel handling accident does not exist. Therefore, under
these conditions no requirements are placed on containment
penetration status.

ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2
With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any
containment penetration that provides direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere not in the
required status, including the Containment Purge Isolation
System not capable of automatic actuation when the purge
(continued)
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SDC and Coolant Circulation

-

Low Water Level

SDC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.5
BASES
APPLICABILITY

Two SDC loops are required to be OPERABLE, and one SDC loop
must be in operation in MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ft
above the top of the reactor vessel flange, to provide decay
heat removal. Requirements for the SDC System in other
MODES are covered by LCOs inSection 3.4. Reactor Coolant
System. MODE 6 requirements, with a water level > 23 ft
above the reactor vessel flange, are covered in LCO 3.9.4.
"Shutdown Cooling and Coolant Circulation - High Water '
Level."

ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2
If one SDC loop is inoperable, action shall be immediately
initiated and continued until the SDC loop is restored to
OPERABLE status and to operation, or until > 23 ft of water
level is established above the reactor"vessel'flange. When
the water level is established at Ž 23 ft above the reactor
vessel flange, the Applicability will change to that of
LCO 3.9.4. "Shutdown Cooling and Coolant'Circulation - High
Water Level." and only-one SDC loop is required to be
OPERABLE and in-operation. An immediate Completion Time is
necessary for an operator:to initiate corrective actions.
B.1
If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE.
there will be no forced circulation to provide mixing to
establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower
boron concentration than that contained in the RCS.
Therefore, actions that reduce boron concentration shall be
suspended immediately.
B.2
If no SDC loop is in operation or 'no SDC loops are OPERABLE.
action shall be initiated immediately and continued without
interruption to restore,'one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and
operation. Since theiunit is in Conditions A and B
concurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE SDC loops and
one operating SDC loop should be accomplished expeditiously.

-(continued)
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SDC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.5
BASES
ACTIONS
(Continued)

B.3
If no SDC loop is in operation or no SDC loops are OPERABLE,
all containment penetrations providing direct access from
the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be
closed within 4 hours. With the SDC loop requirements not
met, the potential exists for the coolant to boil and
release radioactive gas to the containment atmosphere.
Closing containment penetrations that are open to the
outside atmosphere ensures that dose limits are not
exceeded.
The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the
low probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.5.1
This Surveillance demonstrates that one SOC loop is
operating and circulating reactor coolant at a flowrate of
greater than or equal to 3780 gpm. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. In addition, this
Surveillance demonstrates that the other SDC loop is
OPERABLE.
In addition, during operation of the SDC loop with the water
level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SDC
loop flow rate determination must also consider the SDC pump
suction requirements. The Frequency of 12 hours is
sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control.
and alarm indications available to the operator to monitor
the SDC System in the control room.
Verification that the required loops are OPERABLE and in
operation ensures that loops can be placed in operation as
needed, to maintain decay heat and retain forced
circulation. The Frequency of 12 hours is considered
reasonable, since other administrative controls are
available and have proven to be acceptable by operating
experience.

(continued)
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